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Consumers of agricultural commodities or products, 
agricultural producers and taKpayers view the United States 
agricultural sector £rom different perspectives and use 
different criterion or goal structures to gauge its perfor-
mance. These goal structures tend to be conflicting. 
Consumer groups prefer low food costs. Farm groups want 
adequate levels of income from the products they produee. 
Taxpayers are, of course, a subset of both consumer and farm 
groups, but the vast majority of taxpayers are consumers. 
The preference of taxpayers are for low Federal outlays on 
Government farm programs. The agricultural policy decision 
maker must decide upon agricultural policy which considers 
the various, and, in general, conflicting goals of society. 
Historically, agricultural policy makers have used 
three types of farm programs to attempt to alleviate the 
problem of low farm income and other problems facing agri-
cultural producers. These farm programs are direct payments 
to farmers, price supports, and production or supply con-
trol. Direct payment programs are exemplified by the 
1 
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deficiency payment program of the 1977 Food and Agricul-
ture Act which are based upon target prices. Direct payment 
programs can be very effective in raising farm income, but 
they can also be associated with high treasury costs or Fed-
eral outlays. Price support programs effectively set a 
minimum price which agricultural producers receive for their 
products. Prices are supported by the Federal Government by 
either non-recourse loans, which the farmer can turn his pro-
duction over to the Federal Government as full payment for 
the loan, or through direct purchases of excess supplies. 
Either method can result in large stocks of agricultural 
commodities. Supply or production control programs may have 
relatively low treasury costs, yet may incur other social 
costs in the form of increased consumer food costs. These 
farm programs like price support programs reflect the use of 
the low price elasticity of demand of agricultural commod-
ities in increasing farm income. A review 0£ the success 
and failure of all these types of farm program may be found 
in Tweeten C1970). 
Over the last decade, control theory has emerged from 
relative obscurity in agricultural economics to become a 
highly acclaimed theoretical construct which provides a con-
ceptual framework for developing what could be called a 
general theory of policy formulation and analysis. Burt 
(1969) was one of the first agricultural economists to recog-
nize the potential usefulness of control theory in develop-
ing temporal agricultural policy. The use of control theory 
as a comprehensive integ~ative device or framework fo~ a 
general theory of policy development and analysis can be 
attributed to Rausse~ C1978). 
However, one significant use of control theory has been 
largely ignored in past studies of policy formulation and 
analysis with control methods. This is the potential abili-
ty of control methods to facilitate the development of a 




The general objective of this thesis was to demonstrate 
that control theory can be used to generate economic intelli-
gence in tegard to agricultural policy formulation and 
analysis. Specific objectives were 1) to develop a prefor-
mance measure which reflects alternative agricultural policy 
formulations which can occur as the preferences of agri-
cultural policy d~cision makers vary for obtaining specified 
goals for annual net farm income and 2) to indicate the sets 
of agricultural policies. that are consistent with the alter-
native preferences of decisiorl makers for a given economic 
environment for agriculture. The objectives of this thesis 
were accomplished by adapting control theory methods to an 
economic model which simulates the United States agricultur-
al sector. The economic model used was the National 
Agricultural Policy Simulator Simultaneous Version 
CPOLYSIM). 
Organization of the Remainder of Thesis 
The remaining four chapters of this thesis are or-
ganized in the following fashion. The next chapter contains 
basic concepts of control methods and develops these con-
cepts in relation to the United States agricultural sector. 
The third chapter contains a detailed description of the 
POLYSIM model which was used in this thesis. Chapter IV con-
tains results for selected petformance measures from which 
agricultural policy was formul~ted and analyzed. Summary 
and conclusions are presented in the last chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Optimal control methods can be classified in many ways. 
The most common categorizations of control methods are de-
terministic, stochastic and adaptive. The control method 
used in this study can be classified as deterministic. Sto-
chastic and adaptive control methods have dealt primarily 
with gaining knowledge of and the summarization of stochas-
tic elements which can enter the system or process being 
controlled. Information gained about the stochastic ele-
ements of the system or process is used in a summary fashion 
to develop control policies. The summarization used is 
mathematical expectation. The successful application of 
stochastic and adaptive control methods requires the ability 
to mesh mathematical expectation and optimization techniques 
by which control policies are formulated. Existing stochas-
tic and adaptive control methods require the ability to 
differentiate performance variables with respect to all con-
trol variables Cperfo~mance variables and control variables 
are discussed in the following sections of this chapter). 
This requirement is not fullfilled for all performance var-
iables of interest from the United States agricultural 
sector. Thus, the control method selected to be used in 
5 
this thesis was of the deterministic type that allows for 
the formulation of control problems which do not meet the 
requirement of differentiability. 
Some Basic Concepts of Control Methods 
6 
In general, the objective of control methods is to de-
termine the levels of control variables that cause a 
particular system Cor process) to satisfy a given set of 
boundary constraints and at the same time cause a given 
performance measure to be at a maximum Cor minimum) (Jacobs, 
1975; Kirk, 1970; Sage, 1968). The above definition not 
only defines the objective of control methods, but also 
suggests important issues a researcher must consider when 
applying control methods to policy formulation and analysis 
problems. These issues, which include the mathematical 
description of system or process to be controlled, perfor-
mance measurement, and selection of the appropriate 
optimization method to determine the optimal control path, 
are discussed in the following sections of this chapter. 
The System or Process to be Controlled 
One of the basic issues a researcher must consider in a 
control situation is the mathematical description of the sys-
tem or process to be controlled. In the case of economic 
systems, the system or process might be expressed as 
Yit = fiCYt,Yt-1,Ct,Xt) ( 1 ) 
where Yit is the ith element in the vector Yt which defines 
all endogenous or state variables in the system for time 
period t, Yt-1 is the vector Yt lagged one time period. ct 
is the vector of control variables or policy instruments 
which can be controlled or manipulated by Government au-
thorities. Control variables can be thought of as a subset 
of all exogenous variables defined in the system. The vec-
7 
tor Xt defines the remaining exogenous variables in the sys-
tern which are not subject to control. This representation 
of an economic system allows for simultaniety among endog-
enous variables and the consideration of lagged response. 
This formulation of economic system has been suggested and 
used in control studies by Chow (1976). 
The breadth of ~he model of the economic system or pro-
cess implicity determines the scope of the control problem 
that can be considered. As the model of the system becomes 
larger and considers more economic relationships, the more 
encompassing the control problem can be formulated. Past 
applications of control methods to agriculture policy anal-
ysis and formulation illustrate this point. Studies by 
Freebairn and Rausser C1974) and Rausser and Freebairn 
(1974) are examples of control problem formulations which 
used small economic models and had somewhat limited results 
since they considered only a specific agricultural commodity 
and did not consider interactions with other agricultural 
commodities. Arzac and Wilkinsons' (1977) study on the 
stabilization of the United States feed grain and livestock 
market represents a more comprehensive formulation of an 
agricultural control problem, yet precluded analysis of the 
effects of feed grain and livestock policy upon other agri-
cultural commodities and also precluded the analysis of 
converse relationships. Richardsons' C1977) study was the 
first application of control methods to agricultural policy 
formulation and analysis which allowed for many interre-
lationships among agricultural commodities. Feed grain as 
well as food grain and fiber policies were determined which 
accounted for supply and demand interactions among major 
agricultural commodities. 
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The model of the system or process also implicitly 
defines the control variables or policy instruments by which 
policy can be determined. For a policy instrument to be 
used as a control variable in policy formulation and analy-
sis with control methods, the policy instrument must be 
defined in the model4 Garbade (1976) also suggested pre-
requisites for control variables selection from the set of 
policy instruments defined in the system. The first pre-
requisite relates to the ability of selected control 
variables to effect petfo~mance measures. If the perfor-
rnance of the system is to be measured by effecting the value 
of a particular endogenous variable and no control variables 
are included which affect this endogenous variable, then the 
ability of control methods to formulate policy will be null-
ified. The second requisite suggested by Garbade (1976) 
relates to the uniqueness of effect that a particular con-
trol variable has upon endogenous variables. The effects 
9 
of control variables should be distinguishable. If the 
control problem has been formulated with redundant control 
variables, the problem should be :reformulated to eliminate 
:redundancies. 
Performance Measurement 
Another issue the. researcher must consider in a control 
situation is the relationship which defines how the perfor-
mance of the system is to be measured. The performance 
measure is usually termed the objective or criterion func-
tion and can be denoted as 
W = f C Yp) ( 2) 
where Yp defines a vector which contains a subset of the 
variables defined in Y where Y is defined as 
Y = CY1, ... ,YT) ( 3 ) 
and T represents the length of the corttrol period or plan-
ning horizon. The elements defined in the vector Yp are 
usually termed the performahce variables. 
At least two othe~ issues must he confronted in the 
development of an objective function given a particular 
mathematical forrn. 1 These are which endogenous or state var-
iables defined in Y should he included in Yp and values to 
1 An infinite number of different mathematical forms of 
an objective function can be constructed. However, as in 
the case of past control studies and this control study a 
particular mathematical form will be assummed. Emphasis in 
this study is placed on using the given or assummed mathe-
matical form of the objective function in developing alter-
native control paths which reflect different decision maker 
preferences. 
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be assigned to parameters defined in the objective func-
tion which reflect the preferences 0£ decision makers. The 
process 0£ public policy decision making subscribed to 
here is as presented by Rothenberg C1961) and others. De-
cision making is viewed as bargaining process among 
centralized decision makers and other individuals such as 
special interest groups. Performance variables included in 
an objective function must relate to what decision makers 
view as relevant measures of the welfare of the individuals 
they represent. 
Welfare measurements which have been proposed as per-
formance variables in control studies include both direct 
measures of consumer and producer surplus and indirect mea-
sures such as interest rates, unemployment rates, and 
measures of either expenditures for or income accruing from 
commodities included in the economic system. The use of the 
area above the supply curve and below the demand curve as a 
performance variable in a~ricultural control studies was 
first proposed by Burt C1969). Along with the technical 
problems associated with using consumer and producer surplus 
as a measure of welfare, these types of welfare measures may 
be difficult to understand and relate to in the task of 
decision making (Richardson and Ray, 1980). Decision makers 
may be more interested in indirect performance variables. 
Examples of indirect performance variables which have been 
used in agricultural control studies are consumer food 
expenditures, farm income, and federal outlays on agricul-
1 1 
culture (Richardson, 1978; Rausser and Freebai:cn, 1974). 
In the conteHt of centralized agricultural policy 
decision making, the main participants become the President 
and his cabinet, the legislative branch and possibly special 
interest groups. The selection of parameter values of an 
objective function, given the mathematical form, reflects 
the preferences of decision makers. In past control studies 
the most commonly used mathematical form of the objective 
function has expressed the objective or criterion function 
as a quadratic in the performance variables (Chow, 1975 and 
197 6, Holbrook, 197 5; Rausse:c and Freebairn, 197 5; Azza.c and 
Wilkinson, 1977; and others). Two basic forms of the 
quadratic objective function, which have been used in past 
control studies are 
T p 
w = l: l: Hit*CCYit-Ait)*~2) ( 4 ) 
t=1 i=1 
and 
T p T p 
w = l: l: kit*Yit- l: l: Kit*Yit**2 (5) 
t=1 i=1 t=1 i=1 
where Yit is as defined in (3) above and lit, Hit, kit, and 
Kit are parameters or weights associated with performance 
variables in their ~espective equations. The parameters Ait 
have also been termed the target values of Yit (Chow, 1975). 
As can be seen in (5) and especially (4), the para.me-
ters in these equations reflect the preferences of decision 
makers. 2 In the context of centralized decision making, 
2 As an explanation consider the situation of P=2; that 
12 
Rausser and Freebairn (1974) have suggested that the object-
tive £unction, or in their terminology the policy preference 
relation, should formalize preferences with assumptions 
about the marginal policy preference relation of the de-
cision maker and the marginal rate of substitution between 
performance variables in the policy preference relation. To 
consider this formalization, let (5) represent the policy 
preference relation with the simplifying assumption that the 
control period is for only one year and the parameters of 
(5) do not vary over time. 
then be rewritten as 
p 
W = L ki*Yi-Ki*Yi**2 
i=1 
This objective function might 
( 6 ) 
First order conditions £or the maHimization of (6) require 
that 
Wi = ki-2Ki*Yi= 0 ( 7) 
or 
Yi = ki/2Ki ( 8) 
for all i, where Wi denotes the partial de~ivative of W with 
respect to Yi. Denote the optimum value of Yi as given by 
C8) as Ai. By substituting Ai into (6), the policy prefer-
ence relation can be rewritten as 
p p 
W = E ki**2/4K~- E Ki*CYi-Ail**2. ( 9 ) 
i=1 i=1 
is, two performance variables. If H1t is greater than H2t, 
the decision maker a higher desire to obtain the target 
value of Y1t than Y2t. 
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The utility maximizing value of C6) must also satisfy 
the fact that the marginal rate of substitution between any 
two performance variables must also equal the ratio of the 
marginal policy preference relation for the same two perfor-
mance variables which are derived from (9) and defined as 
ratios of expressions such as 
Wi = -2Ki*CYi-Ai) ( 1 0) 
for all i. Rausser and Freebairn (1974) argue that for 
given values of the ratios of Wi and Wj as defined by 
C10), Ai, and base comparison points of Yi values for the 
parameters ki and Ki can be determined from (8) and C10). 
This approach to developing an objective function is 
methodologically between an approach suggested by Bray 
(1974) and arbi~rary weighting schemes. Bray (1974) 
suggests indepth interviewing of decision makers to detei:-
mine parameter values objective functions which reflect 
intensity of preferences. Arbitrary weighting schemes occur 
when the researcher conducting the control study assumes 
values for parameters such as Hit, kit and Kit in the above 
discussion. The use of arbitrary weighting schemes in an 
objective function does not necessarily suggest poor meth-
odology ( Rausser and Fi:eebairn, 1974). If the arbitrary 
weighting is made explicit, individuals and or decision 
makers with perhaps other desires may readily evaluate these 
assumptions. From this standpoint the decision maker(s) 
might conceptionalize what their policy prescriptions should 
be if their preferences differ from those assumed. 
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The consideration of possible ranges in preferences of 
decision makers suggests that a set of objective functions 
or policy preference relations. These different policy 
preference relations could reflect extreme viewpoints of 
decision makers as well as intermediate viewpoints. By 
indicating the policies developed by using different policy 
preference relations, a contribution to concensus public 
decision making might be obtained. 
Optimization Approach and Choice of 
Optimization Technique 
A third basic issue the researcher must consider in a 
control situation is that performance of the system can be 
altered or changed by movements in values of control or 
instrument variables. This issue or component a control 
situation is implied by the inclusion of the optimization 
statement in the earlier definition of the objective of 
control methods. 
The approach to the optimization problem in a control 
situation and the choice of optimization technique to solve 
this problem is constrained by the mathematical and dynamic 
form of the objective function and the mathematical form of 
the system. If the objective function is of a form such 
that the multiperiod control problem is separable in time, 
then two basic approaches to th~ optimization problem can be 
used. These are dynamic programming and simultaneous 
optimization. 
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The use of dynamic programming allows an optimization 
problem to be solved by stages which will reduce the multi-
period control optimization problem to a sequence of optimi-
zation problems (Chow, 1975). Dynamic programming has been 
used by many authors of optimal control studies such as Chow 
(1975) and C1976), Freebairn and Rausser C1975), Arzac and 
Wilkinson C1977J. 
Simultaneous optimization approaches determine object-
tive function optimizing values for all control variables 
for all time periods in the control period at once. 
ples the use of this approach are Holbrook (1975) and 
Richardson (1978). 
Exam-
Two basic types of optimization techniques have been 
used in past control studies. These are gtadient methods 
and direct search methods. The use of gradient methods re-
quire the ability to differentiate selected performance 
variables with respect to all control variables. This re-
quisite, as mentioned earlier, is not guaranteed for the 
performance variables used in this thesis. Thus, a direct 
search method the Box dompleH which does not require dif-
ferentiability was used. 
The Box Complex is a well documented and accepted di-
rect search optimization technique (Swan, 1974). It was 
used for the purpose of the optimization problem in this 
control study as a simultaneous optimization approach. The 
computer programming of this optimization technique was 
based upon the work of Kuester and Mize C1973) and Richard-
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son (1978). Fox a detailed description of the Box Complex 
procedure consult either BoH (1965) or Richardson and Ray 
C1979). For more detailed information on types of optim-
zation techniques which might be suitable to control 
optimization problems consult Farrell, McCall and Russell 
(1972) and Fair (1974). 
A Development of Basic Concepts of Control 
Theory in Relation to the United States 
Agricultural Sector 
As stated earlier one of the basic components of a 
control situation is the syste~ or process to be controlled. 
The model of the system or proces~ to be controlled in this 
control study was the National Agricultural Policy Simulator 
Simultaneous Version CPOLYSIM). A detailed description of 
this economic model is presented in the next chapter. 
Increases in net farm inco•e can occur from two sources 
which are increases in market income from the sale of agri-
cultural commodities and/or increases in Government 
payments. As a ~eflection of alternative preferences of 
decision makers; a set of control problems are formulated in 
this study that allow varying proportions of target net farm 
income increases to come from Government payments with the 
remainder coming from the market place. The specification 
of the objective function in each control problem or appli-
cation would reflect diffetent preferences as to the source 
of increase in net farm income. Two applications reflected 
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extremums of preference: one where all the increase in net 
farm income came from the market place and one where all the 
increase in net farm income came from Government payments. 
The remaining applications reflect preferences that net farm 
income should come partly from Government payments and 
partly from the market place. 
As stated above, the quadratic objective function of 
the form given by (4) was chosen for this study. Given this 
mathematical form and that performance variables are net 
farm income and the Government payments, the objective func-
tion can be formally expressed as 
T 
W = ~ CH1t*CY1t-A1t)**2+H2t*CY2t-A2t)**2) 
t=1 
( 1 1 ) 
where Y1t represents net farm income, Y2t represents Gover-
nment payments, A1t artd A2t are the target values of Y1t and 
Y2t, respectively, and H1t and H2t are the weights associ-
ated with Y1t and Y2t, respectively.3 
The values of the parameters H1t and H2t were chosen to 
be 1.0 and 50.0, respectively, for all control periods. The 
unit values for ~1t were chosen to allow equal weighting in 
obtaining the target levels of net farm income for all con-
trol periods. The larger values of H2t were chosen to 
insure that the exact levels of Goyernment payments were 
3 By including Government payments and net farm income in 
the objective function, market income was implicitly includ-
ed; that is, in achieving the target level of Government 
payments the target level of market income was also achieved 
since market income and Government payments sum to equal net 
farm income. 
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obtained. The target levels 0£ net farm income along with 
the baseline levels of net £arm income which were projected 
by the system to be controlled (POLYSIM) under conditions of 
no change in current farm policy for the control period 
(1980-1983), are given in Table I. The target levels of net 
farm income reflect the assumption of a 13 percentage point 
increase in the consumer price index for 1980 and a 9 per-
centage point increase in the consumer price index for 1981, 
1982 1983. The different applications of (11) were conduct-
ed by changing the parameters A2t to allow differing target 
levels 0£ Government payments. Thus, C 11) was used as the 
objective function for this study with H1t, H2t, and Alt 
held constant over all applications and the level of Govern-
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Multiple applications of the same quadratic objective 
function can be viewed as tracing out a member of the family 
of curves that Rausser and Freebairn C1974) have termed the 
policy possibility frontiers. Ideally we would like to deter-
mine the set of policy instruments levels that will achieve 
the desired point on the policy frontier. But, to know the 
point one would have to know the tangency of the social Cor 
policy) welfare function with the policy possibility fron-
tier. An alternative is optimizing the system for several 
points on the policy possibility frontier and let the policy 
maker reveal his perception of the tangency of the welfare 
function by the solution and corresponding policy instru-
ments he selects. 
Th~ policy possib~lity frontier implied by the minimi-
zation of the objective furiction in C11) for alternative 
values of A2t is conceptionalized graphically in Figure 1. 
The distance E-0 or A-0 when added to the projected level 
of net farm income will equal the target level of net farm 
income. The twb extremes in policy formulation are repre-
sented by points A and Eon Figure 1, Point A represents a 
policy formulation which generates all the increase in net 
farm income for a given control period from market sources 
of net farm income. The distance A-0 when added to the 
projected level of net farm income for the control period 
will yield the target level of net farm income. Point E 
represents the polar extreme. In this situation all the 
increase in net farm income must originate from Government 
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E 
Change in Market Income 
Figure 1. Policy Possibility Frontier 
payments. Point C represents a policy formulation exactly 
between the extrernums. In this application one-half the 
increase in net farm income would come from increases in 
market income and one half would come from Government 
payments. Point D represents the opposite of Point B, in 
this application of the objective function a larger pro-
portion of the increase in net farm income must come from 
Government payments, yet some of the increase in net farm 
income must still originate from the market place. The 
exact percentages used in this thesis are 70 percent from 
Government payments and 30 percent from the market place. 
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In addition to the applications of the objective func-
tion described above, another application of the objective 
function allowed the selection of any combination oi changes 
in market income and Government payments which obtains the 
target levels of net farm income. This application of the 
objective function in later sections of this thesis will be 
referred to as the free choice application. The results of 
of all six applications are presented in Chapter IV. 
Control variable selections assumed continuation of 
present farm programs. It was assumed that a deficiency 
payment program based upon target prices was in effect for 
corn, grain sorghum, barley, wheat and cotton. Set-aside 
and stock programs were assumed for these crops with a stock 
program also available for oats and soybeans. For feed 
grains and wheat the farmer-held reserve program, as pro-
vided for in the 1977 Food and Agriculture Act was assumed. 
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For cotton and soybeans a Commodity Credit Corporation pro-
gram which supports market price at loan rates was assumed. 
It was further assumed that if a set-aside program is in 
effect farmers must participate in the set-aside program to 
be eligible for income support (deficiency payment) and 
stock programs (farmer-held reserve and CCC). 
The control variables or policy instruments used in 
this study were the target price, loan rate, and set-aside 
rate of corn, wheat and cotton. Changes in target prices in 
conjunction with a deficiency payment program reflect chan-
ges in income support payments to farmers. The formula by 
which deficiency payments are computed under the provisions 
of the 1977 Food and Agriculture Act is eKplained in detail 
in Chapter III. Table II cdntains the upper and lower boun-
dary constraints of these control variables. 
Loan rates have, historically, been used as price sup-
port levels for agricultural crops. Price supports have set 
minimums on prices which f~rmers receive for their crops via 
Commodity Credit Corporation non-recourse loan programs. 
Loan rates are also important in stock programs. These pol-
icy instruments are used to determine prices at which 
farmers can market grains in the farmer-held reserves and 
also the market prices at which Commodity Credit Corporation 
stocks can be marketed. Table III contains the upper and 
lower boundary constraints of these control variables. 
Changes in set-aside rates reflect potential reduction 







UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS FOR TARGET 
PRICES OF CORM, WHEAT AND COTTOM, 19 80-8 3 
Corn 
Lowe:i::: Uppe:i::: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. 1 0 3.97 
2. 1 0 4.46 
2. 1 0 4.92 





$/bushel . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
3.00 5.72 .52 0.94 
3. 0 0 6.37 . 5 2 1. 04 
3.00 7 . 11 .52 1 . 1 2 
3.00 7.57 .52 1 . 1 8 
Sou:i:::ce: Lowe:i::: bounda:i:::ies a:i:::e f:i:::om the 1977 Food and 
Agriculture Act. Uppe:i::: boundaries represent 1980 parity 
p:i:::ices of the :i:::espective c:i:::op adjusted by p:i:::ojected 
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0. 8 1 
0.89 
0.96 
1 . 0 1 
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could xeflect multiple policy goals, the one emphasized hexe 
is their effect upon the market prices of agricultural prod-
ducts thxough changes in production. Table IV contains the 
upper and lower boundary constraints of these control var-
iables. 
TABLE IV 
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS FOR SET-ASIDE 
RATES OF CORN, WHEAT AND COTTON, 1980-83 
Year 
1980 
























In addition to the control variables described above 
the target prices, loan rates, and set-aside rates for grain 
sorghum and barley and the loan rate for oats were computed 
based upon their historical relationship to corn variables. 
During the period 1977-1980, the ta:r:get price of sorghum 
averaged 108.75 percent of corn target price and barley 
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averaged 97.75 percent of corn target price. These percen-
tages of corn target prices were used in computing sorghum 
and barley target prices. During the period 1977-1980 the 
loan rates of barley, grain sorghum, and oats were admin-
istratively set based upon the provisions of the 1977 Food 
and Agriculture Act. This legislation requires that the 
loan rate of barley, grain sorghum and oats be determined 
based upon thier feeding values in relation to corn. During 
this time perio~ grain sorghum loan rate was set at exactly 
95.0 percent of corn loan rate, barley loan rate was set at 
81.5 percent of corn loan rate and oats loan rate was set at 
51.5 percent. The same relationships were used in this 
thesis. The set-aside rates of barley and grain sorghum 
were also assumed to be equal to corn set-aside rate. 
The National Agricultural Policy Simulator CPOLYSIM) 
contains policy instruments other than those described above 
which were not subject to corttrol in this study. These are 
national program ac~eages, administrative yields, release 
and call prices on grains in the farmer-held reserve and 
release prices for Government-6wned stocks. The values of 
the policy instrument used for the control period of the 
study are given in Table V. 
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TABLE V 
PREDETERMINED VALUES OF NATIONAL PROGRAM ACREAGE,ADMINIS-
TRATIVE YIELDS, AND STOCK RELEASE PRICES, 1980-1983 
Variable and Crop Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
National P:rog:ram 
Ac:reage 
Co:rn M. acres 70.5 27.0 74.0 5.0 
Wheat M. acres 65.0 66.5 65.8 65.4 
Cotton M. acres 1 0 . 3 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 
Grain Sorghum M. acres 13.5 1 4 . 1 14.0 14.4 
Barley M. acres 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.7 
Administrative Yields 
Co:rn bu./ac:re 1 0 1 . 1 100.0 99.0 98.0 
Wheat bu./ac:re 31. 0 32.0 32.0 32.0 
Cotton bu . ./ac:re 480.0 480.0 480.0 480.0 
Grain Sorghum bu./acre 55.0 54.5 54.5 54.5 
Barley bu./ac:t:e 44.5 46.0 46.5 46.5 
Fa:t:me:r-held Reserve 
Release P:r:ice 
Co:rn % of loan :rate 1 25. 0 125.0 125.0 125. 0 
t.1heat % of loan :rate 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 
Cotton 3 of loan rate 125.0 125.0 125.0 125.0 
Grain So:r:ghum 3 of loan :rate 125.0 125.0 125.0 125.0 
Barley % of loan :rate 125.0 125. 0 125.0 125.0 
CCC Sales Price 
Co:rn % of loan :rate 150.0 150. 0 150.0 150.0 
Wheat 3 of loan :t:ate 190 . 0 190.0 190.0 190.0 
Grain So:t:ghum 3 of loan :rate 150.0 15 0. 0 150.0 150.0 
Oats % of loan :rate 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 
Barley 3 of loan :t:ate 15 0. 0 150.0 150.0 1 50. 0 
Modifications Made to the National 




For any farm program such as set-aside to be effective, 
farmers must participate. In the past some agricultural pro-
grams have had high farmer participation while others have 
had low farmer participation. To estimate farmer participa-
tion rates and to ensure that adequate renumeration would be 
given producers for participation, a breakeven producer de-
cision model was developed. 
work of Burnstein (1979). 
The model is based upon the 
When either the policy instruments values or in the con-
text of this study the control variable values of a farm 
program such as set-aside are announced, a farmer has to 
decide whether or not to participate in that program. The 
decision process on whether or not to particpate can be anal-
yzed by comparing the expected net revenue of the non-parti-
cipant to that of the participant (Burnstein, 1979). The 
expected net revenue of the non-participant for the ith crop 
is total expected revenue for that crop less the expected 
cost of production. This can be expressed as 
NVRi = PRODi*MPi - PRODi*ACYi ( 1 2) 
where NVRi represents the expected net revenue of the ith 
crop, PRODi represents the expected production of the ith 
crop, MPi represents the expected market price of the ith 
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crop, and ACYi %epresents the expected average variable cost 
per unit 0£ the ith crop. I£ announced target price is great-
ter than expected market price, the expected net revenue for 
participants is assumed to be 
NVRi = PRODi*MPi*C1-Si)+CTPi-MPi)*PAFi*AYi*NPAi 
+SPRi*Si*PRODi-PRODi*ACYi*C1-Si) ( 1 3) 
and if announced target price is less than expected market 
price 
NVRi = PRODi*MPi*C1-Si)+SPRi*Si*PRODi 
-PRODi*ACYi*C1-Si) ( 1 4) 
where Si represents the announced set-aside rate of crop i, 
TPi represents the announced target price of crop i, PAFi 
represents the program allocation factor of crop i, AYi re-
presents the administrative yield of crop i, NPAi represents 
the national program acreage of crop i, and SPRi represents 
the set-aside payment rate for crop i. As in past history 
it is assummed in this study that for a farmers to recieve 
deficiency payments based upon target price they must parti-
cipate in the set-aside program. 
By equating C12) to C13) and solving for SPRi and then 
equating C12) to C14) and solving for SPRi,the resulting ex-
pressions represent the breakeven set-aside payment rates. 
That is, if the announced target price is greater than mar-
ket price of crop i 
BSPRi = CSi*PRODi*CMPi-ACYi) 
-CTPi-MPi)*AYi*PAFi*NAPi)/Si*Prodi ( 15) 
and if announced target price is less than the expected 
market price of crop i 
BSPRi = MPi - ACYi 
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( 16) 
where BSPRi represents the breakeven set-aside payment rate 
of crop i. 
Burnstein (1979) hypothesized that the participation 
rate of a set-aside program is the product of the breakeven 
participation rate Cthe participation rate if announced set-
aside payment rate is equal to breakeven set-aside payment 
rate> and the ratio of announced to breakeven set-aside 
payment rate; that is, 
APRi = BPRi*CASPRi)/(BSPRi) ( 17) 
when APRi represents actual program participation rate for 
crop i, BPRi represents the breakeven program participation 
rate for crop i, and ASPRi represents the announced set-
aside payment rate for crop i. Burnstein (1979) assumed 
that the value of BPRi was greater thari one-half. This re-
fleets the hypotheses that production costs are normally 
distributed around a mean value that and other program bene-
fits are not accounted for in this type of analysis. In 
this study, fot feed grains the assumed breakeven partici-
pation rates were 0.6 and 0.8 for wheat and cotton. If C17) 
is solved for ASPRi; that is, 
ASPRi =BSPRi* C APRi/BPRi) C 18) 
a level of announced set-aside payment rate could be com-
puted which would maintain an actual or in this case desired 
set-aside program participation rate. The values of APRi 
used were 0.5 for feed grains, 0.6 for wheat, and 0.9 for 
cotton. These represent an attempt to increase feed grain 
set-aside program participation and keep wheat and and 
cotton set~aside program participation at or about their 
historical levels. 
From this point, what might be called effective 
set-aside rates can be computed as 
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ESRi = Si*APRi ( 1 9) 
where ESRi represents the effective set-aside rate for crop 
i. Based upon effective set-aside rates, which account for 
program participation, the effects of announced set-aside 
rates can then be analy2ed for their effect upon crop pro-
duction and eventually the rest of the agricultural sector 
though crop harvested acreages. When applicable (where an 
announced target ptice was not large enough to insure ad-
equate participation) participating producers were paid 
SPi = Si*PRODi*ASPRi (20) 
wh~re SPi represents the total set-aside payments paid on 
crop i. 
In conducting this analysis for set-aside program par-
ticipation, the POLYSIM model is structured such that 
simulated current time period values could be used for their 
expected values with the exception of crop market prices. 
One time period lagged market prices were used as the ex-
pected value of crop market prices. The announced values 
policy instruments -- target prices and set-aside rates --
were the value from the control paths the Box Complex pro-
cedure had generated. 
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Computer P;oqxamminq 
The National Agricultural Policy Simulate; Simultaneous 
Version (POLYSIM) was written in FORTRAN IV computer lan-
guage. The computer program consists of a main program and 
some 54 FORTRAN IV subroutines and real functions. To these 
members of POLYSIM eight other subroutines -- CONTR, CONS, 
CONSTT, CHECK, CENTR, EVALUT, FUNC, and OBJT -- were added 
which meshed Kuester and Mize's (1973) FORTRAN IV program-
ming of the Box Complex procedure and POLYSIM together to 
accomplish this application of control theory. All original 
POLYSIM members as well as the added members were converted 
to extended precision. 
Appendix A provides a listing of source code of the 
FORTRAN IV subrout~nes listed above plus the other members 
of POLYSIM -- GOVF, SETUP, and MAIN -- which were also mod-
ified. An entite listing of the source code of POLYSIM can 
be found in Parvin and Ray (1981). 
Figure 2 provides a schematic flow of the computer pro-
gram. The program begins, of course, in the MAIN. By the 
use of calls to subroutines INT1, INTIAL, IHT2 the computer 
program reads data from direct access disc pack data sets 
Cunits 10 and 11) and from computer cards (unit 5). This 
process "sets-up" the program in relation to baseline data 
needs and user supplied farm program options (see Parvin and 
Ray, 1981 for a detailed description of the types of farm 
programs options included in POLYSIM). 
The computer program then calls CONTR. CONTR provides 
MAIN 
Read easelfne Data 
Read Sf111u1ator Optfon Cards 
Ca 11 Con tr 
Call Output Wrf ters 
CON TR 
Read Control Data Cards 




Return To Mafn 
Figure 2. Flow of FORTRAN IV Computer Pro-




the main linkage between POLYSIM and the control algorithm. 
This subroutine reads data needs from computer cards <unit 
9) which contain information on control variable codes, per-
formance variables codes, objective function parameters and 
control variable .upper and lower bounds. CONTR generates 
the initial control paths for the Box Complex procedure and 
then calls CONSX. Subroutine COHSX performs the actual opti-
mization procedure. This subroutine calls POLYSIM members 
via subroutines OBJT and FUNC which evaluated a potential 
policy or control path in relation to minimization of the 
given objective £unction. This process continues until a 
solution is obtained. A solution was considered achieved 
when for five repeated interations the value of the objec-
tive function was within an interval of plus or minus 0.1 
for all control paths. Upon obtaining a solution POLYSIM 
output writers print the optimal solution of both control 
~ariables and associated endogenous variables. 
CHAPTER III 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY SIMULATOR CPOLYSIM) 
SIMULTANEOUS VERSIOM1 
Overview of the Model 
POLYSIM SIMULTANEOUS VERSION is a dynamic simulator 
which analyzes the impacts of alternative Government farm 
programs and policy provisions or instruments upon ESCS, 
USDA baseline projections. Baseline projections represent 
the use of formal forecasting techniques and the tempering 
of these forecasts with the experience of the commodity 
analysts involved. The projections contain explicit assump-
tions concerning population, income, consumer preferences, 
technology and other demand and supply shifters and a spe-
cific set of Government farm programs and policy provisions. 
As will be seen in the following pages, POLYSIM makes full 
use of baseline projections. 
In most short-run policy analysis, basic supply and 
demand shifters, such as those explicitly assumed in base-
line projections, are assumed unchanged. Policy related 
1 Reference to the word "POLYSIM" implies POLYSIM SIMUL-
TANEOUS VERSION unless otherwise indicated. 
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shifts and indirect economic responses through the price 
mechanism are considered in the context of policy analysis. 
POLYSIM was developed to facilitate this need -- the assess-
ment of the effect of changes in Government farm programs 
and specific changes in policy instruments associated with 
Government farm programs. 
The agricultural sector of the United States economy is 
an interrelated system. When viewed from this standpoint, 
any model which attempts to analyze Government farm programs 
and policy provisions must consider not only major commod-
ities which comprise the agricultural sector, but also the 
interrelationship among these commodities. To facilitate 
multicommodity Government farm program analysis, the crops 
included in POLYSIM are: barley, corn, cotton, grain sor-
ghum, oats, wheat, soybeans, soybean meal and feed grains in 
aggregate. Frbm the livestock sector: beef, chickens, 
dairy, eggs, sheep, pork and turkeys are included. The ef-
fects of Government f~rm programs and policy provisions upon 
the retail price of seven major animal products are also es-
timated. These animal products are: choice beef, pork, 
choice lamb, chicken fryers, turkey, grade A large eggs and 
fresh whole milk. 
As stated above, the effects of changes in Government 
farm programs and policy provisions are not only associated 
with the commodity directly affected, but also other inter-
related commodities. The basic equational form of POLYSIM 
reflects this concept through equational specifications and 
the use of direct and cross elasticities. Equation (1), 
which is the relationship used to estimate corn harvested 
acreage, reflects the basic equational specification of 
POLYSIM. 
7 
AStm = ABtm*C1+ ~ Ejm*CCPSsj-PBsj)/PBsj))) 
j=1 
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+ (1-ADJm)*CASsm-ABsm) ( 1 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the pre-
vious time period, m denotes corn, AStm represents simulated 
harvested acreage in time period t, ABtm represents the 
baseline value of AStm in time period t, PSsj represents the 
simulated price of the jth crop lagged one time period, PBsj 
is the baseline value of PSsj, Ejm is the elasticity of corn 
harvested acres with respect to the lagged price of the jth 
crop, and ADJm represents the long-run adjustment coeffi-
cient of mth the harvested acreage. 
The mechanics of this procedure are to first multiply 
the relevant direct and cross elasticities of a commodity 
series Csav corn harvested acreage) by the percentage change 
between calculated and baseline estimates for the appro-
priate variable Csay the previous year price of corn and 
other feed grains, wheat, soybeans and cotton). The results 
of these calculations are summed, added to one, and then 
multiplied times the baseline estimate for the commodity 
series (say corn harvested acreage). Since the long-run 
response of supply and demand to a sustained price change 
often differs from the short-run response, the basic equa-
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tional form of POLYSIM allows for cumulative price response 
through an adjustment coefficient. 
The derivation of the relationship defined in (1) is 
quite straight forward. A starting point for this deri-
vation is with a functional statement of the variables which 
effect the commodity series being calculated or simulated. 
In relation to harvested acreage equations, such as (1), 
significant elements in determining harvested acreages are 
farmer expectations of crop prices. In harvested acreage 
studies such as Houck, et al. (1976) and Penn and Irwin 
(1971), lagged crop prices have been used as proxy measures 
of expected crop prices. Thus, the harvested acreage of, 
say, corn might be considered to be a function of lagged 
corn price and other lagged crop prices. Equation C2) 
states this functional relationship as 
Atm = f(Ps1, ... , Ps7). (2) 
By taking the total differential of C2) with respect to all 
lagged prices 
7 
dAtm = Z ~f/~Psj*dPsj 
j = 1 
substituting, 
DAtm = ASst-ABst = dAtm 
and 
DPsj = PSsj-PBsj = dPsj 
into (3), plus also multiplying both sides of C3) by the 
well chosen one 
CABtm)/(ABtm)*CPBs1/PSs1)* ... *CPSs7/PSs7) 
( 3) 
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(3) can be simplified to 
7 
DAtm= E ~f/~Psj*DPsj*ABtm*CPBsj/PBsj) 
j=1 
( 4 ) 
By the collection of terms in C4> and the substitution of 
~f/~Psj *CPBsj/ABtm) = Ejm 
for all j, (4) can be further simplified to 
7 
AStm = ABtm*C1+ E Ejm*CCPSsj-PBsj)/PBsj)) 
j=1 
By inclusion of a Nerlove adjustment procedure in (5), the 
resulting expression will be exactly identical to (1). 
In POLYSIM the effects of changes in Government farm 
programs and/or changes in policy provisions does not end 
with the determination of harvested acreages. POLY SIM 
( 5 ) 
traces tntough the effects of Government farm program and/or 
policy provision changes upon production, price, demand and 
income for each of the fourteen farm commodities considered 
in the model and agriculture in general. Figure 3 presents 
the schematic flow of POLYSlM and also relates the behavior-
al relationships which Government farm programs and policy 
provisions can affect. 
In the following pages the flow of POLYSIM will be des-
cribed in three segments. The first segment will describe 
livestock production, consumption and price determination. 
The second segment describes crop production, supply, and 
demand and price determination. The last or concluding 
segment describes accounting and technical identities used 
in determining aggregate income and cost measures. Each 
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segment contains a description of the equations used to 
estimate output variables and a discussion of the Government 
£arm programs and policy provisions that could influence 
output variables. 
Livestock Production, Consumption 
and Prices 
Production, Consumption and 
Farm-Level Prices 
POLYSIM SIMULTANEOUS V~RSIOH can be viewed as a second 
generation model. The original version of POLYSIM developed 
by Ray and Richardson (1978) was a totally recursive model. 
The recursive formulation of the livestock sector developed 
by Ray and Richardson (1978) has been maintained in POLYSIM 
SIMULTANEOUS VERSidN. In fact, the exact specification of 
the livestock sector and, hence, livestock elasticities and 
flexibilities of Ray and Richardson (1978) has been incor-
porated into POLYSIM SIMULTANEOUS VERSION. 
The specification of the livestock sector could be ex-
plained as follows. Livestock production is determined by 
lagged livestock prices and lagged feed grain prices. The 
quantity of livestock available for domestic consumption is 
defined as production plus imports minus exports. A partic-
ular farm-level livestock price is considered to be not only 
a function of the quantity of that livestock commodity avail-
able for domestic consumption, but also the amount of other 
livestock commodities available for domestic consumption. 
For a more detailed explanation of livestock production, 
consumption and farm-level price determination in POLYSIM 
consult either Ray and Richardson C1978J or Richardson 
(1978). 
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In considering the flow of POLYSIM defined in Figure 3, 
it should be noted that current period livestock production 
and farm-level livestock prices do affect current period 
crop demands and prices. Farm-level livestock prices also 
affect livestock market income or cash receipts and the 
value of livestock home consumption which ultimately effect 
aggregate farm income measures. 
Retail Animal Product Prices 
As stated earlier, a limited ability of analyzing the 
effect of Government farm programs and policy provisions 
upon the consumer sector has been incorporated into POLYSIM 
SIMULTANEOUS VERSION. 
prices are estimated. 
Seven retail-level animal product 
These are choice beef price, pork 
price, choice lamb price, chicken fryer price, turkey price, 
grade A large egg price and fresh whole milk price. These 
retail animal product prices are computed by using a price 
flexibility matrix and the computed percentage changes in 
quantities available for domestic consumption from their 
respective baseline values. Table VI contains the retail 
price flexibility matrix used by POLYSIM. 
As an example of these calculations consider the cal-
culation of choice beef price, which is shown algebraically 
TABLE VI 
RETAIL-LEVEL LIVESTOCK PRICE FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 
Sheep & 
Item Beef Hog Lomb Chickens Turkeys Eggs Milk 
Quan+ i ty< + l Quantity( t l Quon+ i+y( + l Quo.nt i +y< + l Quo.nt i fy( t l Q•.10.nt i fy( + l Quo.n+i+y<+J 
Choice 
Beef -1.719 -.504 -.046 -.021 -.014 -.027 -.197 
Price( t) 
Pork -.458 -2.738 -.075 -.023 -.028 -.053 -.198 
Price!+ I 
Choice 
Lo.mb -.595 -1.104 -.422 -.024 -.020 -.037 -.241 
Price(+ l 
Chicken 
Fryer -.283 -.331 -.025 -.667 -.012 -.023 -.390 
Price( fl 
Turkey -.087 -.133 -.008 -.006 -3.153 -.283 -.033 
Price(+) 
Grode A 




Whole -.580 -.667 -.056 -.082 -.021 -.039 -1.426 
Hilk 
'Price(t) 
Source: George o.nd King (1971) .s: 
N 
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by equation (6). 
7 
PStm = PBtm*C1+ E Fjm*CC2Stj-2Btj)/2Btj)) 
j=1 
( 6 ) 
where m denotes choice beef, t denotes the current time 
period, PStm represents simulated choice beef price in time 
period t, PBtm represents the baseline value of PStm, 2Stj 
represents the simulated amount of the jth animal product 
available for domestic consumption in time period t, QBtj 
represents the baseline value of 2Stj and Fjrn represents the 
price flexibility of choice beef price with respect to the 
amount of the jth animal product available for domestic 
consumption. 
In the computations defined in C6), the first row of 
the price flexibility matriH, defined in Table VI, is multi-
plied times the percentage change in quantity available for 
domestic consumption for the corresponding commodities. The 
seven multiplication products are summed, added to one, and 
the result is multiplied times the baseline choice beef 
price. 
Aggregate Measures of the Livestock Sector 
Along with individual livestock measures of prices and 
production, POLYSIM computes aggregate measures of livestock 
prices and production. The aggregate price measures are the 
index of prices received (1900-14=100) for meat animals, poul-
try and eggs, dairy products and livestock and livestock 
products. The measure of aggregate livestock production com-
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puted by POLYSIM is livestock production units (grain consum-
ing animals). 
Indices of prices received in POLYSIM are computed as 
an adjustment to baseline indices of prices for changes in 
component prices from their respective baseline values. 
These computations are conducted as shown in (7) 
m 
ISti = IBti+E Wij*CPStj-PBtj) 
j = 1 
( 7 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, i denotes the ith 
index of prices received, ISti is simulated values of ith 
index of prices received in time period t, IBit is the base-
line value of ISit, Wij is the weight of jth price relative 
in the computation of ith index of prices received, PStj is 
the simulated value of jth price relative which comprises 
ISti or IBti, and PBtj is the baseline value of PStj . 
Livestock production units is an index number series 
which relates the number o~ livestock and poultry feed on 
farms during a calendar year to the feeding requirement of 
each major livestock category, in terms of different grains, 
high protein feeds and roughages (USDA, 1970). The computa-
tion of this number is analogous to the procedure used to 
estimate indices of prices received. For a more detailed 
description of the computation of the livestock production 
units variable see Ray and Richardson C1978) or Richardson 
(1978). 
Crop Production, Supply, 
Utilization and Prices 
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The crop production section of POLYSIM SIMULTANEOUS 
VERSION contains the same type of relationships included in 
the original version of POLYSIM. In this section of the 
simulator, harvested acreages, yield per harvested acre, 
variable production expense per harvested acre and total 
variable cost of production are computed for all model 
crops. 
Harvested Acreage 
The calculation of corn harvested acreage was used as 
an example (Equation C1)) in the eatlier derivation and 
explanation of the basic equational form used by POLYSIM. 
tstimation of harvested acreages for other crops sre 
conducted in a fashion exactly like corn, except the 
appropriate elasticities and adjustment coefficients are 
used. 
In the calculation of the harvested acreage of a 
particular crop, the baseline harvested acreage of that crop 
is adjusted for farmer responses to changes in expected 
prices from their respective baseline values. Lagged crop 
prices are used as expected prices in the harvested acreage 
equations. Farmer responses to percentage change from 
baseline of expected prices are reflected in the elastic-
ities used in the harvested acreage equations. 
elasticities are listed in Table VII. 
These 
TABLE VII 
DIRECT AND CROSS ACREAGE ELASTICITIES 
Soybeans Wheat Corn Grain Oats Barley Cotton 
Item Price Price Price Sorghum Price Price Price 
(t-1) ( t- t) ( t-1) Price ( t-1) Ct-1) ( t-1) 
Ct-1) 
Soybean .25 -.02 - . 15 -.03 0.0 0. 0 -.03 
Harvested (.750) (-.06) (-.45) (-.09) ( 0. 0) ( 0. 0) (-.09) 
Acreage 
Wheat - . 0 3 .20 -.02 -.05 -.01 -.03 - . 01 
Harvested (-.06) (.40) -.04 (-. 10) (-.02) (-.06) (-.02) 
Acreage 
Corn -.09 -.02 +. 15 -.03 0. 0 0.0 -.01 
Harvested (-.27) (-.06) (.45) (-.09) ( 0 . 0 ) 0.0 c-.o3> 
Acreage 
Grain 
Sorghum -.05 -.03 -.01 . 0 9 0.0 0. 0 0.0 
Harvested (-. 15) (-.09) (-.03) ( . 2 7) ( 0 . 0 ) 0.0 ( 0. 0) 
Acreage 
Oat 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 .24 -.24 0. 0 
Harvested ( 0 . 0 ) ( 0. 0) ( 0. 0) ( 0. 0) ( . 7 2) (-.72) ( 0 . 0 ) 
Acreage 
Barley 0. 0 - . 15 -.03 -.03 - . 15 .36 0. 0 
Harvested ( 0. 0) -.45 (-.09) (-.09) (-.45) (1.08) ( 0. 0) 
Acreage 
Cotton - . 10 - . 10 -.05 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 .30 
Harvested c-.20> (-.02) (-.10) ( 0 . 0 ) (0.0) ( 0. 0) ( . 6 0) 
1Acreage 
Source: AppendiK A, Section 3 of Ray and Richardson ( 1978). 
Long-run elasticities are in parentheses. .+:' Q'\ 
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When current period loan rate exceeds lagged crop 
price, current period loan rate serves as the expected price 
in the harvested acreage equations. As will be seen in la-
ter sections, loan rates also serve as expected prices, if 
greater than lagged prices for crop yield and per acre var-
iable cost of production equations. The crop's loan rate 
becomes the marginal value of output for planting and input 
use decisions. 
Acreage Restrictions 
Acreage set-aside and/or acreage diversion programs can 
be simulated with POLYSIM. Under the 1977 Food and Agricul-
ture Act participation in the set-aside program if in effect 
is required to participate in other Government farm programs 
such as the farmer-held reserve program and the income sup-
port program (deficiency payment). In some years farmers 
were encourage to further reduce their acreage by participa-
ting in the acreage diversion program. Acreage diversions 
are accompanied by payments for participation. Thus, set-
aside and diversion programs can affect farm income through 
both higher prices for the reduced output and increased 
Government payments. 
The procedure used to account for set-asides and diver-
sions is different than the general equational approach used 
by POLYSIM. Baseline harvested acreage is modified so as to 
include the effects of user specified set-aside and diver-
sion levels. The new acreage value becomes a "new" baseline 
acreage which is then used in equations such as (1). The 
exact computational procedure is shown in equation (8). 
ASNtm = ABOtm+C1-Stm)*CSAUtm-SABtm) 
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+(1-Stm)*CDAUtm-DABtm) ( 8 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, ASNtm represents 
the "new" baseline acreage for the mth crop in time period 
t, ABOtm represents "old" baseline acreage for the mth crop 
in time period t, Stm represents the slippage rate of the 
mth crop in time period t, SAUtm represents user supplied 
levels of acreage set-aside of the mth crop in time period 
t, SABtm represents baseline acreage set-aside for the mth 
crop in time period t, DAUtm represents user supplied acre-
age diversion for the mth crop in time period t, and DABtm 
represent baseline acreage diversion of the mth crop in time 
period t. 
The slippage rate in equation (8) is included because 
not all acreage declared as set-aside or diversion would 
have been harvested even without acreage restriction pro-
grams. Some acreage in areas such as flood prone areas or 
unproductive hilltops are designated as set-aside and diver-
sion areas. 
From a behavioral standpoint, increases in acreage res-
trictions reduce a particular crop supply which given the 
level of demand will increase the crop price(s). The re-
sulting crop price(s) increases affects market income, 
Government payments and in the case of feed grain prices 
increase the cost of producing a given level of livestock in 
the sho%t-%un and the level 0£ livestock p%oduction in the 
following yeaxs. 
Yield Per Harvested Acre 
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The simulated value of a particular crop yield is de-
termined by adjusting the baseline yield up or down in 
response to the percentage change in expected own crop price 
from baseline and the percentage change from baseline of the 
prices paid for inputs. Lagged own crop price is used as 
expected own crop price, except when the current loan rate 
is greater than the lagged crop price. In this situation, 
the current loan rate is used as the expected price. The 
specification of the yield per harvested acre relationship 
is shown in equation (9) 
YStm= YBtm*C1+Emp*CCPSsm-PBsm)/PBsm) 
+Emc*CUt)+(1-AdJm)*(YSsm-YBsm) ( 9 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the 
previous time period, m denotes the mth crop , YStm repre-
sents the simulated value of mth crop yield in time period 
t, PSsm and PBsm are as defined in (1), cut represents the 
percentage change irom baseline of input prices in time 
period t, Emp is the elasticity of the mth crop yield with 
respect to own lagged price, Erne is the elasticity of the 
mth crop yield with respect to the change from baseline of 
input prices and ADJm represents the adjustment coefficient 
for yield per harvested acre of the mth crop yield. 
The rationale of this specification is that as an 
so 
eHpected price increases (decreases), application of fer-
tilizer and other inputs will increase (decrease) which will 
increase (decrease) yield per harvested acre. This speci-
fication also allows for an analysis of the effects of 
changes in input prices from baseline upon yield per har-
vested acre. Thus, the specification of the crop yield 
equations in POLYSIM allows expectation of crop prices to 
affect yields by changing input usage, and also allows the 
consideration of possible offsetting effects from increased 
input prices. Farmer response to these price changes are 
reflected by the elasticity of yield per harvested acre with 
respect to expected price and input prices as given in Table 
VIII. Crop yields are measured in bushels per harvested 
acre except for cotton and aggtegate feed grains. Cotton 
yield is measured in pounds per harvested. Aggregate feed 
grains yield per harvested acre is measured in tons per acre 
(2000 lbs./ton). 
Production and Supply 
The production of a particular crop is simply the pro-
duct of yield and the harvested acreage of that crop. The 
volume of production of all model crops, except cotton and 
feed grains in aggregate, is measured in million of bushels. 
Cotton production is measured in millions of net bales, 
while feed grain production in aggregate is measured in 
millions of tons (2000 lbs./ton). Total supply of a crop is 
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Souz:ces: Appendix A, Section 3 of Ray and Richardson (1978) 
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carry-in stocks. Imports for each crop is considered as an 
exogenous variable in POLYSIM. Carry-in stocks for the 
current time period is carry-out or ending stocks from the 
previous time period. The unit of measure for the supply of 
a crop is the same as the unit of production. 
Crop Variable Production Expense 
The last set of computations conducted by POLYSIM in 
the crop production section is the computation of crop var-
iable production cost per harvested acre and total variable 
crop cost of production. Microeconomic theory suggests that 
input usage is positively related to output price and nega-
tively related to input price. As the expectation of price 
of the output from a productive process increases, the de-
cision maker (which is the farmer in POLYSIMl is willing to 
use more of an input, all other thing~ equal. Crop variable 
cost of production per acre is estimated with POLYSIM as 
follows 
ACStm = ACBtm*Cl+Emp*CCPSsm-PBsm)/PBsm) 
+ Emc*CUt)+(1-ADJml*CACSsm-ACBsml ( 1 0 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the 
previous time period, m represents the mth crop, ACStm is 
the simulated value of the variable cost of production per 
harvested acre of mth crop. ACBtm is the baseline value of 
ASCtm , Emp is the elasticity of variable cost of production 
of the rnth crop with respect to its own lagged price, Erne is 
the elasticity of variable crop cost of production per 
53 
harvested acre of mth crop with respect to the change from 
baseline 0£ the prices 0£ inputs, PSsm and PBsm are as 
defined in (1) and ADJm is the adjustment coe££icient 0£ 
average variable cost per harvested acre of the rnth crop. 
Lagged crop prices are used as expected prices in equations 
such as (10). The only exception to this is the situation 
where loan rates exceed lagged prices, then loan rates are 
used as expected prices. As in the harvested acreage and 
yield equations elasticities reflect £armer response to the 
variables defined in C10). 
Table IX. 
These elasticities are listed in 
Once the variable cost 0£ production per acre for a 
particular crop and harvested acreage of that crop has been 
determined, total variable cbst of production for the crop 
in question is determined. For all model crops total 
variable cost of production is computed as the product of 
variable cost of production per acre and the amount 0£ 
harvested acreage. The units of ~easure of these costs are 
dollars per acre for per acre variable cost of production 
and millions of dollars for total variable production cost. 
Crop Utilizations and Prices 
Crop endogenous utilizations or demands and prices are 
determined simultaneously in POLYSIM. The Gauss-Seidel 
iterative technique is used to determine solutions for 
commodity series which involve simultaneity. A detailed 
description of the mechanics of the Gauss-Siedel iterative 
TABLE IX" 
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.s: 
technique is presented in Appendix B. The behavioral flow 
and specification of these sectors reflects the meshing of 
econometric studies such as Houck and Mann (1969>, Womack 
(1976), Mienken (1953), Mo (1968) and Paulino C1966). The 
exact specification and the rationale of the specification 
of the crop demand and price relationships contained in 
POLYSIM are discussed following a presentation of the gen-
eral structure of the demand and price equations contained 
in POLYSIM. 
General Structure of Demand Equations 
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Following economic theory the specification of the 
demand equation of a particular coAfmodity would include the 
price of that commodity, the prices of substitute commod-
ities, consumer income and consumer tastes and preferences. 
The demand equations of POLYSIM follow this concept. How-
ever, some of the determinants of level of demand of crops 
included in POLYSIM are already ihcluded in ESCS baseline 
projections. Examples 0£ these are consumer income, tastes 
and preferences and the price level of non-agricultural 
products. To fully utilize baseline projections POLYSIM 
crop demand equations were specified to consider only the 
price interrelationships among agricultural commodities. 
The general equational form of the demand equations in 
POLYSIM is the same as the basic equational form of other 
equations contained in POLYSIM. The equational form, 
56 
formulated from a demand standpoint is 
2DStm = 2Btm*C1+Emp*CCPStm-PBtm)/PBtm) 
n 
+ L Emi*CCSSit-SBit)/SBit)) 
i=1 
( 1 1 ) 
+C1-ADJm)*CQDSsm-QDBsm) 
where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the pre-
vious time period, QDStm represents the simulated quantity 
demanded of mth crop in time period t, QDBtm represents the 
baseline quantity demanded in time period t, PStm represents 
the simulated price of mth commodity in time period t, PBtm 
represents the baseline value of the price of the mth com-
modity in time period t, SSit represents the simulated value 
of the ith shifter variable in time period t, SBit repre-
sents the baseline value of the ith shifter variable in time 
period t, Emp represents the own price elasticity of demand 
of the mth crop, Emi represents the cross demand elasticity 
of the mth crop with respect to the ith shifter variable and 
ADJm represents the adjtistment coefficient. 2 Examples of 
shifter variables are other crop and livestock prices. All 
crop demands utilizations are measured in the same units as 
the respective production and supply of that crop. 
zThe total demand or utilization of a crop in POLYSIM is 
defined as the summation of various demands, which include 
both endogenous and exogenous demands. Equations such as 
C10) in POLYSIM define endogenous crop demand either domes-
tic or export. Thus, equation (10) could be viewed as 
actually defining the jth endogenous demand of the mth crop 
in POLYSIM. The various types of endogenous crop demands 
are discussed in the following pages. 
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General St;ucture 0£ the Price Equations 




( 1 2) 
where t denotes the current time period, PStm is simulated 
price of the mth crop in time period t, PBtm is the baseline 
value of PStm, QSStm is the simulated supply of the mth crop 
in time period t, QSBtm is the baseline value of QSStm, 
QDStm is the simulated total demand or utilization of the 
mth crop in time period t, QDBtm is the baseline value of 
QDStm and Fm represents the price flexibility of the mth 
crop. In the above equation, if simulated crop supply is 
same as baseline crop supply simulated crop price will be 
the same as the baseline crop price assuming no shifts in 
demand. If on the other hand, estimated supply varies from 
baseline supply; that is, if there is a shift in supply the 
baseline price must be adjusted to reflect the new level of 
supply. The adjustment to the baseline price is computed as 
product of the percentage change in supply from the baseline 
level and the inverse of demand elasticity (or the price 
flexibility) of the crop. At the same time crop prices are 
determined, crop demands or utilizations are determined. To 
allow crop demands to affect crop prices, a set of terms is 
included in the crop price equations to account for changes 
in crop demands. Table X contains the price flexibilities 
of the crops included in POLYSIM. 
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TABLE X 
OWM PRICE FLEXIBILITY SCHEDULES FOR FEED GRAINS. 
WHEAT, SOYBEANS AMD COTTON 
Co:tn Own Pr: ice Flexibility 
relative coverage 1 < 0.05 -6.00 
0.05 2. " < 0. 10 -4.00 
0 . 1 0 2. " < 0. 1 5 -3.50 
0. 15 2. " < 0.20 -2.75 
0.20 2. " < 0.30 -2.00 
0.30 .2. " -1 . 0 0 
G:tain Sor:qhum 
:r::elative cove:r::age < 0.05 -3.96 
0.05 2. " < 0. 1 0 -2.64 
0. 1 0 .2. " < 0. 15 -2.31 
0. 15 2. " < 0.20 - 1 . 8 2 
0.20 2. " < 0.30 -1.32 
0.30 2. " - 1 . 0 0 
Oats 
:telative cover:age < 0.05 -3.00 
0. 0 5 2. " < 0. 1 0 -2.00 
0 . 1 0 .2. " < 0. 15 -1 . 7 5 
0. 15 2. II < 0.20 -1 . 38 
0.20 2. " -1 . 0 0 
Barley 
relative coverage < O.bS -2.16 
0.05 2. II < 0 . 1 0 -1 . 4 4 
0. 10 2. " < 0. 15 -1 . 2 6 
0. 1 5 .2. " -1 . 0 0 
Wheat 
relative cove:cage < 0. 10 -6.00 
0. 1 0 2. " < 0. 15 -4.00 
0. 15 .2. " < 0.20 -3.00 
0.20 2. " < 0.30 -2.40 
0.30 .2. " < 0.50 -2.00 
0.50 2. " < 0.60 -1 . so 
0.60 2. " -1 . 0 0 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Soybeans. 
:relative coverage < 0.033 
0.033 2 " < 0.066 
0.066 2 " . < 0. 100 
0. 10 0 2 " < 0. 150 
0. 150 L " < 0.200 
0.200 2 " 
Soybean Meal 
:relative cove:r:age < 0.001 
0.001 2 " 
Cotton 
:celative cove:r:age < 0. 15 
0. 15 2 " < 0.20 
0.20 2 " < 0.25 
0.25 2 " < 0.35 
0.35 2 It < 0.55 













-1 . 7 5 
-1. 00 
Sou:r:ce: Appendix A, Section 4 Ray and Richardson C1978) 
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1 Relative cove:r:age is the expected ending yea:r: ca:r::r:yove:r: 
expressed as a pe:r:cent of expected total demand. In POLYSIM 
Relative Cove:r:age = Calculated supplyCt) minus baseline de-
mands Ct) o:r: expected demandCt) divided by baseline o:r: ex-
pected demandCt). So as the f:r:action gets small the ending 
yea:r: ca:r::r:yove:r: is small :relative to demand and vice ve:r:sa. 
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All crop prices except cotton and feed grains in aggre-
gate are measured in dollars per bushel. Cotton price is 
measured in dollars per pound. The price of feed grains in 
aggregate is measured in dollars per ton (2000 lb./ton). 
This price is computed as the summation of corn, grain sor-
ghum, oats, and barley cash receipts divided by the sales of 
these grains which determined the cash receipts. 
Crop Demand and Price Sectors 
Crop demands and prices in POLYSIM have been divided 
into three sectors. These sectors are: soybean and soybean 
meal, feed grains and wheat and cotton. These sectors can 
be viewed as individually simultaneous, yet block recursive 
in reference to the soybean and soybean meal sector being 
recursive to the feed grain and wheat sector. No sector is 
block recursive to the cotton sector and the cotton sector 
is not block recursive to any other demand and price sector. 
The specification of each demand and price sector is 
explained in the following pages. 
Soybean and Soybean Meal. The schematic flows of soy-
bean and soybean meal sector is shown in Figure 4. The 
elasticities associated with this flow are given in Table 
XI. Two endogenous demands are computed for soybeans, these 
are domestic crushing demand and export demand. Given the 
predetermined level of soybeans supply and exogenous demand, 
crushing demand, export demand, total utilization and sea-
sonal average price are determined simultaneously along with 
6 1 
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FiguEe 4. Flow of Soybean and Soybean Meal Sectox 
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Source: Appendix A, Section 4 of Ray and Richardson C1978) 









soybean meal related variables. Soybean meal production is 
determined by soybean crushings, given baseline soybean meal 
yield per bushel of soybeans. Thus, soybean meal supply is 
estimated endogenously with soybean meal utilization and 
soybean Meal price. Soybean meal endogenous demands are 
comprised of endogenous domestic demand and exports. The 
livestock sector is assumed to affect the soybean and soy-
bean meal through soybean meal domestic demand specified as 
a function of livestock production units (Houck and Mann, 
1968). 
Feed Grain and Wheat. The individual feed grains and 
wheat have been grouped together in a demand and price sec-
tor because of interrelationships of feed demands. The 
demand for wheat as feed is determined by the price of corn 
as well as the ptice of wheat (Mienken, 1953). Corn is also 
the major subttitute in de~errninin~ grain sorghum, oats, and 
barley demands (Womack, 1976). This flow of effects, how-
ever, is not assumed to be symmetric; the feed demand of 
wheat, grain sorghum, oats, and barley are recursive to corn 
price determination. The schematic flow of effects of the 
feed grain and wheat demand price sector are shown in Figure 
5. The elasticities associated with this flow are given in 
Table XII. 
It should be noted that the only endogenous export de-
mands in the feed grain and wheat sector are corn, wheat and 
grain sorghum. As noted by Womack C1976) and Bredahl 
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Figure 5. Flow of Feed Grain and Wheat Sector 
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Figu~e 5. Continued 
TABLE XII 
FEED GRAINS AND WHKAT DEMAND ELASTICITIES 
Index o.f 
Grain Livestock Prices 
Item Corn Sorghum Oat Bar leiJ Wheat Product ion Received 
Pr i c:e ( t ) Price( t) Pric:eCt) Price(t) Pric:e(t) Units(t) Li vestock<t) 
Corn Domestic: -.42 .50 .48 
Feed Demo.nd(t) ( .84) ( l. 00) (. 96) 
Corn Export -.50 
Demo.nd( + l (-2.50) 
Grain Sorghum 
Domestic Feed .15 -.59 .50 
DemondCt) (. 30) (-1.18) Cl.00) 
Groin Export -.50 
Demond(tl (-2.50) 
Oat Domestic .25 -.79 .50 
Feed DemondCt) (.50) (-1.58) ( l. 00) 
Barley Domestic: .30 -1.08 .50 
Feed Demar1dC t) ( .60) ( 2 .16) ( l. 00) 
lolheat Domestic -.10 
Food Demand(t) (-.20) 
lolheat Domestic: .33 -.30 
Feed Demand(t) ( .66) ( - .60) 
lolheo t Exp or+ -.50 
Demondlf) (-2.50) 
Source: Appendix A, Section 4 o.f Roy and Richardson (1978) 












the exports of feed grains. The export demands of oats and 
barley are treated as exogenous demands in POLYSIM. 
Cotton. The specification of the cotton demand and 
price sector has not been changed from the original specifi-
cation developed by Ray and Richardson (1978). The only 
change has been a simultaneous interpretation of demand and 
price determinations. For a more detailed discussion of 
this sector see Ray and Richardson (1978) or Richardson 
(1978). 
Government Stock Programs 
POLYSIM has the ability to simulate two different stock 
programs. One is hon-recou%se Commodity Credit Corporation 
CCCC) loans. The other stock program is the farmer-held 
reserve program established by the 1917 Agriculture Act. 
tarmer-held Reserve Program. The 1977 Food and Agri-
culture Act established the farmer-held or producer-held 
grain reserve program. This legislation required the cre-
ation of a wheat farmer-held zeserve of 300-700 million 
bushels and authorized a feed grain farmer-held program, but 
set no volumes on feed grain reserves. Reasons cited for 
the creations of these grain reserves are to buffer sharp 
grain price movements which occur as production and demand 
vary and to provide grain to relieve human and/or livestock 
food and feed shortages as they occur worldwide (Stucker and 
Boehm, 1978). 
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Incentives for farmer participation in the reserve pro-
gram are storage payments on the grains, low interest rates 
and loans which can be used for the construction of storage 
capacity. Eligibility for participation in the farmer-held 
reserve program is, in general, determined by participation 
in acreage restriction programs. 
The operation of the farmer-held reserve is based upon 
three prices which are expressed in terms 0£ loan rate val-
ues. These grain prices are the release price, call price, 
and the Commodity Credit Corporation CCCC) sales price. The 
release price defines the market price at which the farmer 
can market his grain reserve stocks without sustaining pen-
alties from the Federal Government. If the producer were to 
matket his reserve stocks when ma~ket price is below the 
release price, the Secretary of Agticulture is required to 
recover storage payments and may assess a penalty interest 
above the normal int~r~st charge. The call price represents 
the market price at which the Secretary of Agriculture will 
encourage farmers to market their grain reserves. The 
Secretary of Agriculture can in this situation declare loans 
due and could collect interest on loans, backstorage payment 
and assess additional interest charges. When grain is in 
the farmer-held reserve, the CCC cannot market its stocks 
unless the market price of that grain is above the CCC sales 
price. The various prices (release, call and CCC sales for 
feed grains and wheat) are given in Table XIII as percen-
tage of loan ~ates. 
Cz:op 
TABLE XIII 
EXAMPLE FEED GRAIN AND WHEAT RELEASE, CALL 








....... pe:i::cent 0£ loan z:ate •....... 
Corn 125 145 185 
G:i::ain Sorghum 125 145 150 
Oats 125 145 150 
Ba:i::ley 125 145 150 
Wheat 150 180 190 
Sou:i::ce: ASCS, USDA Feb:i::uaz:y, 1980 
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In POLYSIM the simulation of farmer-held reserve pro-
gram is conducted in the following manner. Grain prices are 
computed, as described in the preceeding page, based upon 
prevailing supply and demand conditions. Two possible stock 
actions could occur based upon these solutions for grain pri-
ces: grain may either move into the farmer-held reserve of 
grain or may move out of the farmer-held reserve. When a 
computed grain price is below its loan rate, POLYSIM com-
putes the quantity of grain that must be diverted from the 
market to raise its market price to the loan rate. The 
computation of the amount of grain to be diverted from the 
market is conducted by equations such as C13) 
QDVtm = 2SStm¥((1-LRtm/PStm)/Fm) ( 1 3 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, QDVtm represents 
the quantity of the mth grain diverted from the market in 
time period t, QSStm represents the simulated supply of the 
mth grain in time period t, LRtm represents the loan rate of 
the mth grain in time period t, PStm represents the simula-
ted price of the mth grain which would occur if there were 
no stock action and rm represents the price flexibility of 
mth grain. 
The terms in the inner parenthesis of (13) compute the 
percentage increase in the particular market grain price 
that is required to reach the loan rate. This percent in-
crease (with algebraic sign changed) is then divided by the 
price flexibility of demand of that grain to compute the 
percent reduction in supply which would bring the market 
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price to the level of loan rate. This computation is the 
same as multiplying the percent change in the price 0£ the 
grain times the overall elasticity of demand of that grain. 
Thus, (13) determines the length of movement up the demand 
curve of equivalently the left ward shift in the perfectly 
inelastic supply curve that results in the market price be-
ing equal to the loan rate. The computed decrease in supply 
defines the amount.0£ grain that must be diverted from the 
market and placed in the reserve. Once these computations 
are conducted for all appropriate situations (i.e., a market 
grain price below loan rate) a new solution for grain de-
mands and prices is determined. If the new solutions for 
market prices, which refleFt the volume of grains moving 
into the resetve, are greater than or equal to loan rates 
nothing is done; that is, the determination of movements of 
g~airts into farmer-held reserves is complete. However, if 
the solutions of market grain priceCs) are still below loan 
rate(s), as second set of computations, when appropriate, as 
defined by (13) are conducted. This process is continued 
until market grain prices are increased to at least thier 
respective loan rate. 
When market price goes above call price, POLYSIM re-
leases reserve stocks until either the market grain price is 
below call price or a user supplied minimum level of farmer-
held reserve stock is met. 
equations such as 
This computation is conducted by 
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QRtm = 2SStm*CC1-CPtm/PStm)/Fm) ( 1 4 ) 
where 2Rtm represents the quantity of the mth grain released 
from the farmer-held reserve in time period t, CPtm repre-
sents the call price of the mth grain in time period t and 
QSStm, PStm and Fm are as in (13). This equation computes 
the amount of farmer-held reserves to release to bring mar-
ket prices to the level of call prices. 3 
When grains are in the farmer-held reserve, the CCC can 
only release Government-owned stocks if market grain prices 
are above 150 percent of the respective grains loan rate 
(190 percent for wheat). When prevailing demand and supply 
conditions generate market grain prices above the CCC sales 
price, POLYSIM releases CCC stocks before farmer-held reset-
ves. CCC stock releases are conducted until either the 
market grain price is brought to the CCC sales price or CCC 
stocks are completely eKhausted. CCC stock releases are 
computed by equations analogous to (14). 
Non-resourse CCC Loans. Non-recourse Commodity Credit 
Corporation loans have been a part of farm program legisla-
ion for many years. The simulation of this farm program is 
analogous to the simulation of the farmer-held reserves pro-
gram. This loan program, however, includes cotton and 
soybeans as well as feed grain and wheat. This Government 
program assumes that crop prices will be supported by com-
3 In actuality grains may move out of farmer-held reserve 
when market prices exist between release price and call 
price. These movements are not accounted for in POLYSIM. 
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modity purchases at loan rate. Quantities of commodities 
diverted from the market are computed by equation such as 
( 1 3 ) . EKisting CCC stocks can be released at market prices 
above 115.0 percent of loan rate unless the farmer-held 
reserve is in effect. 
Indices of Crop Prices Received 
Several aggregate measures of crop prices are computed by 
POLYSIM. These include the indeK of prices received (1910-
14=100) for food grains. feed grains and hay, cotton, oil 
crops and all crops. Crop ind~ces of prices recieved are 
computed in exactly the same as the indices of prices re-
cieved of the livestock sector (Equation (7)). Based upon 
the price telatives used in the computation of the indices 
of both the crop and livestbck sector, the index of prices 
received (1910-14=100) for all farm products is computed. 
Feed Grains in Aggregates 
Aggregate measures of feed grains (corn, grain sorghum, 
barley and oats) such as production, demand, price, market 
income, production expense and policy provisions are also 
computed by POLYSIM. These measures reflect the combination 
of solutions for the individual feed grains. Thus, all feed 
grains in aggregate computations in POLYSIM occur after the 
individual feed grain computations. 
Measures of Farm Income and 
Production Expenses 
POLYSIM computes several measures of farm income and 
production costs or eKpenses. These measures include not 
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only income and expenses for individual crops and livestock 
categories, but also aggregate income and production costs 
for the entire agricultural sector. Farm income originates 
from two sources: market income from the sale of crops and 
livestock and non-market income such as government payments. 
Production costs computed by POLYSIM also originate from two 
basic sources which are costs incurred in livestock and crop 
production. Table XIV presents the income and expense com-
putations of POLYSIM in an accounting income and expense 
statement form. A description 0£ these computations is pre-
sented in the foliowing pages. 
Measures of Farm Income 
As stated above and shown in Table XIV POLYS!M computes 
several measures 0£ farm income. The most aggregate mea-
sures of farm income computed are realized gross farm income 
and realized net farm income (Table XIV). Realized net farm 
income is computed as realized gross farm income less total 
farm production expenses. Realized gross farm income is 
comprised of market income or cash receipts from crop and 
livestock sales, realized non-money income and Government 
farm payments. 
TABLE XIV 
AN ACCOUNTING INCOME AND EXPENSE STATEMENT TYPE FORMAT 
OF FARM INCOME AND EXPENSES COMPUTED BY POLYSIM 
MEASURES OF FARM INCOME 








(8) Non-Model Crop Cash Receipts 1 
(9) Total C:rop Cash Receipts (1 + 2 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 
+ 7 + 8) 








C17) Non-Model Livestock Cash Reeeipts 1 
C18) Total Livestock Cash Receipts C + 11 + 12 
+ 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17) 
( 1 9 ) 
( 2 0 ) 
( 2 1) 




( 2 6 ) 
(27) 








Total Cash Receipts C9 + 18) 
REALIZED NON-MONEY INCOME 
Beef Value of Home Consumption 
Chi~ken " " ri " 




Hon-Livestock Perquisites 1 
Total Realized Non-Money Income C20 + 21 
+ 22 + 23 + 24 + 25 + 26) 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS 
Ba:r::ley Deficiency, Dive:r::sion, Sto:r::age 
Corn " " 
Grain Sorghum 
Oats " " 
Wheat " " 
Cotton Deficiency, Diversion 
Soybean Dive:rsion 
Non-Model Gove:rnment Payments 1 
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(36) 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Total Government Payments (28 29 + 30 + 31 
+ 32 + 33 + 34 + 35 + 36) 
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(37) Total Realized Gross FarmC19 + 27 + 36) 
MEASURES OF PRODUCTIOK EXPENSES 








C45) Total Model Variable Crop Production Expens~ 
(38 + 39 + 40 + 41 + 42 + 43 + 44) 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION EXPENSES 
C46) Protien Feed Cost 
(47) Feed Grain Feed Cost 
C48) Roughage Feed Cost 
(49) Wheat Feed Cost 
C50) Non-Feed Cost 0£ Production 
C51) Total Variable Livestock Cost 0£ Production 
(46 + 47 + 48 + 49 + 50) 
DOUBLE ACCOUNTING ADJUSTMENTS 
C52) Barley 
C53) Corn 




(58) Total Double Accounting Adjustment 
C52 + 53 + 54 + 55 + 56 + 57) 
C59) Total Variable Livestock and Crop Cost 
0£ Production C45 + 51 + -58 ) 
C60) Hon-Model Livestock and Crop Cost 0£ Production 
and Model Crop and Livestock Fixed Production 
Cost 1 
C61) Total Farm Cost of Production C59 + 60) 
(62) Realized Ket Farm IncomeC37 - 61) 
1 Exogenous variable. 
Crop Cash Receipts 





where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the pre-
vious time period i denotes the ith crop, CCRSti represents 
the simulated value of the cash receipts of the ith crop in 
time period t, CCRBit is the baseline value or CCRSti, PSti 
is the simulated price of the ith crop in time period t, 
PBti is the baseline value of PSti, CPSti is simulated pro-
duction of the ith crop in t~me period t, CPBti is baseline 
value of CPSti, Mi is proportion of the production of the 
ith crop marketed and Wi represents the weight to convert 
drop year c&sh receipts to calendar years. Equations such 
as C1S) reflect the fact that crop cash receipts are not 
generally equal to value of production (price times quan-
tity). Farmers which produce both livestock and grains feed 
part or possibly all their grain production to livestock. 
Thus, equations in POLYSIM which compute cash receipts con-
tain marketing proportions CMi) which are accounted for in 
this relationship. These marketing proportions and the 
weights which convert crop year cash receipts to calendar 
year CWi) for all model crops are given in Table XV. 
As can be seen from (15), the simulated value of crop 








MARKETING PROPORTIONS AND CROP YEAR CONVERSION 



















Soybeans . 98 .50 
Wheat .96 .70 
1 Marketing proportions reflect the amount of pro-
duction sold. 
2 Crop year conversion weights reflect factoz:s to con-
vez:t cz:op yeai:: sales to a calendaz: yeaz: basis. 
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receipts by the ratio of simulated production and prices to 
their respective baseline values. If there are no changes 
from baseline in both crop production and prices, then base-
line and simulated cash receipts will be equal. 
The total of crop cash receipts in POLYSIM is the sum-
mation of model individual crop cash receipts Charley, corn, 
cotton, grain sorghum, soybeans and wheat) and non-model 
crop cash receipts. Non-model crop cash receipts is an exog-
enous data series in POLYSIM. 
Livestock Cash Receipts 
For a livestock category, simulated cash receipts are 
computed by adjusting that each livestock categoty's base-
line cash receipts by the ratio of simul~ted production and 
price to their respective baseline values. The following 
equation shows the computation of livestock cash receipts 
LCRSti=LCRBti*CPDSti/PDBti)*(PSti/PBti) ( 1 6 ) 
where t denotes the current time period, where i represents 
the ith livestock category, LCRSti represents the simulated 
cash receipts of the ith livestock category in time period 
t, LCRBti represents the baseline value of LCRSti, PDSti re-
presents simulated production of ith livestock category in 
time period t, PDBti represents the baseline value of PDSti, 
PSti is the simulated price of the ith livestock category in 
time period t and PBti is the baseline value of PSti. Since 
livestock production and prices are computed on a calendar 
year basis, no marketing year conversions are necessary in 
computations such as C16). 
Total livestock cash receipts is the summation of the 
seven individual livestock category cash receipt Cbeef, 
pork, sheep, chicken, turkey, eggs and dairy) and exogenous 
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non-model livestock cash receipts. Non~model livestock cash 
receipts are assigned baseline values unless otherwise sup-
plied by the user. 
Total cash receipts in POLYSIM is defined as the sum of 
total livestock cash receipts and total crop cash receipts. 
All cash receipts, both individual crops or livestock cate-
gories and the aggregate total, are measured in millions of 
dollars on a calendar year basis. 
Realized Non-Money Income 
Realized non-money income in POLYSIM originates from 
two sources. These are value ~f home livestock consumption 
and prer~quisites other than livestock consumed on-farm 
(rental values of building, crops, off-farm income, etc). A 
typical equation used to compute a particular livestock 
category value of home consumption is 
VSti = VBti*CPSti/PBti) ( 17) 
where t denotes the current time period, i represents the 
ith livestock category, VSti represents the simulated value 
of home consumption of the ith livestock category in time 
period t, VBti is the baseline value of VSti and PSti and 
PBti are as defined in (16). It is implicitly assumed that 
the quantity of particular livestock category consumed 
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on-farm is highly inelastic and exhibits little variation. 
Hence, the baseline value 0£ home consumption is adjusted by 
the ratio of simulated and baseline farm-level livestock 
prices. 
The other component of non-money realized farm income, 
prerequisites other than livestock consumed on-farm, is an 
exogenous variable. Livestock value of home consumption for 
all livestock categories are added to other prerequisities 
to form total realized non-money income. The unit of mea-
sure of non-money income is millions of dollars. 
Government Farm Payments 
POLYSIM computes three types of Government farm pay-
ments: diversion payments, deficiency payments and storage 
payments on farmer-held reserves. All Government farm 
payments are measured in millions of dollars. 
Diversion Payments. Diver~ion payments for each crop 
is computed as the product of the acreage diverted of that 
crop times the diversion payment rate per acre for that 
crop. The un~t of measure for diversion payments for all 
crops is millions of dollars. 
Deficiency Payments. Deficiency payments are computed 
as in the 1977 Food and Agriculture Act. Deficiency pay-
ments are made only when a crop's market price is less 
than its target price. Deficiency payments are computed 
in POLYSIM based on the values of five variables which are 
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either policy provisions or are based upon policy provi-
sions. 
DSti= DPRti*NPAti*AYti*PAFti*PRti ( 18) 
where t denotes the current time period, i represents the 
ith crop, Dsti represents the simulated deficiency payments 
of the ith crop in time period t, DPRti represents the sim-
ulated deficiency payment rate of the ith crop in time 
period t, NPAti represents the simulated national program 
acreage of the ith crop in time period t, AYti represents 
the simulated administrative yield of the ith crop in time 
period t, PAFti represents the simulated program allocation 
factor of the ith crop in time period t and PRti represents 
the program participation rate of the ith crop in time per-
iod t. The deficiency payment rate for a crop is the 
minimum of the difference between target price and average 
market price and the difference between target price and 
loan rate." 
Storage Payments. With the creation of the farmer-held 
reserves in the 1977 Food and Agriculture Act, farmers par-
ticipating in the reserve program are paid storage payments 
on their reserve stocks. These payments are computed as the 
product of per bushel storage payment rate and the volume of 
the reserve in bushels. 
"In actuality deficiency payments are based upon the 
average crop price for the first five months of the 
marketing year. In computing deficiency payments POLYSIM 
uses the average price based upon the entire marketing year. 
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Govexnment fazm payments aze aggregated in two fashions 
in POLYSIM, by individual crops and by total payments to all 
crops. For each crop, diversion, deficiency and storage 
payments when applicable are summed to compute total model 
Government payments for that crop. These summary measures 
along with exogenous non-model Government farm payments are 
summed to compute total Government farm payments. Exogenous 
non-model Government farm payments are comprised of any 
Government farm payments not computed for crops included in 
POLYSIM and Government farm payments occurring to agricul-
tural products not included in POLYSIM. 
Measures of Farm Production Expenses 
In POLYSIM the cost of producing the output is viewed 
as having two components. These are variable production 
costs and fixed production costs. Variable production costs 
are the endogenously computed production expenses in 
POLYSIM. 
Total variable livestock cost of production is computed 
as the sum of both feed and non-feed variable costs of pro-
duction. Variable feed costs are disaggregated into the 
following types: protein, feed grain, wheat and roughages. 
Protein cost is computed as the product of simulated by-
product feed demand and the price of soybean meal. 5 This 
SBy-product feed demand is computed in POLYSIM 
SIMULTANEOUS VERSION in the same manner as in the original 
version of POLYSIM. See either Ray and Richardson (1978) or 
Richardson C1978) for a detailed explanation of the 
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computation reflects costing out or pricing all by-products 
fed in terms of soybean equivalents at the price of soybean 
meal. 
The feed grain feed cost of livestock production is 
computed as the sum of corn, grain sorghum, oats and barley 
feed costs. These computations are conducted with equations 
such as C19) 
FCSti= Wi*CFDSti*Mi*PSti+FDSti*C1-Mi)*CACSti/YStil) C19) 
+C1-Wi)*CFDSsi*Mi*PSsi+FDSsi*C1-Mi>*CACSsi/YSsi)) 
t denotes the current year, s denotes the previous year, i 
represents the ith feed grain, FCSti represents the sim-
ulated value of livestock feed cost associated for the ith 
feed grain in time period t, FDSti represents the simulated 
value of the feed demand of the ith feed grain in time per-
iod t, Mi represents the proportion of grain i marketed, Wi 
represent weights to convert crop year feed"costs to calen-
dar year feed cost and ACSti and YSti are as defined above. 
The terms in the inside parentheses in (19) express that a 
portion Mi of feed demand of grain i is costed out at the 
price of i, while a portion 1-Mi of the feed demand of grain 
i is costed out at the cost of producing grain i. The wei-
ghts Wi are included in equation (19) to convert marketing 
years to calendar years. 
Wheat feed cost for livestock production is computed by 
an equation similar to C19). However, it is assumed that 
computation of by-product feed demand. 
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all wheat fed to livestock is puzchased in the mazket place. 
Thus the equation which computes wheat feed cost to live-
stock, costs out oz prices all wheat fed to livestock at the 
mazket price of wheat. Roughage cost is computed in an 
analogous manrtez to feed grain feed costs. The computation 
of roughage feed costs is based upon the amount of roughage 
fed to livestock, the price of hay, the cost of production 
of hay and the portion of roughage bought in the market 
place. In the computation of roughage cost of production, 
the portion of roughage bought is costed out at the price of 
hay, while the portion zaised on-fazm are pziced at cost of 
roughage production per unit. 
Total non-feed cost of livestock production is the sum-
mation of the sum of seven livestock pzoduction levels times 
the respective non-feed cost per unit of production. The 
non-feed costs of production include farmer expenditures for 
salt, mineral supplements and veterinarian expenses. For a 
more detailed description of these computations of non-feed 
livestock and roughage costs of production see either Ray 
and Richardson C1978) or Richardson (1978). 
Total variable cost of production in POLYSIM is defined 
as the sum of the variable production costs of the seven 
crops and total variable cost of production of the livestock 
sector (feed and non-feed), less double accounting adjust-
ments. Double accounting adjustments in POLYSIM compute the 
portion of crop production expense already counted as feed 






where t denotes the current time period, s denotes the pre-
vious time period, i represents the ith crop, DASti repre-
sents the simulated double accounting adjustment of the ith 
crop in time period t, Wi, ACSti and FDSti are as defined in 
C19). Total variable production expense for the individual 
model crops were discussed in an earlier section. 
The total cost of agricultural production is then de-
fined as total variable cost of production plus non-model 
variable and fixed production costs and model fixed pro-
duction costs. Non-model variable and fixed production 
costs and model fixed production costs are an exogenous data 
series in POLYSIM. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT 
PARAMETERIZATIONS OF THE 2UADRATIC 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION 
In this chapter the results of six applications of a 
quadratic objective function to agricultural policy analysis 
and formulation are presented. In the first application the 
control algorithm was free to choose any combination of Gov-
ernment payments and market income in the selection of an 
optimal control path that achieved the target levels of net 
farm income. This solution will be referred to as the free 
choice application. The target levels of net farm income 
were 31.6 billion dollars, 32.9 billion dollars, 34.2 bil-
lion dollars, and 35.4 billion dollars for 1980-83, 
respectively. The remaining five applications had the same 
overall objective as the free choice application which was 
obtain the specified net farm income targets. The differ-
ences in these applications were the amounts of increase in 
net fa:tm income which could originate from Government pay-
ments. These applications reflect decision maker prefer-
ences for O, 30, 50, 70, and 100 percent of the increase in 
net farm income to originate from Government farm payments. 
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As stated above, each of these applications were conducted 
for the control period 1980-83. The four year control per-
iod length was selected because farm program legislation is 
usually written to cover a four year time period and com-
puter cost considerations. 
The same farm program policy instruments were available 
for all a~plications of the objective function except the 0 
percent increase in Government payments. As described in 
Chapter II, the overall farm program allows a set-aside pro-
gram for corn, barley, grain sorghum, wheat and cotton, a 
deficiency payment program based upon target prices, a set-
aside payment program, a farmer-held reserve program for all 
feed grains and wheat, and a Commodity Credit Corporation 
stock program for cotton and soybeans. 
For the 0 percent increase in Government payments appli-
cation, a somewhat different farm program was assumed. The 
set-aside program and stock program were assumed to be in 
force, but participation was mandatory. This approach was 
developed to simulate a mandatory production control program 
or marketing quota program thus, no Government payments were 
assumed. 
Data Requirements 
POLYSIM requires a baseline of forecasted data. Base-
line data includes projections of supply, utilization and 
prices of agricultural commodities as well as associated 
income and expense measures. ESCS commodity specialists 
develop baseline projections used by POLYSIM. The projec-
tions reflect the use of formal and informal forecasting 
tempered with experience and judgments of commodity anal-
ysts. The baseline data used in this control study is a 
modification of the July 1979 baseline to reflect more re-
cent developments in agricultural commodity prices, 
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supplies. uses. incomes and production expenses. These data 
were developed assuming continuation of the 1977 Food and 
Agriculture Act. 
Additional data were supplied to POLYSIM by the Box 
Complex optimization procedure. These were the policy in-
struments selected as control variables including the target 
prices, loan rates, and set-aside rates for corn, wheat, and 
cotton. As described in Chapter II the target prices and 
set-aside rate of grain sorghum and barley were based upon 
the corresponding corn policy instruments. Also the loan 
rates of grain sorghum, barley and oats were determined 
based on corn loan rate. 
Considerations of Agricultural Policy 
Analysis and Formulation 
with Control Methods 
In obtaining an optimal solution for a particular ap-
plication of the objective function, the Box Complex opti-
mization technique must consider the static and dynamic 
aspects of the United States agricultural sector as repre-
sented in POLYSIM. Many of the control variables or policy 
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instruments used in this control study have both static (cur-
rent period) and dynamic (future period> effects. 
The deficiency payment program based upon target prices 
is an eKample of a control variable which exhibits a some-
what static effect. Under the provisions of the 1977 Food 
and Agriculture Act, deficiency payments are paid crop pro-
ducers only if crop market price is less than target price. 
As was described in Chapter III, the relative price differ-
ence between target and market price defines a factor which 
in part determines deficiency payments. When the optimiza-
tion technique chooses a control path which generates a 
POLYSIM solution which increase relative price differences, 
deficiency payments will increase. This facilitates the 
current period goal of increasing current net farm income. 
Target prices through a deficiency payment program can 
also facilitate the goals of the various parameterizations 
of the objective function as to the source of increase in 
net farm income. When deficiency payments are used to re-
ward and insure producer participation in the set-aside 
program, Government payments are being used to generate mar-
ket income. Increases in market income with a set-aside 
program reflect the low price elasticities 0£ demand of 
agricultural products and a possible decrease in total var-
iable cost of production by reducing harvested acreages. 
Following economic theory the change in total revenues will 
be positive, o~ in the conteHt of ag~icultural products cash 
receipts, from a ~eduction in supply if demand is price 
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inelastic. The increase in price will offset the reduction 
in supply and cash receipts will increase. 
The above analysis only considers the static direct ef-
fect of a change in set-aside acreage of a particular crop. 
A change in a set-aside acreage can also exhibit static in-
direct effects as well as dynamic direct and indirect 
effects. Static indirect effects would include a change in 
the set-aside acreage of a particular crop affecting other 
current period crop utilizations and prices through the 
change in that particular crop price brought about by a 
production change. 
Dynamic direct effects of a change in the set-aside 
acreage of a particular crop would include the current and 
future responses of that crop's production, demand, and 
price and, ultimately, income measures to previous period 
changes in production, utilization, and price. Indirect 
dynamic effects would include the cross effects of the 
previous change in the price of a particular crop upon the 
supply, utilization, price and income measures of other 
crops and livestock. 
These concepts can be made more concrete with a spe-
cific example such as corn set-aside acreage. Figure 6 
presents a schematic flow of the static direct and indirect 
effects and dynamic direct and indirect effects of a change 
in corn set-aside acreage. Static direct effects would con-
sider the effect upon corn supply, price, utilization and 
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Figure 6. Schematic Flow of Effects of a Change in 
Corn Set-aside Rate 
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corn production brought about by the change in corn set-
aside rate. Static indirect effects would include the 
effect that the change in current corn price would exhibit 
upon the current utilizations and prices of other grains, 
the feed cost of livestock production, and eventually income 
measures related to other grains and livestock. 
Dynamic direct responses would consider the future 
response of corn acreage and yield upon supply through pro-
duction, utilization, and price and eventually income 
measures related to corn. The dynamic direct response of 
corn acreage would include the response of corn acreage to 
changes in previous corn prices and previous changes in corn 
acreage. Dyna•ic indirect effects would include the re-
sponse of other crop acreage to previous changes in other 
crop prices and own acreages. These responses would include 
not only the effect of the change in the previous period 
corn price upon other crop production, but also the effect 
of previous period changes in other crop prices upon corn 
acreage. The dynamic indirect effect of changing crop 
acreages would affect crop productions, supplies, utiliza-
tions, and prices as well as livestock production, prices, 
feed costs and eventually income measures related to both 
crops and livestock. 
An analysis of the direct and indirect static and 
dynamic effects the optimization technique must consider 
when determining optimal loan rates would follow the same 
format as set-aside acreages. Such an analysis would 
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reinforce the point being made here which is that the deter-
mination 0£ the optimal control path must consider static 
and dynamic effects of control variables and also the inter-
relationship among agricultural commodities. 
Results of Applications 0£ Different 
Parameterizations 0£ Objective 
Function to Agricultural 
Policy Analysis and 
Formulation 
Free Choice Application 
In the free choice application of the objective func-
tion, the control, algorithm was free to choose an optimum 
control path reflecting any combination of Government pay-
payments and market receipts or income to increase net farm 
income to the target levels. A summary of the levels of net 
farm income obtained, and sources of the increases in net 
farm income for the control period are presented in Table 
XVI. 
The domputed levels of net farm income which minimized 
the objective £unction were very close to the target levels 
for all control periods. As is common with quadratic ob-
jective £unctions some target levels were overachieved and 
others were underachieved. In the second and third years 
(1980 and 1981) of the control period, the targeted levels 
of net farm income were overachieved, while in the last year 
targeted net farm income was underachieved. 0£ the increase 
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in net fa:r:m income f:r:om baseline, Government payments com-
prised 87.5, 69.6, 77.7, and 63.6 percent for 1980, 1981, 
1982 and 1983, respectively. 
TABLE XVI 
TARGET LEVEL, SIMULATED LEVEL, AND SOURCE 
OF INCREASE IN NET FARM INCOME FOR 
FREE CHOICE APPLICATION, 19 80-8 3 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Target Level of 
Net Farm In tome B . $ 31 . 6 32. 9 34.2 
Simulated Level 
of Net Farm Income B . $ 31. 6 33.0 34.4 
Simulated Increase 
in Gove:rnmerit Payments a. $ 6. 3 6. 9 8.6 
Simulated Increase 






Table XVII contains the values of the control vnriables 
of policy instruments which produced the optimal solution 
and simulated values of selected endogenous variables. The 
values of loan rates, target prices and set-aside rates are 
higher than recent historical levels as given in Table 
XVIII. Target prices were increased the most. This re-
TABLE XVII 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES AND 
SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES FOR FREE 
CHOICE APPLICATION, 1980-83 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
LS.HlD BB:t~~ 
Coi:n $/bu. 2.38 2.40 2.58 
Wheat $/bu. 2.98 3.09 3.27 
Cotton $/lb. 0.49 0.52 0.55 
I9;cgfl:t f;c;i.sau11 
Coi:n $/bu. 3.52 3.79 4. 11 
Wheat $/bu. 5.07 4.85 5.31 
Cotton $/lb. 0.86 0.93 0.94 
~fl:t-9~;i.d~ BB:tfl 
Coi:n ~ 10.9 20.2 29.9 
t.iheat ~ 12.5 16. 4 2 3. 4 




Coi:n ~ 5.4 10 . 1 14. 9 
Wheat " 7.5 9.9 14.0 cotton ~ 18. 1 23.9 26.7 
BfldY~ti2n in f;c2d1ui-
:ti2n ;t; ;t; Q !!l Baseline 
Wheat ~ 4.5 2.7 3.7 
Cotton " 12.7 16.9 11. 8 Feed Gi:ains in 
Aggregate " 2.8 S.9 8.5 
Ua;cv~~ted Asa;~~rn~ 
Co:r:n M. ac. 69.9 69.2 67.2 
Wheat M. ac. 6 lJ. 2 63.5 61. 6 
Cotton M. ac. 9.5 8.9 9 . 1 
Feed G:r:ains in 























TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
YigJ.d 
Co:cn bu./ac. 100.2 100.4 100.7 101. 3 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 32.9 32.4 32.5 
Cotton lb./ac. 490.2 509.9 543.0 553.3 
Feed G:cains in 
Agg:cegate T./ac. 2.28 2.27 2.36 2. 31 
f;x:eo;i;:ts 
Co:cn M. bu. 2146.5 2160.2 2107.2 2099.9 
Wheat M. bu. 1251 . 9 1270.1 1287.4 1297.8 
Cotton M. bales 5. 1 4.3 4.5 4.5 
Feed G:cains in 
Agg:cegate M. ton 68.5 68.9 66.9 66.S 
T2tal Ut;i.l;i.za:t;i.on 
Co:cn M. bu. 6969.4 6952.5 6804.9 6762.8 
Wheat M. bu. 2043.7 2067.8 2077.6 2093.2 
Cotton M. bales 11. 4 10. 4 10. 6 10.8 
Feed G:r:ains in 
Agg:r:egate M. ton 237.0 236.7 230.6 229.6 
Ending Yea~ Carr2 
out 
Co:r:n M. bu. 1851.1 1844.6 1808.4 1832.9 
Wheat M. bu. 1020.1 1039.4 954.0 910.6 
Cotton M. bales 2.5 1. 7 1. 6 1. 7 
Feed Grains in 
Agg:cegate M. ton 62.7 61. 9 60.9 62.0 
Sgt-a~;i.de Psn?:mgn:t 
Rate 
Co:r:n $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wheat $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cotton $/bu. 0 . 2 1 0.26 0.45 0.43 
J2gfic;i.en~2 ~a2ments 
Co:rn B. $ 3.8 4.5 5.4 6.6 
Wheat B. $ 1. 4 1. 3 1. 6 1. 3 
Cotton B. $ 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Feed G:rains in 
Agg:cegate B. $ 4.5 5.4 6.4 7.9 
Set-aside Pa2ments 
Co:cn B. $ 0 . 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
Cotton B . $ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Feed g:cains in 
Agg:regate B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Commod;i.:t~ PI;;.i.C~:i 
Co:i::n $/bu. 2.46 2.54 2. 64 2.60 
Wheat $/bu. 3.87 3.87 4. 0 1 4. 15 
Cotton $/lb. 0.65 0.84 0.85 0.86 
Feed grains in 
Aggregate $/ton 84.99 87.98 90.81 9 2. 14 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 60.77 6 1. 46 63.69 
Hogs $/cwt. 41.00 49.97 49.02 49.66 
Milk $/cwt. 11 . 6 9 1 3 . 2 1 13.54 13.67 
Retail Meat PI;i.ces 
Choice beef $/lb. 2.36 2.62 2.68 2.75 
Po:i::k $/lb. 1. 24 1. 50 1 . 6 4 1. 7 6 















HISTORICAL VALUES OF CONTROL 
VARIABLES, 1976-1979 
Unit 1976 1977 
$/bu. 1. 50 2.00 
$/bu. 2.25 2.25 
$/bu. 0.45 0.45 
$/bu. 1. 57 2.00 
$/bu. 2.90 2.90 
$/bu. 0.48 0.48 
% 0.0 0.0 
% 0.0 0. 0 
3 0.0 0. 0 
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1978 1979 
2.00 2. 1 0 
2.35 2.50 
0.48 0.50 
2. 1 0 2.20 
3.40 3.40 
0.52 0.58 
1 0. 0 10.0 
20.0 20.0 
0. 0 0.0 
fleets the ability of a deficiency payment program to in-
crease net farm income through increases in Goverment 
payments. 
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The baseline values of set-aside rates were zero, for 
all crops for all control periods. The selection of non-
zero set-aside rates implies reduction in crop production 
and increases in crop market prices. With increases in crop 
market prices, utilization of crops were reduced from base-
line levels. 
Table XVII also contains other data from the free 
choice application including the effective set-aside rate 
and actual reduction in crop production from baseline 
levels. The effective set-aside rate reflects set-aside 
program participation as well as the set-aside rate. Since 
in this application of the objective function, set-aside 
program participation was less than unity for all crops, the 
effective set-aside rate will be less than the set-aside 
rate. The actual reduction in crop production from baseline 
levels will differ from the effective set-aside rate for two 
reasons which are slippage and the dynamic response of crop 
producers to increased crop prices and changes in crop acre-
ages. Slippage is the portion of each acre of set-aside 
that does not actually result in reducing crop production, 
due to farmers declaring their least productive land as 
set-aside and farmers using variable resources more intense-
ly on the land left in cultivation to increase production. 
Tweeten <1970) reports that prior to 1970 the slippage rate 
1 0 1 
for feed grains was about 0.40, meaning that for each acre 
set-aside, production was reduced by only 0.6 acres. Garst 
and Miller (1975) report the slippage rate for wheat at 0.39 
during 1960-70, and being as high as 0.59 between 1971 and 
1974. The slippage rates used in this study are 0.40 for 
feed grains and cotton and 0.60 for wheat. 
The slippage rate and producer set-aside program par-
ticipation are not the only factors which determine the 
effects of set-aside rates upon crop production. Dynamic 
direct and indirect responses of changing crop prices will 
also affect crop production. For the first control period, 
the increased set-aside rates from baseline will generate a 
higher crop market price. A higher crop price will affect 
next period's acreage of not only that particular crop, but 
also the acreage of other crops. There will also be a re-
sponse in crop yields to increased crop prices. Farmers 
will use more resources as crop prices increase which will 
increase per acre yields. 
The price of corn generated by the set-aside rates 
given in Table XVII ranged from 2.46 to 2.60 per bushel, 
while the price of wheat ranged from 3.81 to 4.15 per bu-
shel. Cotton price increased substantially from 1980 to 
1981, but then exhibited a slowly increasing pattern across 
the remaining control periods. 
Livestock prices also increased from baseline levels in 
the last three control periods. This occurred from the in-
direct dynamic response of livestock production to previous 
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increases in grain prices. As grain prices increased, live-
stock production declined and resulted in increased livestock 
prices at both farm and retail levels. 
Target prices in the optimal solution generally provid-
ed sufficiently high deficiency payment levels to achieve 
desired farmer participation in the set-aside program with-
out additional set-aside payments. Using the breakeven 
analysis described in Chapter II, only cotton farmers re-
quired set-aside payments in addition to deficiency payments 
to justify participating in the set-aside program. 
The data presented in Table XIX help isolate and ex-
plain the relative contributions of Government payments and 
market income in the achievement of the net farm income 
targets. These data represent changes in simulated income 
and expense va~iables from baseline levels for the optimal 
control path of the free choice application of the objective 
function. As an example, in 1983 Government payments were 
increased by 10.0 billion dollars. Livestock cash receipts 
and livestock value of home consumption increased by 3.4 
billion dollars, while crop cash receipts increased by 1.6 
billion. Both of these increases in cash receipts are due 
to reduced production and price inelastic demands. The 
reduced crop production was, of course, due to less harvest-
ed acreage while livestock production declined due to 
increased grain prices. The three sources of increased 
gross farm income -- 10.0 billion dollars in Government 
payments, 3.4 billion dollars in livestock cash receipts and 
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value of home consumption. and 1.6 billion in crop cash 
receipts -- sum to the 15.0 billion dollar increase in gross 
£arm income. 
TABLE XIX 
INCREASE IN NET FARM INCOME BY GROSS SOURCE FOR 
THE FREE CHOICE APPLICATION, 19 80-8 3 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Government Payments B. $ 6. 3 6. 9 8.6 
Livestock Cash Receipts 
and Value of Home 
Consumption B . $ 0. 0 0.8 1. 4 
Crop Cash Receipts B. $ 0.3 1. 4 1. 9 
Livestock Variable Cost 
of Production B. $ -0. 1 -0.5 -0.9 
Crop Variable Cost of 
Production B . $ 0. 7 1 . 3 1 . 7 




1 . 6 
-1. 2 
1 . 9 
15.7 
To determine either a level 0£ net farm income or a 
change in net £arm income, production costs as well as gross 
farm income must be considered. As shown in Table XIX, 
livestock variable production costs increased. As the 
market prices of feed grain prices increased over time, so 
did livestock variable production costs. 
costs were reduced from baseline levels. 
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Crop production. 
This reflected the 
increased set-aside rates and their effect of reducing crop 
harvested acreage. If the changes in variable production 
costs are summed, the result yields 0.7 billion dollars 
total reduction in variable cost of production. When this 
variable cost saving is added to the 15.0 billion dollar 
increase in gross farm income, the result will yield the 
15.7 billion dollar computed increase in net farm income. 
Table XX presents the same income and expense data as 
Table XIX but changes in production costs are allocated to 
sources. By summarizing the data in this fashion, Table XX 
breaks out the net increase in net farm income from baseline 
by source of increase. As an example consider the simulated 
income and expense data for the control year 1983. When the 
1.2 billion dollar increase in livestock cost of production 
is subtracted from the 3.4 billion dollar increase in live-
stock cash receipts and value of home consumption, the net 
conttibution of the livestock sector is 2.2 billion dollars. 
In the case of the crop sector, if the 1.9 billion dollar 
reduction in crop variable cost of production is added to 
the 1.6 billion dollar increase in crop cash receipts the 
result is a 3.5 billion dollar net contribution to farm 
income by the crop sector. As in the previous table these 
data show that the main source of the increase in net farm 
income is Government payments. However, in apparent con-
trast to the gross source data in Table XIX, net contribu-
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tions to the increase in net farm income was greater from 
crops than from livestock. 
TABLE XX 
INCREASE IN NET FARM INCOME BY NET SOURCE FOR 
FREE CHOICE APPLICATION, 1980-83 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Government B. $ 6. 3 6. 9 8.6 1 0 . 0 
Payments (87.5) (69.6) (67.7) (63.6) 
Livestock B. $ -0. 1 0. 3 0. 5 2 . 2 
(-1.4) ( 3 . 0 ) ( 3. 9) (14.0) 
Crops :B. $ 1. 0 2.7 3.6 3.5 
(13.9) (27.3) (28.4) (22.4) 
Total B. $ 7.2 9. 9 1 2. 7 15.7 
( 1 0 0 . 0 ) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 
1Percent of the total increase in net farm income are 
parentheses underneath the respective net source. 
O, 30, 50, 70, and 100 Applications 
The remaining applications of the quadratic criterion 
function used the same net farm income targets as the free 
choice application. However, varying portions of the in-
in 
crease in net farm income were allowed to come from Govern-
ment payments Cthe rest of the increase in net farm income 
coming from the market place) in the remaining applications. 
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In terms of percentages Government payments were constrained 
to contributing O, 30, 50, 70, and 100 percent of the de-
sired increase in net farm income, respectively, in the five 
applications. 
The 0 percent increase in Government payments applica-
tion required the determination of an optimal control path 
or policy which achieved the target net farm income levels 
completely from the market place. Possible sources of in-
creases in net farm income include increases in livestock 
cash receipts and value of home consumption, crop cash re-
ceipts, and reductions in variable production costs. In the 
following discussion this application will be referred to as 
the 0 application. 
The 30, 50, 10, and 100 percent of net farm income 
increase from Government payment applications required the 
determination of optimal control paths to obtain the net 
farm income targets using a specific mix of Government pay-
ments and market income. In the following discussion, these 
applications will be referred to as the 30, 50, 70, and 100 
applications. The 30 application required the selection of 
a control path which allowed 30 percent of increase in net 
farm income to originate from Government payments and 70 
percent from the market place. The 50 application required 
a control solution which generated equal increases in market 
income and Government payments to achieve the target levels 
of net farm income. The 70 application required 70 percent 
of the increase in net farm income to come from Government 
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payments and 30 percent from the market place. Finally, the 
100 application required a control solution which achieved 
the desired increases in farm income with the use of only 
Government payments. 
For each application the percentage of Government 
payments contribution to net farm income is held constant 
except in the f~rst control period of the 30, 50, and 70 
applications. In these applications Government payments 
were allowed to be 70, 80, and 90 percent of the increase in 
net farm income, respectively, in the first control period. 
This was done because the dynamic characteristics of crop 
income accounting and livestock production response made 
lower percentages unfeasible to obtain in the first period. 
Crop cash receipts include production and prices measured in 
the current and previous crop or marketing years (Oct. 1 -
Sept. 30 in case of feed grains). However, in attempting 
to influence the crop cash receipts for the first control 
period the optimization algorithm can only "get to" or in-
fluence the current crop yeat price and production even 
though the previous crop year price and production affect 
the calendar yea~ income measures. Also the livestock sec-
tor of the model responds to lagged or previous changes in 
grain prices. Hence, in the first control period the live-
stock sector cannot adjust production. Thus, to initiate 
the applications it was necessary to raise the percent of 
net farm income increase contributed by Government payments 
in the first year of the 30, 50 and 70 applications. 
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Table XXI presents the simulated levels of net farm 
income which minimized the objective function in the O, 30, 
50, 70, and 100 applications. Also presented in the Table 
XXI are the percent error of the simulated levels of net 
farm income in achieving the target levels of net farm in-
come. The target levels of net farm income were the same 
for these applications of the objective function as the free 
choice application. These target levels were 31.6 billion 
dollars, 32.9 billion dollars, 34.2 billion dollars, and 
35.4 billion dollars for the first through fourth control 
periods, (1980-83), respectively. A negative percent error 
would indicate underachieving a target level of net farm 
income while a positive percent error would indicate over-
achieving a target level of net farm income. The largest 
percent error in absolute value occurred in the first con-
trol period of the 0 application. This was caused by the 
dynamic characteristics of agricultural income accounting 
and the lags in livestock production response discussed 
above. Overall the 30 application of the objective function 
missed the target levels of net farm income the most. This 
brings out, however, an important consideration in comparing 
the 30 application with either the 0 application or the 50 
application. If farm program participation is to he ade-
quately rewarded, there are absolute levels of Government 
payments which are necessary to accomplish the generation of 
increase in market income which will obtain a target level 
of net farm income. As will be seen later, restrictions on 
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amounts of increases in Government payments will also have 
:ramifications upon the composition and distribution of 
Government payments. 
TABLE XXI 
SIMULATED NET FARM INCOME AND PERCENT ERROR IN 
SIMULATED NET FARM INCOME IN ACHIEVING 
TARGET NET FARM INCOME FOR O, 30, 50 
70 and 100 APPLICATION, 1980-83 1 




0 B . $ 2 6. 6 34.0 33.8 35.6 
30 B. $ 30.8 30.8 32.4 35. 1 
50 B. $ 31. 5 33.3 34.5 3 6 . 1 
70 B • $ 31. 5 32.2 33.2 34.7 
100 B. $ 32.3 33.0 34.0 35.5 
Percent E:r:rorZ 
Application 
0 % -15.8 3. 3 -1. 2 0.6 
30 % -2.5 -6.4 -5.3 -0.8 
50 % -0.3 0.9 0.9 0.8 
70 % .,-Q. 3 -2. 1 -2.9 -1. 9 
100 % -2.2 0.3 0.5 0. 3 
1 The O, 30, 50, 70, and 100 applications refer to the 
:respective situations where O, 30, SO, 70, and 100 percent 
of the increase in net farm income came from Government 
payments. 
ZPe:rcent error is defined as simulated net fa:rm income 
minus target net farm income divided by target net farm 
income. 
1 1 0 
Table XXII presents the optimal values of the target 
prices for corn, wheat, and cotton for the 30, 50, 70, and 
100 applications. Target prices are lower as the percent of 
net farm income coming from Government payments is reduced. 
The lowest set of target prices C30 application) is higher 
than recent historical values of these policy instruments 
(Table XVII). Corn target prices ranged from 3.28 dollars 
per bushel in the second control period of the 30 applica-
tion to 5.25 dollars per bushel in the last control period 
of the 100 application. The lowest wheat target price was 
4.28 per bushel while the highest wheat target price was 
5.73 per bushel. These occutred in the same control periods 
as the corn target price extremes. Cotton target price 
ranged from 0.72 to 0.95 dollars per pound. These extremes 
occurred in the second control period of the 30 application 
and the third control period of the 100 application. 
In the period 1976-1979, the ratio of wheat target 
price to corn target price averaged 1.60 and the ratio of 
cotton target price to corn target price average .26 (Table 
XVIII). The optimal target prices reported in Table XXII 
represent average ratios of 1.28 and .22, respectively. 
Corn target prices were increased, from a historical 
standpoint, relatively more than either wheat or cotton 
target prices. 
Table XXIII contains the optimal set-aside rates of the 
O, 30, 50, 70 and 100 applications. Also included in Table 
XXIII are the effective set-aside rates and actual reduction 
TABLE XXII 
OPTIMAL TARGET PRICES OF CORN, WHEAT 
AND COTTON FOR THE 30, 50, 70 AND 
100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-83 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Corn 
Application 
30 $/bu. 3.53 3.28 3.56 
50 $/bu. 3.69 3.59 3.88 
70 $/bu. 3.50 3.71 4. 1 3 
100 $/bu. 3.62 3.99 4.50 
Wheat 
Application 
30 $/bu. 4.86 4.28 4.42 
50 $/bu. 4.87 4.89 4.58 
70 $/bu. 5.01 4.89 5. 17 
100 $/bu. 5.47 5. 17 5.30 
Cotton 
Application 
30 $/lb. 0.78 0.72 0.73 
50 $/lb. 0.78 0.83 0.80 
70 $/lb. 0.89 0.84 0.84 
100 $/lb. 0.84 0 . 9 1 0.95 
1 See footnote 1 of Table XXI. 















OPTIMAL SET-ASIDE RATES OF CORN, WHEAT AND COTTON, SIMU-
LATED EFFECTIVE SET-ASIDE RATES OF CORN, WHEAT AND COT-
TON AND REDUCTION IN PRODUCTION FROM BASELINE OF FEED 
GRAINS IN AGGREGATE, WHEAT AND COTTON FOR O, 30, 
50, 70 and 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-831 




0 ?. 16.4 22.9 27.8 29.3 
30 % 16.4 35.0 55.0 58.6 
50 % 18.2 3 6 . 1 45.0 4 6 . 1 
70 % 8.6 11 . 5 2 1 . 3 2 2 . 1 
100 % 2.2 2 . 6 2.6 4.0 
Wheat 
Application 
0 % 22.3 23.9 24.4 25.9 
30 % 13.0 22.0 26.5 33.7 
50 % 20.8 2 1 . 3 32.7 36.8 
70 3 8.2 1 0 . 1 12.0 15.9 
100 % 2 . 1 2.6 2 . 6 4.0 
Cotton 
Application 
0 % 18.3 20.8 20.9 2 4. 1 
30 3 1 2. 8 39.0 54.7 58.3 
50 % 2 6. 2 36.8 44.7 45.3 
70 % 1 2. 5 1 6 . 5 20.7 2 1 . 8 
100 % 2.2 2 . 2 4.4 4.7 
EFFECTIVE SET-ASIDE RATE 
Corn 
Application 
0 3 1 6 . 4 22.9 27.8 29.3 
30 % 8.2 17.5 27.4 29.3 
so % 9 . 1 1 8 . 0 22.5 2 3. 1 
70 % 4.3 5.8 1 0 . 6 t 1. 0 
100 % 1. 1 1 . 3 1. 3 2. 0 
Wheat 
Application 
0 % 22.3 23.9 24.4 25.9 
30 3 7.8 13.2 15. 9 20.2 
50 % 1 2 . 5 12.8 19.6 2 2 . 1 
70 % 4. 9 6. 1 7.2 9 . 6 
100 % 1. 3 2.2 2. 3 3.7 
11 2 
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TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
cotton 
Application 
0 Y. 18.3 20.8 20.9 2 4. 1 
30 ?. 11 . 5 35. 1 49.2 52.5 
50 Y. 23.5 3 3. 1 40.2 40.8 
70 Y. 11 . 3 14.9 18.5 19. 7 
100 Y. 1. 9 1. 9 4.0 4. 3 
REDUCTION IN PRODUCTION 
FROM BASELINE 
Feed G:r.:ains .in 
Agg:r.:egate 
Application 
0 ?. 1 3. 1 22.8 28.8 30.9 
30 % 4.7 9.9 16. 2 17. 2 
50 3 5.2 10.5 13. 3 13.5 
70 3 2.4 3.0 5.5 6. 2 
100 3 0 . 1 <O. 1 <O. 1 <O. 1 
Whea:t 
Application 
0 ?. 22.8 28.7 29.2 3 1 . 1 
30 % 4.7 3.5 4.5 6. 3 
50 3 7.4 3.7 5.0 6 . 1 
70 Y. 2.9 1 . 8 2. 1 2. 6 
100 3 0.7 0.6 0.5 0. 8 
Cotton 
Application 
0 ?. 18.9 21. 9 14. 4 21. 7 
30 3 8 . 1 25.5 31.4 33.0 
50 3 1 6. 5 23.7 2 1 . 9 2 9. 9 
70 % 7.8 1 0. 6 8.6 1 0. 2 
100 3 1. 3 1. 4 2. 0 2. 0 
1 See footnote 1 of Table XXI. 
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in production from baseline levels of feed grains in aggre-
gate, wheat and cotton. As discussed earlier actual 
reduction in production from baseline levels can vary from 
optimal set-aside rates for three reasons which are the ef-
fectiveness of set-aside rates in relation to producer 
participation, the lagged response of acreage and yields to 
previous crop price changes, and the lagged response of crop 
acreage and yields to previous changes in crop acreages and 
yields. As Government payments declined as a percentage of 
the increase in net farm income, set-aside rates increased. 
The effective set-aside rates and percent reduction in 
production from baseline also increased. In the 0 applica-
tion, which could be likened to a marketing quota program, 
the effective set-aside rate and set-aside rate are equal 
since set-aside program participation is assumed to be 
mandatory. The increase in set-aside rates reflect the 
ability to increase market income and offset the reductions 
in Government payments by reducing crop production when crop 
demands are price inelastic. 
Crop market prices and livestock prices are given in 
Table XXIV along with carry-out or ending stock levels of 
feed grains wheat and cotton. The price of corn per bushel 
ranged from 2.32 dollars in the last control period of the 
100 application 3.40 per bushel in the third control period 
of the 0 application. The average price of corn over all 
control periods and applications was 2.72 dollars per bush-
el. Wheat price ranged from 3.65 dollars per bushel in 
TABLE XXIV 
SIMULATED CROP PRICES, LIVESTOCK PRICES, AND ENDING CAR-
RY OUTS OF FEED GRAINS IN AGGREGATE, WHEAT AND COTTOM 
o, 30, 50, 70, and 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-83 1 




0 $/bu. 2.90 3.25 3.40 3.38 
30 $/bu. 2.55 2. 7 1 2.97 2.93 
50 $/bu. 2.57 2.73 2.83 2.78 
70 $/bu. 2.45 2.48 2.52 2.53 
100 $/bu. 2.38 2.35 2.33 2. 3 2 
Wheat 
Application 
0 $/bu. 5.03 5.82 5.88 6.22 
30 $/bu. 3.88 3. 9 3 4.09 4.35 
50 $/bu. 4.04 3.99 4. 1 3 4.33 
70 $/bu. 3.77 3.79 3.89 4.03 
100 $/bu. 3.65 3.67 3.75 3.86 
Cotton 
Application 
0 $/bu. 0. 7 1 0.94 0.94 0.96 
30 $/bu. 0 . 6 1 0.94 1 . 1 3 1. 11 
50 $/bu. 0. 6 9 0.95 1 . 0 0 1. 02 
70 $/bu. 0 . 6 1 0.75 0.79 0.79 
100 $/bu. 0.56 0 . 6 1 0.67 0.66 
Grain Sorghum 
Application 
0 $/bu. 2.75 2.84 3.03 2.94 
30 $/bu. 2 . 4 1 2.49 2.72 2.64 
50 $/bu. 2.43 2.50 2. 6 i 2. 6 1 
70 $/bu. 2 .. 33 2.35 2.40 2.40 
100 $/bu. 2.27 2. 2 2 2.25 2.23 
Ba:rle~ 
Application 
0 $/bu. 2.57 3. 10 2.89 2. 9 2 
30 $/bu. 2.38 2.46 2 . 6 1 2.60 
50 $/bu. 2.39 2.54 2.58 2.48 
70 $/bu. 2.34 2.36 2.40 2.35 
100 $/bu. 2.27 2.22 2.25 2.23 
1 1 5 
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TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Oats 
Application 
0 $/bu. 1. 37 1. 42 1. 53 1. 51 
30 $/bu. 1. 33 1. 35 1. 42 1.45 
50 $/bu. 1. 33 1. 35 1.42 1. 45 
70 $/bu. 1. 33 1. 32 1. 36 1. 36 
100 $/bu. 1. 33 1. 31 1. 33 1. 31 
Feed Grains .ln 
Agg:i;;egate 
Application 
0 $/ton 90.83 106.40 115.07 117.63 
30 $/ton 86. 13 9 1. 91 98.53 102.82 
50 $/ton 86.43 92.65 97. 13 98.48 
70 $/ton 84.79 86.83 87.96 88.94 
100 $/ton 83.71 83.36 82.53 82. 19 
So~beans 
Application 
0 $/bu. 6.43 6.66 6.97 6.90 
30 $/bu. 6.20 6.29 6.51 6.69 
50 $/bu. 6.20 6.35 6.54 6.52 
70 $/bu. 6.20 6.23 6.28 6.21 




0 $/cwt. 57.0 64.69 65.50 69.47 
30 $/cwt. 59.0 61. 0 3 62.50 66.50 
50 $/cwt. 57.0 6 1. 2 6 62.63 65.51 
70 $/cwt. 57.0 59.26 60.07 6 1. 2 9 
100 $/cwt. 57.0 59.00 60.00 6 1. 0 0 
Hogs 
Application 
0 $/cwt. 41 . 0 6 1. 39 56.78 6 1. 63 
30 $/cwt. 41 . 0 52. 14 42.36 55.70 
50 $/cwt. 41. 0 56.72 51 . 37 52.38 
70 $/cwt. 41 . 0 49.63 47.72 47.91 
100 $/cwt. 41. 0 47.66 46.05 44.65 
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TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
1:U..lK 
Application 
0 $/cwt. 11.69 13.97 14.70 15. 0 1 
30 $/cwt. 11 . 69 13.35 13.82 14.25 
50 $/cwt. 11. 69 13.39 13.85 14. 0 1 
70 $/cwt. 11 . 6 9 13. 18 13.08 13.47 
100 $/cwt. 11.69 13.05 13. 2 1 1 3. 14 
ENDING CARRY-OUT 
Feed Grains ..in 
Aggregate 
Application 
0 M. ton 56.5 52.6 50.3 51. 4 
30 M. ton 61 .. 3 59.0 55.9 56.7 
50 M. ton 60.9 58.9 58.2 60.3 
70 M. ton 62.9 66.6 66.5 67.8 
100 M. ton 64.4 67. 1 67.7 67.9 
Wheat 
Application 
0 M.bu. 853.3 770.9 715. 1 786.0 
30 M.bu. 1018.0 1028.9 941. 0 883.6 
50 M.bu. 990.9 1018.6 935.4 885.9 
70 M.bu. 1035.6 1053.6 972.9 927.8 
100 M.bu. 1058.0 1074.5 994.8 951. 6 
Cotton 
Application 
0 M.bales 2.2 1. 4 1. 4 1. 3 
30 M.bales 2.7 1. 4 1. 0 1. 0 
50 M.bales 2.7 1 . 3 1. 0 1. 1 
70 M.bales 2.8 2.0 1. 8 1. 9 
100 M.bales 3.2 2.6 2.2 2.4 
1see footnote 1 0£ Table XXI. 
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first control period of the 100 application to 6.22 dollars 
per bushel in the last control period of the 0 application. 
The overall average wheat price was 4.31 dollars per bushel. 
Cotton price ranged from 0.56 dollars per pound to 1. 13 dol-
lars per pound, while the overall average cotton price was 
0.82 dollars per pound. Table XXIV also contains the the 
prices of soybeans and oats. For these crops set-aside 
rates were held at zero for all control periods. Even 
though these crops did not have direct acreage restriction 
policy instruments, which would directly affect their pri-
ces, their prices were increased from baseline levels. This 
would be brought about by the indirect dynamic response of 
these crop acreages to increases in the prices of other 
crops. 
Livestock prices were increased from baseline levels 
from from the indirect dynamic response of livestock 
production to increased grain prices. The more the in-
crease in grain prices' the more the reduction in livestock 
production and increase in livestock prices. Thus, as would 
be expected, the 0 application resulted in the highest 
livestock prices. Of the POLYSIM livestock categories 
(cattle, hogs, sheep, chickens, turkeys, eggs, and dairy) 
hog prices showed the largest increase which was as expect-
ed since hogs consume the majority of grains fed to 
livestock (USDA, 1974). 
A commodity variable closely associated with changes in 
commodity prices is the carry-out or ending stock of the 
11 9 
commodities. Reductions in the carry-out or ending stocks 
of crops can be caused by increased demand, reduced supply, 
or a combination of the two. In this control study the 
reduction in carry-outs (Table XXIV) from baseline levels 
would reflect supply reduction through a decrease in current 
production. Carry-outs of feed grains, wheat, and cotton, 
for the O, 30, 50, 70, and 100 applications exhibited an 
inverse relationship to set-as~de rates and market prices. 
More detailed simulated data on commodity supply and 
utilization data and income related data associated with 
these applications of the objective function are contained 
in Appendix C. 
Table XXV contains set-aside payment rates for corn, 
wheat and cotton. As the specified proportion of income in-
crease from Government payments was reduced from 100 to 30 
percent, the optimal solutions reflect an increase in wheat 
and cotton set-aside payment rates. In these crops, the 
optimal target prices were not high enough to insure the 
desired program participation through deficiency payments 
and we~e supplemented with set~aside payments. This sit-
uation did not occur to the same extent in feed grains. The 
optimal target prices were high enough to insure desired 
levels of program participation and it was not necessary to 
supplement feed grain deficiency payments with set-aside 
payments. 
TABLE XXV 
SIMULATED SET-ASIDE PAYMENT RATE OF CORN, 
WHEAT AND COTTON FOR 30, 50, 70, 
and 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-831 
Item Unit 1980 198 1 1982 
CORN 
Application 
30 $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
50 $/bu. 0. 0 0 0.00 0.00 
70 $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0. 0 0 
100 $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
WHEAT 
Application 
30 $/bu. 0.00 1 . 1 4 0.94 
50 $/bu. 0.00 0.00 1.04 
70 $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
100 $/bu. 0. 0 0 0.00 0.00 
COTTON 
Application 
30 $/lb. 0.20 0 . 2 1 0.54 
50 $/lb. 0.27 0.30 0.56 
70 $/lb. 0. 1 8 0.21 0.34 
100 $/lb. 0. 1 4 0. 16 0 . 18 
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Table XXVI presents data reflecting the composition of 
Government payments by type of payment and the distribution 
of Government payments by crops. As the percent of increase 
in net farm income originating from the Government declined, 
deficiency payments declined and set-aside payments increas-
ed. In general, deficiency payments accounted for the 
majority of all Government payments ranging from 27.9 per-
cent to 97.5 percent. The extremes occurred in the fourth 
control period of the 30 application and the fourth control 
period of the 100 application. 
As an example explanation of the distribution data 
presented in Table XXVI consider the first control period of 
the 30 application. Of the total Government payments paid 
to feed grains, wheat and cotton, feed grains received 69.8 
percent, wheat 17.5 percent and cotton 12.7 percent. In 
general, as increases in Government payments were restrict-
ed, the relative shares of the Government payments of cotton 
and wheat were affected less than feed grains. The optimal 
solutions tended to favor cash crops. As shown in Table XV 
of Chapter III, a farmer markets directly more wheat and 
cotton production than feed grains, which can be fed to 
on-farm livestock. Thus, cash receipts of crops with a high 
sales proportion were increase more from increased market 
prices (brought about by increased set-aside rates) than 
were crops with low sales proportions. 
The optimal loan rates for corn, wheat and cotton are 
given in Table XXVII. In general loan rates tended to 
TABLE XXVI 
RELATIVE COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS FOR 30, 50, 70 
AND 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-831 




30 ?. 94.5 81. 0 70.7 
50 ?. 91. 6 86.7 7 5. 1 
70 % 93.7 92.9 92.6 
100 % 95.8 96.4 96.9 
Sg:t-§side 
Application 
30 ?. 1 . 9 1 6 . 2 2 9. 3 
50 ?. 3. 3 7. 1 1 9. 8 
70 ?. 1 . 6 2.0 3. 4 
100 % 0.2 0.2 0. 3 
~torage 
Application 
30 ?. 3.6 2.8 0. 0 
50 ?. 5. 1 6.2 5. 1 
70 ?. 4.7 5. 1 4.0 
100 ?. 4.0 3.4 2.8 
DISTRIBUTION 
Feed Grains in 
Ag_g];~ate 
Application 
30 % 69.8 68.4 61. 1 
50 ?. 73.5 6 9. 1 6 9. 1 
70 % 62.6 72.9 75.8 
100 % 6 1 . 7 68.6 74.4 
Wheat 
Application 
30 % 17.5 23.7 1 6 . 6 
50 ?. 1 6 . 2 23.6 1 6 . 2 
70 % 20.3 20.3 18. 6 



















1 6 . 6 
14. 3 
15. 4 
1 5 . 1 
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TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Cotton 
Application 
30 ?. 12. 7 7.9 22.2 27.7 
50 ?. 10. 3 7.3 14.7 1 3. 1 
70 ?. 17. 6 6.7 5.5 5.9 
100 ?. 12. 8 10.8 8.8 5.6 
1 See footnote 1 of Table XXI. 
TABLE XXVII 
OPTIMAL LOAN RATES OF CORN, WHEAT AND 
COTTON FOR O, 30, 50, 70 AND 
100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-83 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Co:rn 
Application 
0 $/bu. 2.68 2.78 2. 7 9 
30 $/bu. 2.08 2. 0 9 2 . 1 1 
50 $/bu. 2 . 3 1 2. 5 1 2 . 6 1 
70 $/bu. 2.26 2.48 2.52 
100 $/bu. 2.20 2.20 2.32 
Wheat 
Application 
0 $/bu. 2.93 3. 15 3. 19 
30 $/bu. 2.42 2.62 2.62 
50 $/bu. 2.79 3.09 3.51 
70 $/bu. 2.85 2.90 3.08 
100 $/bu. 2. 6 8 2.73 2.76 
Cotton 
Application 
0 $/lb. 0.52 0.52 0.53 
30 $/lb. 0.38 0.38 0.42 
50 $/lb. 0.48 0.51 0.51 
70 $/lb. 0.45 0.50 0.50 
100 $/lb. 0.38 0.39 0.55 



















increase as the percent of the increase in net farm income 
which could come from Government payments was reduced. This 
reflected a movement toward price supporting with the farmer-
held reserve and CCC stock programs. Stock programs served 
as "back-ups" to the set-aside program to support prices and 
incomes. Even though loan rates tend to be higher as the 
proportion of increased income from the Government declined, 
there was an exception. Loan rates were lower in the 30 
application when compared to the 50 application. In ad-
dition to defining price support levels, loan rates define 
release and call prices of the farmer held reserve program. 
A type of Government payment, storage payments, is also 
defined in terms of release and call prices. When the 
market price of a grain exceeds the release prices for that 
grain, the Secretary of Agriculture under the provisions of 
the 1977 Agriculture Act can stop storage payments. This 
was assumed to occur in this study. By selecting loan rates 
which defined release prices below market prices, storage 
payments could be partially or totally eliminated. The 
ability then exists to increase ~ther forms of Government 
payments (deficiency and set-aside) which can be used to 
generate increases in net farm income from the market place. 
Table XXVIII presents the contributions to increases in 
net farm income by net source of increase for the O, 30, SO, 
70, and 100 percent applications. As in the case of the 
free choice application (Table XX), the three sources of net 
contributions are Government payments, livestock markets, 
TABLE XXVIII 
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS TO INCREASE IN NET FARM 
NET FARM BY NET SOURCE FOR O, 30, 50, 70 
AND 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-83 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Gove:rnment Payments 
Application 
0 % -27.3 -4.6 -4.1 
30 % 84.4 38.9 35.5 
50 % 81. 7 49.0 48.4 
70 % 91 . 5 74.7 75.7 
100 % 97.5 96.0 96.7 
Livestock 
Application 
0 % -27.3 42.2 34.7 
30 % -3. 1 1 9 . 5 16.8 
50 % -2.8 17.6 14.3 
70 % -1 . 4 8.8 5.7 
100 % 0.0 2.0 0. 0 
C:tops 
Application 
0 % 154.6 62.4 69.4 
30 % 18.8 41 . 6 47.7 
50 % 2 1 . 1 33.4 3 7. 1 
70 % 9. 9 16.5 18. 3 
100 % 2.5 2.0 3.3 
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and crop markets. In the 0 application Government payments 
were actually reduced from baseline levels. This resulted 
from the fact that baseline Government payments contained 
some deficiency payments. In this application deficiency 
payments and set-aside payments were not allowed. The 
reduction in Government payments were offset by increased 
market income. As the percent of the increase in net farm 
income which could originate from Government payments was 
reduced. the contributions to net farm income of crop and 
livestock market receipts increased. The net contributions 
of crop markets to increasing net farm income was much lar-
ger than the contributions of livestock markets. The gains 
made in livestock gross income (livestock cash receipts and 
small increases in value of home consumption) were offset to 
a great extent by increases in feed costs. This would be as 
expected since control variables or policy instruments are 
associated with crops. Any gains in income accruing to live-
stock are, as stated above. indirect responses to changing 
grain prices. These agricultural policy formulations do, 
however, emphasize that agricultural policy prescriptions 
must consider the interrelationship among agricultural 
commodities. 
The objective function used in this control study did 
not include a measure of consumer food costs as a per-
formance variable. The various agricultural policy 
solutions developed here do, however, have implications 
upon consumer food costs. As has been seen earlier, as the 
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increase in Government payments was reduced, the optimum 
solutions reflect policies which increase net farm income 
from sources originating in the market place. Some retail 
prices of food items are computed by the model of the sys-
tem being controlled in this study CPOLYSIM). Table XXIX 
presents selected retail meat prices associated with optimal 
solutions 0£ the O, 30, SO, 70 and 100 percent applications. 
The retail meat prices reflect the indirect response of the 
livestock sector to increasing grain prices. The increased 
grain prices reduce livestock production and also the amount 
of meat available £or domestic consumption. The reduction 
in available meat for consumption increased the retail price 
of meats. 
TABLE XXIX 
SIMULATED RETAIL MEAT PRICES FOR O, 30, SO, 70 
AND 100 APPLICATIONS, 1980-831 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
Choice Beef 
Application 
0 $/lb. 2.36 2.73 2.79 
30 $/lb. 2. 36 2.64 2. 7 1 
so $/lb. 2.36 2.65 2.71 
70 $/lb. 2.36 2.62 2.67 
100 $/lb. 2. 3 6 2.60 2.65 
Pork 
Application 
0 $/lb. 1. 23 1. 70 1. 78 
30 $/lb. 1. 23 1. 54 1 . 6 8 
50 $/lb. 1 . 2 3 1. 55 1. 68 
70 $/lb. 1.23 1. 49 1. 6 1 
ioo $/lb. 1.23 1. 46 1. 58 
F:r::esh Whole Milk 
Application 
0 $/1/Zgal. 1. 05 1. 27 1. 35 
30 $/ 1/2gal. 1. 05 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 9 
50 $/1/2gal. 1.05 1 . 2 2 1.29 
70 $/1/2gal. 1 . 0 5 1 . 2 0 1. 2 6 
100 $/1/2gal. 1. 05 1. 18 1.24 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Problem Statement 
Consumers of agricultural commodities or products, 
agricultural producers and taxpayers view the United States 
agricultural seetor from a dif£erent perspective and use 
different criterion or goal structures to gauge its perfor-
mance. The goals tend to be conflicting. Consumer groups 
prefer low food costs. Farm groups want adequate levels of 
income from the products they produce. Taxpayers are, of 
course, a subset of both consumer and farm groups, but the 
vast majority of taxpayers are consumers. The preference of 
taxpayers are for low federal outlays on Government farm 
programs. The agricultural policy decision maker must de-
cide upon agricultural policy which considers the various 
and, in general, conflicting goals of society. Control 
theory provides a conceptual framework for analyzing and 
formulating agricultural policy. Multi-period control 
theory is a planning tool. It provides and considers the 
basic components of policy decision making whether agricul-
tural or public policy. However, one significant use of 
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control methods has largely been ignored in past control 
studies. This is the ability of control methodology to fa-
cilitate the development of a consensus among decision 
makers in policy formulation when the preferences of deci-
sion makers vary. By exposing multiple policy prescrip-
tions, not just single policy prescriptions, the bargaining 
process of public decision making can be greatly facilita-
ted. 
Objectives 
The general objective of this thesis was to demonstrate 
that control theory can be used to generate economic intel-
ligence in regard to agricultural policy formulation and 
analysis. Specific objectives were 1) to develop a perfor-
rnance measure which reflects alternative agricultural policy 
formulations which can occur as the preferences of agricultur-
al policy decision makers vary for obtaining specified goals 
for annual net farm income and 2) to indicate the sets of 
agricultural policies that are consistent with the alterna-
tive preferences of decision makers for a given economic 
environment for agriculture. The objectives of this thesis 
were accomplished by adapting control theory methods to an 
economic model which simulates the United States agricultur-
al sector. The ~conomic model used was the National 




This thesis used deterministic control theory. The 
methodology includes: 1) the development of a mathematical 
model of the system or process to be controlled, 2) a 
mathematical statement of how the performance of the system 
is to be measured, 3) the selection of the control variables 
from the set of policy instruments defined in the system and 
4) the choice of both the optimization approach and tech-
nique to determine an optimal control path. 
The system or process to be controlled was the United 
States agricultural sector as described mathematically by 
the National Agricultural Policy Simulator Simultaneous 
Version (POLYSIM). POLYSIM is a Fortran IV computer program 
that simulates the e~fects of alternative farm programs and 
policy instrument levels upon ESCS baseline projections of 
seven czops Cwheat, soybeans, cotton, corn, grain sorghum, 
oats and barley) and seven livestock groups Cbeef, hogs, 
sheep, chickens, turkeys, eggs, and dairy). 
The performance of the United States agricultural 
sector was measured by different parameterizations of a 
quadratic objective function. Each application of objective 
function had the same overall objective which was to obtain 
target levels of net farm income across a 1980-83 control 
period. The different parameterizations of the objective 
function reflected different of preferences of decision 
makers as to source (Government payments and the market 
place) of increase in net farm income. This use of an 
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objective function can be viewed as defining a policy possi-
bility frontier for obtaining target levels of net farm 
income. 
The policy instruments used in this study as control 
variables were the target price, set-aside rate, and loan 
rate of corn, wheat, and cotton. In addition to these 
control variables, the target price and set-aside rate of 
barley and grain sorghum were based upon the corresponding 
corn policy instruments as were the loan rates of barley, 
grain sorghum, and oats. A farmer-held reserve program was 
assumed for all feed grains and wheat while a Commodity 
Credit Corporation stock program was assumed for soybeans 
and cotton. 
The optimization of the different applications of the 
quadratic objective function was conducted by the Box Corn-
plex optimization technique (Box, 1965). The Box Complex 
optimization technique provides as a simultaneous solution 
to the control problem. The values for all control varia-
bles for all time periods were determined simultaneously. 
Results 
Six applications of a quadratic objective function to 
agricultural policy analysis and formulation were conducted 
for the control period 1980-83. Each application had the 
same overall objective which was to obtain target levels of 
net farm income which were 31.6 billion dollars for 1980, 
32.9 billion dollars for 1981, 34.2 billion dollars for 
1314 
1982, and 35.4 billion dollars for 1983. The differences in 
the applications of the quad:catic objective function we:ce in 
:celation to sou:cce·s of inc:cease in net farm income. One ap-
plication, the f:cee choice, allowed the determination of an 
optimal cont:col path which :cesults in any possible combi-
nation of inc:cease in Government payments and market income 
to obtain the ta:cget levels of net farm income. In this 
application of the objective function, Government payments 
accounted fo:c 87.5, 69.6, 67.7, and 63.6 percent of the 
increase in net farm income from baseline for the control 
periods 1980, 1981. 1982, 1983, respectively. Of the two 
possible sources of increase in market income -- crop mar-
kets and livestock markets -- crop markets contributed the 
most to the increase in net farm income. The contribution 
of crop markets averaged 23.0 pe:ccent of the total inc:cease 
in net far~ income from baseline for all control periods 
while livestock markets contributed an average of 4.9 per-
cent of the same total increase. 
The remaining applications of the quadratic objective 
function required the determination of optimal control paths 
which :cesult in exact increases in Government payments and 
market income. The increases in Government payments were O, 
30, SO, 70, and 100 percent of the total increase in net 
farm income (baseline to target level)for the respective 
application. The remaining percentage increase in net farm 
income would come from the market place. 
In these applications of the quadratic objective func-
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tion, target prices varied directly with the percent of the 
increase in net farm income which came from Government pay-
ments. The applications with the higher Government payments 
increases had higher target prices. 
The objective function optimizing solution for loan 
rates reflect the reverse pattern of target prices. Higher 
loan rates were associated with lower levels of Government 
payments. 
Optimal set-aside rates increased as the Government 
payments component of net farm income was reduced. Set-
aside rates increased market income and net farm income in 
three ways: increased cash receipts from the direct re-
sponse of crop prices, increased livestock cash receipts 
from the indirect response of livestock production and 
prices, and reduction in variable costs 0£ production. 
However, these cost savings were only in the form of crop 
variable cost reductions. Livestock variable production 
costs were increased from baseline levels due to increased 
grain prices brought about by reduction in grain production. 
Grain prices and all other commodity prices were in-
creased as crop production was reduced. Thus, as the 
allowable increase in Government payments to meet target 
levels of net farm income was reduced, all model CPOLYSIM) 
crop and livestock prices increased. The increased corn-
modity prices compensated for the changing or varying levels 
of Government payments in increasing net farm income by 
increasing market income. 
Limitations and Suqqestions for 
Further Research 
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Rich•rdson (1978) has suggested two major limitations 
to agricultural policy formulation and analysis with control 
methods. These are measuring the performance of the system 
or process to be controlled and developing the mathematical 
description or statement of the system or process to be 
controlled. 
Since multiple measures of performance were used the 
problem of performance measurements was mitigated to a 
great extent in this study. Several optimal control 
policies were developed which reflected different decision 
maker preferences. However, all of the different applica-
tions of the quadratic criterion function had the same 
overall objective -- to achieve target levels of net farm 
income. Other levels of target net farm income levels could 
be used as well as other performance variables in the quad-
ratic criterion function. Specifically, measures of con-
sumer food costs could be included in the criterion 
function. The resulting policy solutions and associated 
simulation results could then be .compared to the results of 
this study. 
The development of the mathematical description of 
system or process to be controlled can be viewed as a 
limitation of control methods. But, this limitation can 
also be viewed as having a very positive contribution. When 
the researcher is forced to model the system, he is learning 
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about the system. The more knowledge known about the system 
the better the results of policy formulation and analysis 
with control methods. However, as with many economic mod-
els, POLYSIM uses estimated parameters (elasticities, 
flexibilities and adjustment coefficients) and specifically 
an ESCS baseline data set. Ai stated in Chapter III, 
parameter estimates were obtained from econometric studies 
and will, in general, not be the true parameter values. The 
baseline data set used by POLYSIM could be another limita-
tion if it is not a reasonably accurate forecast of supply, 
use, price and income measures across the control period. 
Infact, shortly after the control computer "runs" were 
completed for this study, a major drought (summer 1980) was 
experienced in the United States which primarily effected 
the production and prices of corn, soybeans and cotton. In 
reference to baseline projections for 1980, production 
projections were too high while price projections were too 
low. The effects of the 1980 drought will no doubt linger 
into future time periods which are part 0£ the control or 
planning horizon used in this study. This baseline error, 
however, does not mean that agricultural policy analysis and 
formulation with control theory, such as conducted in this 
study, is of little use in decision making. It does, 
however, reflect that the optimal contol policies of this 
study are deterministic. In the development of control 
policies of this thesis, stochastic influences (such as 
weather) were not considered. The agricultural sector of 
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the United States is, without doubt, subject to random 
shocks. Random shocks to the United States agricultural 
sector, regardless of origin, can affect the robustness of 
the policies presented here. The development of stochas-
tic control policies would attempt to account for these 
stochastic influences which enter the United States Agri-
cultural sector and can affect control policy formulation. 
Theoretical methodology for dealing with stochastic control 
problems exists. In general, this methodology is based upon 
past (before the beginning of the control period) stochastic 
knowledge and/or stochastic knowledge existing in the con-
trol period and assume that performance variables are 
differentiable with respect to all control variables 
(Holbrook, 1975; Chow, 1976). For the control problem as 
formulated in this thesis, this assumption of differen-
tiability is not guaranteed. As an example, deficiency 
payments which comprise a portion of net farm income are 
only defined if target prices are above crop market prices. 
Thus, the solution of a stochastic control problem using the 
performance variables defined in this thesis would require 
the development and use of stochastic control methodology 
not based upon the differentiability assumption. One form 
of stochastic control methodology, adaptive, adjusts the 
optimal control paths across the planning horizon to re-
fleet new information about stocastic influences. Adaptive 
control methods could be, given a solution to the differenti-
ation problem discussed above is found, the most "fruitful" 
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control method to apply to agricultural policy analysis and 
formulation problems. 
In considering these limitations, this researcher 
proposes that "long-term" or multiple period optimal 
control policies should be used in tandem with adaptive 
control policies. Adaptive control policies would modify 
the "long-term" optimal control solution to reflect new 
information. Thus, the control results of this study can be 
viewed as a first step to agricultural policy formulation 
and analysis with control methods. 
Conclusions 
Control theory can be used to generate economic intel-
ligence in regard to agricultural policy analysis and 
formulation. The ability to develop agricultural policy 
which aligns with decision maker preferences on source of 
increase in net farm income exists as shown in this study. 
Even though, no one policy decision maker's preferences may 
align exactly with one of the solutions presented here, the 
solutions presented in this study could be used in this 
situation. For the decision maker with preferences other 
than represented in this study, the optimal control solutions 
of this study can represent reference or starting points in 
formulating their policy prescription. As an example 
consider a decision maker(s) with preferences for the same 
overall target levels of riet farm income used in this study, 
but with preferences for increases in market income sources 
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and Government payments to meet target net farm income levels 
other than used in this study. By analyzing the optimal 
control policies of this study which bound their preferences, 
decision maker(s) could use the optimal control policies of 
this study to formulate what their policy prescription should 
be. 
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l:lLOCk OATA 00.000100 
COMHON /Rlk7/ NR1(34) 1 N~2(0b),N83(13) 1 N84C07) 1 NB5(07) 00000200 
DATA NR112381239121l0,10218413613012b412b124212431244,103,24b,248, 00000300 
11os,2so,2s2,104,241,22,2us,2q9,z53,221,42,228,229,230,99,1q3, 00000400 
285,7&,SS/ 00000500 
DATA N82132,40 13b 1 28,24,44/ 00000&00 
DATA NA3/31,39 12t>3,27 123t,2l21233,234,235,23b 1193,85,23/ 00000700 
DATA NBl.l/27,102,20,103,1os,104,28/ 00000800 
DATA ~Bs112,sa,ss,01,111,02,so1 00000900 
E•JO 00001000 
CuMMflH /FILKJ/ C(14r3t>O),H(J4,350) 1C1(14,50) 1 PC141350J,EXOGC111,240)00001100 
1,0LnExoc1a,2aoi,NGAUSS(lll,3),NF1(40),N8AR(7) 00001200 
DutJtiLE PRECISION C,R,Ct,R,EXOGrtJLDFXO 00001300 
CfiMMllN /liLK2/ E(275), ADJ( 100) rCUNST( 120) rEE (275) 1OM(7,9) 1PM(7 1Q) 00001400 
CUMMllN /BLKJ/ ACREC111 130l,YIELDC1o,7),0UMC111,7) 00001500 
DUUHLE PRECIS!PN ACRE 00001600 
CUMHUN /HLKll/ KPARC35D),KRAYC350),KGR(200J,KDRC200J,INDE1C200) 00001700 
l1INOE2(200J,t~nE](200),INDEll(20Q)~lNDESC350),lNDEoC350),NYEARCl0) 00001800 
INTEGER U$(33 120),$tMNAM(20) 00001900 
COMMON /BL~S/ us.SJHNAM 00002000 
!NTEGEN SUMFfLC160) 1 S~MTABCl,010),SUMF(lbU) 00002100 
CUMMON /BLKb/ SUHF!l 1 SUMTA6,SUHF,NAAA 00002200 
COMMON /8LK7/ NHl(34) 1N82COb),NB3(13),NB4(071 1 NB5(07) 00002300 
CUMHQN/8LK8/ LFM,NpRArlEN,IFSTYR 1 ISJMND 11MONTHrlDAY,IBASYR1NPRE, 00002400 
1NESTOR1KING,NPROM,IDRUP,IFLAG1NFSTST,NSANOY 1 NSUZY 1 IHOLD1 1NSANDI 00002500 
31t1RPB,INDXX 00002000 
COMMUN /HLK9/ NC1NrNZZ21IV4L 00002700 
lr1TEGER DIVAC,TARGET,FREMKT 00002800 
C11MMON /HLK10/ DlVAC,TARGET,FREMKTrLOAN,IAJSET,JA73,JLRPOL,NSUPFG,00002900 
lJSUPCU,JSUPwH,JSUPSO,JAJLOT,tAPART 00003000 
Cl_IM"ION /RLKl 1/ r,J,,·mflS,NIJli,NSHuoT,NOEX,NERD 00003100 
l:OMH01I /8LK12/ OUMPt C 14, 7) ,Dll~IP2( 14, 7) ,DUMPS( 111, 7) ,DUMPb(14,7) 00003200 
D(ILJtlL[ PRECISION DUMPl,llUMP2,DUHP5,DUMPo 00003300 
COM~ON /HLK13/ KPIJP(7,14J,J37 000031100 
C11MMON !HLKtll/ IDATA(4 1350l,CDATAC14,100),JNTER,NTER 00003500 
COMMON /~LK25/ ITMAX 1IQ 1NO,GAMMA 1IBASE,KODE,IPRINT1IC1BEG1END, 00003&00 
1BEG2,Mrk1IE~J,IEV21K1,N2,M21N22(20)1M22(20l 00003700 
INTEGER GAMMA,AEG 1END,BEG2 00003800 
COMMON l~LKZbl R1(bO,bO),X(60,150),F(o0) 1G(150),H(l50) 1XC(100), 00003900 
1GL(qQ),HL(99) 1 HtC12,12),A(12l,GH1Cb0,4,10) 1ALPHAr8ETA,OELTA 00004000 
DOUBLE PRECISlllN Rt,x,F,GrH1GLrHL,Hl1ArALPHA1BETA,DELTA 00004100 
DEFINE FILE 1o(999,90 1U,JNEXT) 00004200 
OEFJNE FILE 11cso,100,u,JNEwT) 000011300 
DEFINE FILE 12c100,200,u,JENR) 00004400 
12345 FURMAT(lHO, 1 POLYSIM MAJN BEGUN') ooooasoo 
2 FuNMATC' '•'ITERATION NUMBER •,1aJ 00004&0~ 
WRITE(A,123451 00004700 
CALL Hlrl 00004800 
DU 1900 LFH~!,100 00004900 
200 CALL INITAL 00005000 
CALL 1NT2 00005100 




































































IFCNOB.LE.S) CALL WRITE 
IFCNOB.LE.SJ CALL WRI1E1 
IFCNOB.LE.SJ CALL WRITES 
IFCNOB.LE.5) CALL WRITEb 
IFCNOB.LE.S) CALL WRITE3 





COMMON /8LK25/ ITMAX,IQ,NO,GAMMA1lBASE1KODE,IPRlNT1IC,BEG,END, 
1BEG2,M1K1IEV1,IEV2,Kl 1N2,M2,N22C20l,M22C20) 
INTEGER GAMMA,AEG 1ENn,AEG2 
COMMON /BLK2b/ Rl(b0,60)1X(60,150),F(b0),G(150l,H(150),XC(l00), 
tGL(99),HL(99) 1 H1(12 112),A(l2),GH1(o0 14110) 1ALPHA,BETA,OELTA 
DOUBLE P~ECISinN R1,X,F,G,H,GL1HL,Hl,A,ALPHA,BETA,OELTA 
1234 FURMATC' 1 12X, 'SUBROUTINE CENTR') 
NOEfiUG::tO 
IFCNOE~UG.NE 0 0) WRITECb,1234) 
DO 20 . J•BEG,HID 
XCCJl • o.o 
Ofl I 0 lLst 1 K1 
10 XC(Jl • XC(J) + X(IL1J) 
RK ::t K1 




COMMON /BLK11/ l1J1NOBS,NOB,NSHOOT1NOEX,NERD 
COMMON /8LK2S/ ITMAX,IQ1NO,GAHMA,IBASE,KODE,IPRlNT1lC1BEG,END1 
1BEG2,M,K1lEVt,IEV2,Kl,N2,M21N22C20),M22C20) 
lNTEGER GAMHA,BEG 1END 1 BEG2 
CUMMOIJ /Bl.K2o/ RIC60,b0),X(o0,150J,F(60),GC150),H(150),)(C(100), 
lGL(99),HL(99l,H1(12,12),A(12l,GHl(b0 14,l0),ALPHA,BETA,DELTA 
DOUBLE PRECISION Rt,X,F,G,H,GL1HL,Ht,A,ALPHA 1 BETA 1DELTA 
1 FORMAT( 1 1 ,2IU,3FIS.4J 




10 KT : 0 
I COUNT• t + !COUNT 
CALL CllNSTT 
C CHECK AGAINST EXPLICIT CONSTRAINTS 
DO 50 J:BEG,END 
IF CXCI,J)•G(J)) 20,20,30 






















































109 Gu 10 ~o 00010900 
110 30 IF CHCJ>•x<I,Jll 4o,4o,so 00011000 
111 40 X(J,J) : H(Jl •DELTA 00011100 
112 50 C:CJNT ltlUE 00011200 
113 IF (KWDE) \lO,lt0,60 00011300 
114 C C11ECK AGAINST THE IMPL.ICJT CONSTRAINTS 00011400 
115 bO NN : EN~ + l 00011500 
lib DtJ 100 J:NN,M 00011600 
117 CALL CONSTT 00011700 
11~ IFCNOERUG.NE 0 u) WRITE(b,l) J,l,X(I,J),G(J), H(J) 00011800 
119 IF C~CI,J)•GCJl) 60,70,70 00011900 
120 70 If lH(J)•X(l,J)) 80 1100,100 00012000 
121 80 IEVI : I 00012100 
122 Kl : 1 00012200 
123 CALL CE~TR 00012300 
124 OU 90 JJ:HfG,END 00012400 
125 xc1,JJl = cxc1,JJ> + xccJJ>>12.o 00012500 
126 90 CUNTINUE 00012600 
127 l 00 CONTillUE 00012700 
128 IF !KT) 110, 1101 10 00012800 
12Q 110 RElURN 00012900 
13U E~D 00013000 
131 Slil\RUUTJNE Cll•J!!TT 00013100 
132 C 51.1BfWi..1Tt1~I:: CfJNSTT IS PROVIDED FOR.THE USER TO ENTER THE 00011200 
133 C LliWER & UPPER BOUNDARY CONSTRAiNTS FOR Tl-!E CONTROL V4RIABLF.S. 00013300 
134 C THE Lll~ER BUU~DARY CfJNSTRAI~TS ARE ENTERED IN THE 1 G() 1 ARRAY~ 00013400 
135 c AND THE UPPER BUUNDAYR cnNSTRAINTS ARE ENTERED IN THE 1 H() 1 ARRAY.00013500 
lJb COMMON /8LK1/ C(J4,3b0),B(l4,350),C1C14,50) 1 R(14,350),EXOGC14,240)00013b00 
137 11ULDHll( 1412110),NGAllSSC 1413) 1NF1(40) 1 NBAR(7) 00013700 
UI.! nuirnu P>IECISJ.nN c,0,c1,R,EX0li,oLDExo ooouaoo 
13~ CUMMON /ALK11/ l1J1NOBS,NOB,NSHOOT,NOEX1NERD 00013900 
1110 CtJMMON /ALK25/ ITMAX 1 lQ 1 NU,GAMMA,IBASE,KODE,TPRINT,IC,BEG,END, 00014000 
!Ill 1HEG2,H,K,JEVl,TEV2,Kl 1 N2,M2 1 N22C2U),~22(20) 00014100 
111~ lNTEG~R GAMHA,REG,E~O,BEG2 00014200 
143 COMMU~ /BLK2b/ RlC60 1bO),XCb0,150),F(b0) 1 G(150) 1 H(150) 1XC(lOO), 00014300 
1114 1GL(QQ),HL(9Q) 1H1Cl2,t2),AC12l,GHt(b0,4,10),ALPHA,8ETA,DELTA 00014400 
145 lllllihLE PRE.CIS!ON R1,X,F,G,H,GL,HL,Hl,A1ALPHA,BETA,OELTA 00014500 
lllb 1234 Fi.JRMAT (I • ·2", I SUBRPUTHJE CONS TT I) 00014b00 
147 NL>EtllJG:O 00014700 
141:' IFOIDEBllG.NE.Ol WRITE(o,1254) 00014800 
111<1 1)1) I.OU Jt:1,E;;D 00014900 
150 C U.1WE.R fltlUNl)ARV CONSTRAINTS. 00015000 
151 G!Jll=GlCJl) 00015100 
1S2 C UPPER ROUNDARY CONSTRAINTS. 00015200 
153 H(Jll=HL(J1) 00015300 
15/J JOO CUNTiriUE 00015400 
155 X(l,37J:EXOG(3,225)*~(J,l)•XCl113) 00015500 
15b X(I,36):ExnG(~,225)*X(I,2)•X(l,t4) 00015&00 
157 X(l,39l:EXUG(5,225)*XCI,3)•XCir15) 00015700 
158 X(I,~OJ:EXUG{b,22bl~X(J,4)•X(lrlb) 0001~800 
15'1 G(J7):0 0 U 00015900 
lov G(38):o.o OOOlbOOO 
lbl G(39):o.o 0001&100 



























































H(37):3 0 0 
H(38)•3 0 0 
H(3Cl)il3 0 0 





G(41)•0 0 0 
G(42)•0 0 0 
G(43)•0 0 0 
G(44)•0 0 0 
H(41):3 0 0 
H(42):3 0 0 
H(43)•3 0 0 
H(44)•3 0 0 
X(l 1 45)•EXOGC3 1227l•X(I 1 9)• X(I,21) 
XCI 14b)•EXUGC4 1227)•XCl 110)•XCI,22) 
X(l,47)•EXUG(5,227)•X(I111)•X(I,23) 
X(I 148):EXOGCb 1227)•X(J,12l•X(l,24J 
G(45)•0 0 0 
Gc4ol:ao.o 
G ( 47) :aO • 0 
GC48>=o.o 
H(45)•2 0 0 
H(46)•2 0 0 
H(47)•2 0 0 
H(48)•2 0 0 






G(51)•0 0 0 
G(52)•0 0 0 
H(/.19):3 0 0 
H(50)•3 0 0 
H(51)=3 0 0 
H(52)•3 0 0 
XCl,53):XcI,SJ•~lt1l) 
XCI 1 54l•X(J,b)•XCI12) 
XCI1SS)=XCI17)•XCI1l> 
X(l,So)•XCI18l•XCI14) 
GC53)a0 0 0 
G(54)•0 0 0 
Gcss1so.o 
G(So)•O.o 
H(53):3 0 0 
H(54)a3 0 0 






















































































































G(58)110 0 0 
G(S9J•o.o 
H(57)113 0 0 
H(58):3 0 0 







ri(bOJ:3 0 0 
fi(otl=~.o 
H(b2)s3 0 0 
X(I,63l:XCI 1 22l•X(J,21) 
xc1,1:>1.1>=xcr,231-xc1,221 
X(I,65)11X(I,24)•X(I,23l 
G(b31•0 0 0 
G(o4)it0,0 
G(6S)110 0 0 
H(o3):3 0 0 
H(64)•3,0 














G(70):1110 0 0 
GC71l110 0 0 
H(&9): 0 5 
H(70l•.S 






GC74)•0 0 0 
H(72): 0 5 






























































271 SUBROUTINE CONT~ 00027100 
272 Cl™MON /BLKt/ CCl413o0),8(14,3SOl,ClC14 150) 1R(l4,350l,EXOGC14,240)00027200 
273 1rULDEXU(141240l 1NGAUSSC14,3),NF1C40),NBAR(7) 00027300 
274 DuU~LE PRECISION c,s,c1,R,EXQG,QLOEXO 00027400 
275 CUMMON /8LK2/ E(275),ADJC100),CONST(120)1EEC275),0M(7,9),PM(7,9) 00027500 
270 CUMMl)M /BLK3/ ACREClli,30),YIEl!>cto,7>,0UM(l4,7) 00027000 
277 DuURLt PRECISION ACRE 00027700 
278 C11MMfiN /BLKll/ l':PAfH350), KRAYC350),KGRC200) 1KDRC200), lNDEl (200) 00027800 
279 11lNDE2c200),INOE3C200),1NDE4C200),JNDESC350),INOEoC350~.NYEAR(l0) 00027900 
280 lNTlG~P USC33,20l,SIMNAM(20) 00028000 
281 CflMMON /flLkS/ us,stMNAM 00028100 
282 INTEGER SUMFIL(l&Ol,SUMTAB(160,o),SUMF(160) 00028200 
283 CltMMOI• /BLKo/ SlJMFI l r SUMTAB, SUMF, NAAA 00028300 
2&4 COMMON /~LK7/ NB1(34) 1N82(06)1NB3(13>1NB4c07) 1NBSC07) 000281100 
285 COMMON/BLK~/ LFM,NpRB,lEN,IFSTYR,ISIMNO,IMONTH,IOAY1IBASYR,NPRE, 00028500 
28b 1N£STOR1KING,NPRDM1IDRQP,IFLAG1NFSTST1NSANOY,NSUZY,IHOLDl1N8ANDI 00028000 
287 31NRPA,INDXX 00028700 
286 CUMHllN /8LK9/ NC1NrNZZ21lVAL. 00028800 
289 INTEGER DIVAC,TARGET,FREMKT 00028900 
290 COMMON /6LK10/ DIVAC1TARGET,FREMKT1LOAN1IAJSET,JA7l,JL.RPOL,NSUPFG100029000 
291 1JSUPCU,JSUPWH,JSUPSU1lAJLUT,JAPART 00029100 
292 COMMON /BLKll/ l1J1NOBS,NOB1NSHUOT1NOEX1NERD 00029200 
2C13 COMMON /EILK12/ OllMPlC14,7),0UMP2Cl4,7),DUMPSC111 17)1DlJMP6Clli17) 00029300 
294 DOUBLE PRECISION DllMPt,DUMP2,0lJMP5,0UMPo 000291100 
295 COMMON /BLK13/ KRUP(7 114),J37 00029500 
29b COMMON /8LK14/ IDATAC4,350),CDATA(l4,l00),INTER,NTER 00029600 
297 COMMON /8LK20/ AE(7 18J,BEC718),NG(lb0) 00029700 
296 CUMMON /BLK25/ ITMAX1lG1NU,GAHMA,IBASE 1KODE 1IPRINT 1IC1BEG1END, 00029800 
299 1HfG2,M,K,IEVl,IEV2 1Kt 1 N2,M2,N22(20) 1M22(20) 00029900 
30o I~TEGER GAMMA,BEG 1fND,9EG2 00030000 
301 CUMMnr. /BLK2b/ Rl(bO,b0),X(oO,l50),f(b0),G(150),H(150),kCC100), (10030100 
302 1GL(99),Hl(qql,Hl(12,12),A(12),GH1(60,4,10),ALPH4,BETA1DELTA 00030200 
303 U!JllBLE PRECISION Rl,X,F,G,H,GL1HL,H1,A,ALPHA1BFTA,DELTA 00030300 
304 DuUflLE PRECISION DUMMY 00030400 
305 DOUBLE PRECISION RANOOM 00030500 
30b DQUALE PRECISION RNDM 00030&00 
301 NDEBUG:o 00030700 
308 3 FORMAT ( 1 ',I4,10(10F10.S,I)) 00030800 
309 7 FURMATC'O'rT8,'J 1 ,Tl7 1 1 1 1Tli2, 1 XC11J) 1 ,T59, 1 GCJ)', 00030900 
310 1 T74,'HCJ) 1 ) 00031000 
311 8 FURMATC 1 ',/1 1 ' THE USER PROVIDED VALUES FOR POINTS t•K') 00031100 
312 10 F'llRMAT (IH1 1//,18X,24HCOMPLEX PROCEDURE OF BOX) 00031200 
313 11 FORMAT(' 1 1/1T3 1 1 PARAMETERS'1/ 00031300 
314 11TS, 1 NU. OF EXPLICIT CONTROL VARCN) •'114 1/ 00031400 
315 l1T5, 1 Nn. OF IMPLICIT CONTROL V4R(IC • 1 114,/ 00031500 
311> 3,rs, 1 1.10. OF T(JTAL CONTROL VARCM) •'.Iii,// 00031&00 
317 31TS, 1 NO~ uF POINTS ON SURFACECK) • 1 ,111,1 00031700 
318 3rTS,'NU. OF MAXIMUM ITERATIUN(ITMAX)• 1 1Ili~/ 00031800 
319 3,T5, 1 NLl. IJF REPEAT ITERH!ONS(GAMMA):s 1 ,I4,// 00031900 
320 3,rS,'Rf.FLECTJQN FACTOR (ALPHA) ••• Fo.2,1 00032000 
321 3rT5i 1 DEGREE OF ACCURACY CBETA) a•, Fo.2 ,/ 00032100 
322 J,15, 'WITHIN BOUNOS 4DJUST CDE.LTA> •', F8 0 1!,/ 00032200 
323 12 FORMAT C//1iX,lllHRANOUM NUMBERS) 00032300 





325 14 Ft•R~AT c111,2x,30HFINAL VALUE OF THE FUNCTION • 1E20.8] 00032500 
32b 15 FURM4.T <l/,2X,t4HFINAL X VALU£8) 00032600 
127 lb FuRMAT c1,2x,2HXC1I2,4H) • ,4x,2ox,F3o.10,1ox,14) 00032700 
328 17 FURMAT (//l,2x,38HTHE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS HAS EXCEEDED 1I41lOX1 00032800 
32q ll8HPROGRAM TERMINATED) 00032900 
130 18 FURMATC 1 '• I RA~DOM NO. SEEn IS = 1 ,2x,F12.o ,I) ooonooo 
331 lq FURMATC't',' JOB TERMINATED SECAUSE CARDS FOR COMPLX ARE OUT OF OR00033100 
332 1DER' > 00033ii!OO 
333 C READ THE I•U CARO 00033300 
334 C READ THE PARA~ETE~ CARO. 00033400 
ll~ NU=o 00033500 
336 NJ:9 00033600 
337 READCNI,001) ~2,N21IPRINT1NDEBUG 1 1BASE 00033700 
l3R READC~I,002) ALPHA,BETA,OELTA,GAMMA 1 ITMAX 00033800 
319 FURMATC20I4) 00033qoo 
340 REAn(NI,001) {M22CJ1) 1J1•1,M2) 0003400C 
341 RlADCNt,001) (N22CJ1) 1J1•1,N2) 00034100 
142 2 FuRMAT(lFto.0,214> 00034200 
343 N:N2•NUB 00034300 
344 END•N2•NOB 00034400 
345 4 F1.tl-IMATC8Fl0 0 0) 00034500 
l4b J8•N2,,.NlJR 00034600 
347 Jh•M2,,.NUB 00034700 
148 J7=N2•NOR•2 00034800 
349 0(1 3001l .11=1,,J& 00034900 
350 3004 READ(Nl,OOS) CHl(Jl~J2),J2=1,J&) 00035000 
351 5 FURMATC12F& 0 0) 00035100 
352 READ(Nl,005) (A(J11 1J1•11Jb) 00035200 
353 READ(Nl,004) (HLCJl) 1Jt:t,J8) 00035300 
354 READCNI,004) CGLCJ1) 1J1:t,J8) 00035400 
355 BEG=I 00035500 
JSb C N IS l·Jll 0 llF EXPLICIT IND. VARIABLES, 60 00035600 
357 N:END 00035700 
35~ C M IS NO• OF IMPLICIT & EXPLICIT CUNTROL VARIABLES 00035800 
359 M:ENO+ll7 00035900 
loo M:END+20 0003&00C 
3&1 M:EN0+2q 0003&10C 
3b2 M:END.+31.1 0003620( 
3o3 ~•=END+ 18 0003630( 
3b4 KUDE•l 0003640( 
3&5 l:!EG2:END+1 0003650( 
lb& c re IS NU, QF l~PLICIT CO~TROL VARIABLES IC•M•N 00036b0C 
lo7 Ic=:~·ENO 0003610C 
3b8 c K ts r-.io. OF Pl)INTS UN THE COMPLEX. 30 MAX0003ft800 
3&9 to.:ENI)+ 1 00036900 
170 C PRINT THE PARAMETER SUMMARY 00037000 
371 ~RITE (NU,010) 00037100 
37~ WRITE(&,tll N,lC1M1K1ITHAX,GAMMA,ALPHA,BETA,OELTA 00037200 
37~ WATTE(N0,3005) 00037300 
374 0(1 820 J2:t,J& 00037400 
375 WRlTE(NU,8301 J21J2 1H1(J2,J2l 0003750~ 
37& 820 CONTINUE 00037600 
377 WRITECN0,300&) 00037700 





57q O~ 3007 J2:3,~0ijS 00037900 
380 J3=J2-2 +CJl•ll•NOH 00038000 
381 3007 WPlTf(NU1300~J J2,M22(Jt), A(J3) 00038100 
38c? WRITE(NU,3010) 00038200 
3A3 fltJ 3011 Jl•t,•1? 000383.00 
364 nu 3011 J2•3,NOB5 00038400 
38S J3=J2•2 +(Jl•ll•NOB 00038500 
3Bb 3011 WNtTE(NU,30121 J21N22CJl),GLCJ3),hLCJ3l 00038600 
3117 830 F1JRMATCl12X,2HH(1l2,tH.,J2,llH) s: 1El0 0 4) 00038700 
3HH 3008 FuRMATC 1 0 1 , 1 C( 1 rl2,1H,,I3,llH) • ,F20.b) 00038800 
31:1'1 3010 F1JR1>1AT( 1 1 1 1'C1.lNSTRA!NT INFORMATION'.) 00038900 
3qo 3012 FuR1·1ATC 1 0 1 ,2x, 1 c:x11G(',I2,', 1 ,I3,2X~'l.OlilER BOUND. •,Flf>.3, 00039000 
391 l 2l(, 'UPPER f!OtJilll> = I ,Flb,3) 00039100 
392 300b FORMATC 1 0 1 ,'THE TARGET VALUES FUR PERFORMANCE VARIABLES') 0003q200 
393 3005 Fl.IRMH (I I I. 'THE 111ElGHTING r-IATRIX I) 00039300 
394 C ZERO OUT THE X MATRJX 00039400 
395 DU 41 II•lrK 00039500 
311& 011 31 J:kfG,M 00039b00 
397 31 XCII 1J) z o.o 00039700 
39tl 111 CiJNTINUE 00039800 
399 JFCibASt.NE,ll GO TO 450 00039900 
1100 WRllE(b,8) 00040000 
1101 OU 425 L=lrK 00040100 
402 READ(hJ,0011) CXCL 1J),J•BEG,ENDl 00040200 
1103 425 WRITE(b,3) Lr CXCL1Jl,J•8EG,END) 000110300 
404 GU TU 210 00040400 
405 450 CUNTllJUE 00040500 
40b lFClBASE.NE,2l GO TU 210 000110600 
407 01) 337 Jl•l,3 000110700 
408 337 RtAD(Nl,0011) (X(JlrJ2),J2•1 1END) 000110800 
409 l)lJ 338 1=1,3 . 000110900 
1110 13A CALL CONSTT 000111000 
411 WRITElb 17) 00041100 
412 Jtmt 000111200 
413 J2s:2 000111300 
1114 J3=3 000111400 
q(5 DU 250 J•BEG 1M 00041500 
41& 25r WRITF(NQ,OOb) Jl1J1XCJl,J),J2,J1XCJ2,JlrJ31J1XCJ3,J),J,GCJ),J,HCJ)0004lbOO 
417 0 Fl)RHATC/,3Cax,2HX(,I1,tH,,I3,4H) = ,F10.3),2Xr2HGtrI3,llH~ • ,Ft0.3000111700 
1118 l12X,2HH(113~11H) z 1Fl0 0 3) 000111800 
419 !FClRASE,EQ 0 3) GO TO 210 0004190~ 
420 XXX•RAllll>OM(DUMMY) 00042000 
421 nu 100 lI•t,K 000112100 
422 DO 100 JJzBEG,ENO 00042200 
423 Rt(llrJJ)•RNDNCOUMMYJ 000~2300 
424 too CONT111JIJE 000421100 
425 WRITE (N0,012) 000112500 
42b Oil 20J J::i1,K 00042600 
427 lf.IRITE(Nlt,Ol3) CJ1L1Rl CJ1L)1L•BEG1ENOl 000112700 
428 200 CUNTINUE 000112800 
1.129 210 CUNTINlJE. 00042qoo 
430 C CALL SU~ROUTJNE CONSX TO BEGIN OPTIMTZATIONo 00043000 
431 CALL CONSX 00043100 





433 IF CIQ•ITMAX) 20120,30 00043300 
434 20 WRITE CNU,014) FCIEV2) 00043400 
US rlkITE CN0,015) 00043500 
43b C WRITE OPTIMAL VALUES uF THE CONTROL VARIABLES. 00043600 
437 DI! 300 J•BEG,M 00043700 
438 L:J+2 00043800 
4)9 ~RITE CN0,016) J, X(IEV21Jl 00043900 
440 300 CONTINUE 00044000 
441 Du 7000 J1•1,~2 00044100 
442 DU 7000 J2•3,NOBS 00044200 
443 J3=J2•2 + CJ1•1)*NOB 00044300 
444 EXfJGCJ2, N22(Jt) )•X(IEV2,J3l 00044400 
445 7000 CONfINUE 00044500 
44(> CALL FtJNC 00044600 
1147 Go Til qqq 00044700 
44~ C ~AX NO. 0F ITERATIONS EXCEEDED SO PRINT THE VALUES OF THE CONTR0LS00044800 
449 30 WRITE (N0,0171 ITMAX 00044900 
450 NO•B 00045000 
451 DU RSD I=t,K 00045100 
452 DO 900 J•HEG,~ 00045200 
1153 L:J +2 00045300 
G54 WRITE (NO,Olbl J, X(I1JJ ,I 00045400 
455 900 CUNTINUE 00045500 
GSb 850 CUNTINUE 00045&00 
451 Nlj:o 00045700 
458 c STORE THE Put~TS UN DISK FOR COLD START .•0001 1 IN cc 28-32 r-o CD00045800 
459 OU 875 IKK•1,K 00045900 
460 675 WRITEC12' lKKl CXCIKK 1L),L•1,MJ 00046000 
4b1 DU 7099 Jt:\,N2 00046100 
4b2 DU 7099 J2:],NQUS 0004&200 
463 J3=J2•2 +(Jl•l)*NUA 0004&300 
4b4 7099 EXOGCJ2,N22(Jl))•XCIEV2,J3l 00046400 
4&!'> CALL FUNC 0004&500 
4bb 999 C;!NTlf.IUE 0004&&00 
4b7 RETURN 00046700 
4b8 E~io ooo4c&oo 
4o9 Sll!HHIUTINE. CINSX 00046900 
1170 COMMON /BLKl/ CC14,360),BC14,3SO),C1C14 150) 1RCt4,350),EXOGCl4 1 240)0004700C 
471 11ULDEXU(t4,240),NGAUSS(14,3),NF1(40) 1NBAR(7) 0004710( 
q12 DOU~LE PRECISION C,R,Ct,R,EXOG,OLDEXO 0004720C 
47J COMMON /RLK2/ E(275J,ADJC100JrCONSTC120),EE(27S),OM(7,9),P~(7,9) 0004730C 
414 CIJMHON /HLK3/ ACRE(14 130l,YIELDC1&,7),DUM(14,7) 0004740C 
475 DUUALE PPECI~TON ACRE 0004750C 
1170 CaMMON /8LK4/ KPARC3SOJ,KRAVC350J,KGRC200J,KDRC200),INDE1C200) 00047600 
477 11INDE2C200),I~IDE3(200)11NDE4C200),JNDESC350),lNDEbC350),NVEAR(10l 00047700 
478 INTEGER US(33,20),SJMNAM(20) 00047800 
479 CuMMON /ALKS/ tfS,SlMNflM 00047900 
480 INTEGER SUMFIL(l60l,SUMTABC1b0,~),SUMFC1b0) 00048000 
1181 CUMMOM /!1LK6/ StJMFlL1SUMTf18,SUMF,NAAA 00048100 
482 C(JMMON /BLK?/ N81(34),NB2(0bl1NB3(13J,NB4(07J,NB5C07) 00048200 
llBJ CUMMON/BLKR/ LFM,NpRB,IEN,IFSTYR,ISJMND,IMONTH,IOAV,IBASYR,NPRE, 00048300 
484 1NESTUR1KING,NPPDM,IOROP1IFLAG1NFSTST,NSANOY,NSUZV,IHOLD1,NSANOJ 00048400 
485 3rNRPB,INDXX 00048500 





































































INTEGER DIVAC,TARGET1FR~MKT 0001.18700 
CUMHO~ /8LKIP/ DIVAC,TARGET1FREMKT1LOAN1IAJSET1JA73,JLRPOL,NSUPFGr00048800 
lJSUPCu,JSUPWH,JSUPSOrlAJLOT,IAPART 
CUMf'.llltl /l'LKlJ/ I,J,r~OBS,NUEl,NSHOOT,NOEX,NERD 
CUM~04 /BLK12/ DU~P1(14,7),0UMP2(14,7),DUMP5(14,7),DUMPb(l417) 
f)UUHLE PRECISION DlfMP1 1DIJMPZ,OLIMPS,DUMPb 
((1"1MllN /8LKU/ t<PuP(7,t•n,Jl7 
CUMtlO"l /llll<t!I/ IDATAC4,350l 1 COAH (14, 100), lNTER,NTER 
CU~MON /0LK2S/ lTMAX,IQ,NO,GAMMA,IBASE,KODE,IPRINT,IC,8EG,ENO, 
1BEG2,M1K1IEVl,JEV2,Kl,N2,H2,N22C20l,M22(20) 
lNTtGER GAMHA,BEG,ENO,BEG2 
CUMMON /RLK26/ RIC&O,b0)1X(601lSO),FCb0),~(150),H(150),XC(100), 
l~L(99J,HL(99J,H1Ct2,12l,AC12),GH1(b0 1 1.1,l0l 1 ALPHA,8ETA,DELTA 
OUURLE PRECISIO~ R1,X,FrG1H1GL1HLrHlrA1ALPHAr8ETA 1 DELTA 
DIMfNSIQN N800(7) 
DATA N800/Q3,351r9&,tu2,2ff2,2br294/ 
l F0RMAT( 1 'r 1 GOING TQ 170 FOR TIME N0 0 1 114 1 3E15 0 5) 
lo FURt1ATC 1 '•' STORED K POilllTS ON DISK FOR ITERATION NO. 1 rl4> 
17 FUR~AT( 1 '•' DATA FORK POINTS READ FROM UNIT 16') 
018 FURMAT (//,2X,30HCOOROINATES OF INITIAL COMPLEX) 
019 FURMAT (l,SC!X,2HXC,13i1H,,I3,4H) • , FI0 0 ])) 
021 FuR~AT (/,2Xr2?HVALUES OF THE FUNCTION ) 
22 •uRh!AT C / 1 5(1X,2HF(,I2,4M) s , Et3 0 6)) 
023 fURMAT (//12X,t7HITERATION NUMBER 115) 
0211 FuRMAT (l,2X130HCIJOR01NATES OF COPRECTED POINT> 
025 FUqMAT (/ 1 2X 1 l7HCUORDINATES OF THE CENTROID) 
020 FORMAT (l,S(tx,2HX(,I2,oH,C) • f E13.6)) 
li?.311 FURMATC' 1 12JI.,. 'SUBROUTINE CONSX 1 ) . 
NllEt.lUG:O 
IFCNDERUG 0 NE 0 0) WRITE(6,t234) 
lQ • ITERATION INDEX 
IEV1 = INDEX OF POtNT ~ITH MINIMUM FUNCTION VALUE, 
IEV2 • INDEX OF POINT WITH MAXIMUM FUNCTION VALUE, 
I c POINT INDEX. 
KUDI:: 11 CUNlR1Jl KE\' USEO TO llETERMlNE IF IMPLICIT CONSTRAINTS 
ARE Pl<tJVILlED. 
Kl • Do LDnP LIMIT 
JQ II 1 
KUl)f ;: 0 
lFCM•END) 20r20,10 
10 KL10E :i: I 
20 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE COMPLEX POINTS AT RANDOM FPON UNIFORMLY DISTRISUTEO 
NUS, & THE BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, 
lF(l~~SE,EQ 0 t 0 uR 0 IBASE 0 EQ,3) GO TO bl 
JROW1•4 
l)O oS Il•lROWI ,K 
U(J SO J•hE.G,END 




CHECK THE VALUE.S UF EXPLICIT VARIABLES 















































































































IfCXClrJ)• G(J)) 320,320,330 
320 X(J,J) = G(J) + DELTA 
1>11 Tn 350 
33il IF( HCJ)•ICJ,J)) 340,340,]50 
340 X(I,J) = HCJl• DELTA 
350 CIJMTINUE 
CALL CUtJSTT 
1<.1 : II 
CALL CHECK 
IF CII•2l 51, 51, 55 
SI IF ( IPRINT) 52, 1>5, 52 
52 WRITE (N0,018) 
Ju s 1 
~PITE (~O.OlQ) (Iu, J, xc1a,J), JS SEG,H) 
55 TF CIP~lNT) Sb, bS, Sb 
Sb ~HJTE (N0,01'1) (II, J, XClI,Jl1 J: BEG,H) 
t>S C11Nl It•UE 
GU H1 b'I 
C ENTER HERE IF THE USER HAS PROVIDED X VALUES FOR 1 THROUGH 
C CALL CONST TU CALCULATE OTHER X VALUES i GET READY TO CALL 
bl CUNTINUI:. 
IF( l~Ast::.Efh I) GO Tn &3 
t PEAD THE K PU!NTS FROM DISK, UNIT lb. 
Du b2 IKKz\;I< 








WRITE c~a.01q) (1 , J, Xcl ,J), J= BEG,ENO) 
t>ll CUNH NIJE 
o9 K 1 : K 
Du 70 I:t,K 
CALL UBJT 
70 CPIHH1UE 
lq)lJ1H : 1 
IA : 0 
If CIPRINT) 72, 80, 72 
72 WNITE c~o,0211 
OU 7000 I: Bf.G;K 
WRITE(~U,7001) (l,J7st,30) 
7001 FURMAT(' 0 1 r30All) 
WRITE(N0,7002) I,F(ll 
1002 FuRMATc 1 0 1 ,2HFc,I3,4H) = ,F20.&> 
Du 8000 J3s1, 7 
w flI TE C W l, 7 O O 3 ) CJ 4 , N 8 0 0 ( J 3 ), G H 1 (l , J 11 , J 3 ) , J 4:11 t , II ) 
1003 F1HH1ATC •o • ,11c2x,2Hcc, 12, tH,, I3,t1H) • ,FU.4> > 
8000 CUNTINUf 
WRITECN0,7005) CJ8,GH1(1 ,J8,1U),J8:t,ll) 
7005 FORMAT( 1 0 1 14C2X 1 2HP(,1214H) • rFl0 0 3)) 


















































































































IfCXClrJ)• G(J)) 320,320,330 
320 X(J,J) = G(J) + DELTA 
1>11 Tn 350 
33il IF( HCJ)•ICJ,J)) 340,340,]50 
340 X(I,J) = HCJl• DELTA 
350 CIJMTINUE 
CALL CUtJSTT 
1<.1 : II 
CALL CHECK 
IF CII•2l 51, 51, 55 
SI IF ( IPRINT) 52, 1>5, 52 
52 WRITE (N0,018) 
Ju s 1 
~PITE (~O.OlQ) (Iu, J, xc1a,J), JS SEG,H) 
55 TF CIP~lNT) Sb, bS, Sb 
Sb ~HJTE (N0,01'1) (II, J, XClI,Jl1 J: BEG,H) 
t>S C11Nl It•UE 
GU H1 b'I 
C ENTER HERE IF THE USER HAS PROVIDED X VALUES FOR 1 THROUGH 
C CALL CONST TU CALCULATE OTHER X VALUES i GET READY TO CALL 
bl CUNTINUI:. 
IF( l~Ast::.Efh I) GO Tn &3 
t PEAD THE K PU!NTS FROM DISK, UNIT lb. 
Du b2 IKKz\;I< 








WRITE c~a.01q) (1 , J, Xcl ,J), J= BEG,ENO) 
t>ll CUNH NIJE 
o9 K 1 : K 
Du 70 I:t,K 
CALL UBJT 
70 CPIHH1UE 
lq)lJ1H : 1 
IA : 0 
If CIPRINT) 72, 80, 72 
72 WNITE c~o,0211 
OU 7000 I: Bf.G;K 
WRITE(~U,7001) (l,J7st,30) 
7001 FURMAT(' 0 1 r30All) 
WRITE(N0,7002) I,F(ll 
1002 FuRMATc 1 0 1 ,2HFc,I3,4H) = ,F20.&> 
Du 8000 J3s1, 7 
w flI TE C W l, 7 O O 3 ) CJ 4 , N 8 0 0 ( J 3 ), G H 1 (l , J 11 , J 3 ) , J 4:11 t , II ) 
1003 F1HH1ATC •o • ,11c2x,2Hcc, 12, tH,, I3,t1H) • ,FU.4> > 
8000 CUNTINUf 
WRITECN0,7005) CJ8,GH1(1 ,J8,1U),J8:t,ll) 
7005 FORMAT( 1 0 1 14C2X 1 2HP(,1214H) • rFl0 0 3)) 


















































































































IfCXClrJ)• G(J)) 320,320,330 
320 X(J,J) = G(J) + DELTA 
1>11 Tn 350 
33il IF( HCJ)•ICJ,J)) 340,340,]50 
340 X(I,J) = HCJl• DELTA 
350 CIJMTINUE 
CALL CUtJSTT 
1<.1 : II 
CALL CHECK 
IF CII•2l 51, 51, 55 
SI IF ( IPRINT) 52, 1>5, 52 
52 WRITE (N0,018) 
Ju s 1 
~PITE (~O.OlQ) (Iu, J, xc1a,J), JS SEG,H) 
55 TF CIP~lNT) Sb, bS, Sb 
Sb ~HJTE (N0,01'1) (II, J, XClI,Jl1 J: BEG,H) 
t>S C11Nl It•UE 
GU H1 b'I 
C ENTER HERE IF THE USER HAS PROVIDED X VALUES FOR 1 THROUGH 
C CALL CONST TU CALCULATE OTHER X VALUES i GET READY TO CALL 
bl CUNTINUI:. 
IF( l~Ast::.Efh I) GO Tn &3 
t PEAD THE K PU!NTS FROM DISK, UNIT lb. 
Du b2 IKKz\;I< 








WRITE c~a.01q) (1 , J, Xcl ,J), J= BEG,ENO) 
t>ll CUNH NIJE 
o9 K 1 : K 
Du 70 I:t,K 
CALL UBJT 
70 CPIHH1UE 
lq)lJ1H : 1 
IA : 0 
If CIPRINT) 72, 80, 72 
72 WNITE c~o,0211 
OU 7000 I: Bf.G;K 
WRITE(~U,7001) (l,J7st,30) 
7001 FURMAT(' 0 1 r30All) 
WRITE(N0,7002) I,F(ll 
1002 FuRMATc 1 0 1 ,2HFc,I3,4H) = ,F20.&> 
Du 8000 J3s1, 7 
w flI TE C W l, 7 O O 3 ) CJ 4 , N 8 0 0 ( J 3 ), G H 1 (l , J 11 , J 3 ) , J 4:11 t , II ) 
1003 F1HH1ATC •o • ,11c2x,2Hcc, 12, tH,, I3,t1H) • ,FU.4> > 
8000 CUNTINUf 
WRITECN0,7005) CJ8,GH1(1 ,J8,1U),J8:t,ll) 
7005 FORMAT( 1 0 1 14C2X 1 2HP(,1214H) • rFl0 0 3)) 
























































































































CUMHON /8LK9/ NC,N,NZZ2,IVAL 00070500 
INTEGER DIVAC,TARG~T,FREMKT 00070600 
CUMMtlN /8LK10I DIVAC1TARGET,FREMKT,LOAN,IAJSET1JA731JLRPOL,NSUPFG,00070700 
tJSIJPCi.l,JSUPwH,,JSUPSt1,IAJLIJT, I APART 
COMMON /KLK11/ l1J1NORS,NOS1NSHUOT1NOEX1NERD 
CUMMON /BLK\2/ DUMP1(14,7),DUMP2C14,7) 1DUMPSC14 17) 10UMP6(14r7J 
lJr1Ulil~ PRECISHlN DllMP1,0Ul"IP2 1DUMP5 1DUMP6 
Ct1"'l-Hll• /13LKt3/ KROP(7 114) 1J37 
CoMMON /~LKlQ/ IDATAC4 1 350),C~ATAC14,100),JNTER,NTER 
CLiHMllM /tlLK2'5/ ITHAX,l!J,NO,GAMMA,IBASE,t<..ODE,IPRINT,lC,BEG,END, 
1Hf.G2,M,K,IEVt,IEV2rK11N2,M21N22C20)1M22(20) 
I!JTEGER GAMt,iA,REG,END 1 flEG2 
ClntlON /HLK2o/ I'll (60,b0),X(b0.150),FC&0),G(150),H(t50),XC(100), 
lGL(99),HL(9ql,H1C12,12),A(12l,GHt(60 14,10),ALPHA,8ETA,OELTA 
D11UHLE. PRECISION Rl,X,F,G,H,GL1Hl1Hl,A1ALPHA,8ETA,OELTA 
EXllG(l, t37):f.(OGCI, 130) 
ExUG(l,t39):ExoG<I.13b) 
CALL rn CROPQ, TU RETURN EXPECTEn PRUOUCTION 
CALL AJLOAN 
CALL Cl-!UPQ 
CuMP!JTE PfHIGRAM ALLuCATIOrl FACTO?S 
E. )([JGC!, 12 3) a r EXUG ( J, Ob 3 l irrE XUG CI, Ob8) ) ICC CI, 21 S) •C (I, 21 q)) 
E 1((lG CI, 12'1): C f::l(t IG l I, Ob4) *E XOG CI, Ob9)) I (CC I 1 21bl•Cct,220)) 
f. XllG <I, 12b l: CF. XllG CI, O&S) •E Xt"IG CI, 070) )ICC CI, 218 hC (Ir 222) > 
EXUG<l, 125):couGC I, 147)•EXOG(l, 131) l/CC Cl1217hC(I,221)) 
E XI lG CI, 094 l: CE. X1JG (I, Ot>b) •E XUG (I, (lll9)) I ( C (I, O 02) •CCI 1 0 Ob)) 
EXUG( !1095l=CEXt1GC I, Oi>7) •EXOGl I, 050) l/ CC ( 11004) •C (l,008) )/480 0 0 
Dtl 400 Jl:t23,t2b 
If ff X UG (I , J 1 l •LT• 0. 8 II) EX OG l I , J 1 ) : 0 •fl 0 
If CE X !JG ( 1 , J 1 l •GT. 1 • 0 0) EX UG (I , J 1 ) : 1 • 0 0 
CUiHlNUE 
IF(EXUG(I,09Q).LT.u.Bu) EXOG(l,Uqll)•0.80 
IF ( E )( ( IG ( I, 0 q a) • GT • 1 • 0 0) Ex nG ( I , 0 q 4 ) • 1 • 0 0 
lFCEXUG(l,095J.&T.t.ool EXOG(l1095):t.oo 
RE!lUCE YIELDS FuR CIJS T CALCllLA T ION 
1FCEXUG(l,13b).NE.o.o) 
1C(I,219)=CCI1219)/(1.D+EXUGCI1222)l 







2 ( E Xt tG CI, 51 l •C ( J, 102) hE XUG CI, bB) •E XOG CI, b3) •E XOG (I, 123)) I { 
3 EXUG(I,136J•CCI1223)) 
IFCEXUG(l,51) 0LE0CCJ1102)) 
1C(1,352J= CcJ,102)• CCCir2S4l/C(I,219)) 
ExllG(l, l52h: 0 50 
IFCCCI1352l.LE.O.O) C(t,352J•o.o 













































































































COMPUTE WHEAT 00075700 
IFCfXfJG(J,52J.GT.C(J,02o).AHO.tXOGCI,OOl>.NE.o.O) 00075800 
1 C (I, l'B >:CE i<ftG < 1, 0 3) •C ! I, 010 >*!CC J, 2&) •CC (I, o 111) IC <I, 0 Ob)))• 00 0 75900 
2lEXUGCI,52l•CCJ 1 02h))•EXUGCI,0&3>•EXOGCI,o9)*EXOG(lr123)l/( 0007&000 
3 EXtJGCl,003)•CCI1010)) 0007&100 
lF!EXUG(l,5?1 0 LE.CCJ102t>)) 00076200 
1 ccI,353l=CcJ,2t>J~rcc1,01u>1cc1,oo&>> 00016100 
EXOG(l,0871: 0 00 0007&400 
IHCCI,3531 0 1 t:.o.o> C(l 1 353l•O.O 00076500 
EXOG(I,7oJ=(EAnG(I,087)1.t>O)•C<I.353) 0007&t>OO 
EX!lG( I 1211):fx(lGC11003) •EXOGC l rli87) 00070700 
CLJMPUTE CDTT!HJ 00076800 
lf(EXOGcI,53l.GT.C(J128J.AND.~XUG(J,006).NE.o.o) 00076900 
IC(J,1511J•rEx11G(I,bOo)•CCJ,01a>•480.0•(C(J,028)•(CCI10l&)ICCCI,o08)00077000 
2•1160. 0))) • <ExrH; (I, 53 )•Co, 028)) •EXOG (I, 50) •EXOG (I, o7) •EXOGC I, 094) 00071100 
3 )I CEXLIG(l,ODt>)•CCI1012)•n80o0) 00077200 
TFCEXUG(I,53J.LE.C(J,102l) 00077300 
1 CCl,354)•C(.J,028)•CCCl 101&)1(C(I,008)•480 0 0)) 00077400 
ExOGcI.088):.qo 00077500 
Ir(CCI.354).LE.0.0) C(l,15/l):o.o 00077t>OO 
EXOG Cl, 77 >= (E.XnG (I, 088 )I, 80 )tirC ( J, 354 l 00077100 
EXflGCl1212): t'XUGCI,Ol!b)•EXUG(I,088) 00077800 
Ct1MPl.ITE GRAIN SORGHU!ol 00077900 
IFCEX11GC I, 05<l l 0 GT .c CJ, 103) .AND.EXOGCI, 137) .NE 0 0 0 0) 00078000 
1CCI,355l•CExr!GCl,137)*CCI,244)*(tCJ,103l•CCCI,255)/CCI,220J)l • 00078100 
2 CEXUGCI1Sq)•CCJ1103))•fX1JG(I11lo9l•EXOGCI,&4)•EXOGCI1124)) I 00078200 
3 (f.X!JG(lr137)•C{I 1 221~)) 00078300 
IFCEXUG{I,059).LE.ccJ,103)l 00078400 
I c11,35Sl=CcJ,lv3)•(C(I,255)/C(l,220)) 00078500 
EXUGCI.153)=.50 00078.00 
1FCCCI1355>.LE.o.O) C(I,i55j:o.o 00078700 
e.xcH;c1. 134):(EXUG(l, 153)1.t>O)•CcJ,355) 00078800 
ExnG(l1213):ExaGcI,137l•EXOG(l1l53) 00078900 
CuMPUTE 6ARLEf 00079000 
IFCE.XUG(J,060l.GT.CCJ,104J.ANU.EXUG(I,139).NE.o.o) 00079100 
1ct1, 356 ): lExuc: CI, 139 hC CI, 220> *cc CJ, 104 >-cc o, 2s1>1c c 1, 222» > • 00079200 
iCEX£1GCI,bO)•CCJ,lu4)l•EXOGCI,70)•EXOG(l,6Sl•EXOGCI112bl ) I 00079300 
3 CE.XOGCI,139)•CCI,22b)) 00079400 
IFCEXUG!l,Ot>0) 0 LE 0 C(J 110q)) 00079500 
1 l(l,35b)~CCJ 1 10ll)•(C(I,257)1C(l 1 222J) 00079&00 
EXUGCI1155)= 0 5D 00079700 





SUBf.!OllTI1~E FUNC 00080300 
CUMMUN /BLl<l/ Ctl4,3ou1,R(14,350),C1(1q,50),R(l4,350),EXOGC14,240)00080400 
!,OLDEXUCl4,2qu),NGAUSSC14,l),NF1C40)rNBAR(7) 00060500 
PUUBLE PRECISION C,B,ct,R,EXOG,oLDEXQ 00080&00 
CUMMON /RLl<2/ E(275),ADJC100)1CONST(l20),fE(275),DMC7,9),PM(7,9) 00080700 
CCMHON IBLK31 ACREC14 1 30) 1 YlELDClb 17),0UMC14,7l 00080800 
D1JUf\LE PRECISION ACRE 00080900 





























































INTEGE~ liS(33,?0)rSIMNAMC20) 00081200 
CllM~•ON /BLKS/ llSrSHINAM 00081300 
INTEGER SUMFJL(lb0),SUMTA8(160r6),SUMF(l60) 00081400 
Clli~t~UN /f<LKo/ SUMFIL1SUMTAB,SUMF,NAU 00081500 
CUH~ON /RLK7/ Nd1(34) 1 NB2(06)rNB3(l3J,NBll(07) 1 NBSC07) 00081600 
CUMMON/BLK8/ LFM,NpRRrIEN,IFSTVPrlSJMND,IMONTH,lDAY,IBASYRrNPRE, 00081700 
lNESTORrKI~~,NPROM,lDRUP,IFLAG1NFSTST,NSANDY,NSUZY,IHOLOlrNSANDI 00081800 
31NRPH,JNDXX 00081900 
CuM~ON /BLK9/ NCrNrNZZ2,JVAL 00082000 
INTEGER DIVAC,TARGfT,FREMKT 00082100 
C11MMQ~ /HLKlO/ DJVAC,TARGET,FREMKTrLOANrIAJSET,JA73rJLRPOL,NSUPFG 10008i!i!OO 
JJl)IJPCU,JSUPf'H,,JSUPSO, IAJLUT, I APART 00082300 
CUMMOiJ /flLKlt/ lrJrNOB.91NOi31NSHUOT1NOEXrNERO 00082400 
CuM~ON /8LK I?.! [llJMP 1 Cl a, 7) I DLIMP2 (14, 7), DUMPS ( 1a,7), DUMP6 ( 1a,7) 00082500 
01 lUALE PREC l S ION l>Ut-<P l 1 0UMP2, OU MPS, OIJHPo 00082600 
CUM~ON /BLKl3/ KRUP(7,14),J37 00082700 
CtlMMON /BLKlU/ JDATA(ll,]~OJ,CDAIA(14 1 100),INTER,NTER 00082800 
CtiMMWl /HLK20/ AE(7,lq,!lE(7,8),NG(loO) 000821100 
1)(1 10\lU I= 3 ,rJflBS 00083000 
J:l•l 00083100 
CALL tVALUT 00083200 
CALL AJLOAN 00083300 
CALL SETUP 00083400 
CALL L VSK 00083500 
IVAL:tl 00083000 
CALL INIT 00083700 
CALL tRUPWQ 00083800 
CALL s~~o 00083900 
CALL LOANRP 00084000 
CALL FG~TO 00084100 
IF(l.[(J.u.AND.LLIAN,:JE.o} CALL CHECKR 000811200 
CALL LUANRP 000811300 
CALL SUPPRT 000811400 
CALL COTDD 00084500 
CALL LUANRP 00084600 
CALL RECPTS 00084700 
CALL FEEDAG 00084800 
CALL FEED 00084900 
CALL FED2 00085000 
CALL INDEX 00085100 
CALL GOVP 00085200 
CALL Tl.lTALS 00085300 
CIJNT JI-JUE:: 00085400 
RETURN 00085500 
HiD 00085600 
1 1 lll.f)E XU ( 14, 2i1 •1), NGA USS ( 1 Q, 3) , NF I (II 0), NBAR ( 7) 0 0 085 7 0 0 
IJUUl•LE P~ECISillN C,fi,CI ,R,OrJG1ULDEXO 00085800 
CUNMfJN /BLK31 ACRE(l4 130) 1 YIELD(tb,7),DUM(14 1 7> 00085900 
ll11llbLE PRFCISTON ACRE 00086000 
INTEGlR DIVAC,TARGET,FREMKT 00086100 
CUMH!lN /HLK10/ D!VAC,TAHGET~FNEMKT1LOAN,IAJSET,JA73,JLRPOLrNSUPFG,00086i!OO 
lJSlJPCu,Jl!UPwH,JSUPSu,lAJLor,1APART 0008&300 





80~ UlMEN91UN NZER0(25l,NZER01(58),NZER02C21l 00086500 
8bb DIMENSION I7C5J,I8CSl,J9C5lrI10C5) 00086600 
867 OATA l7/102,!u3,104 1 105,2b/ 00086700 
6bR DATA l8/541bl,b2rl17,55/ 00086800 
Bb9 DATA I9/2-0b 1 2u7 1 208,209,20S/ 00086900 
870 DATA I1o/331,332r334,333,335/ 00087000 
871 DATA NZER0/112,113 1 114 1 276,109,110,331 1332 1 333,3l4,335,336,337,1tl00087100 
872 l,1os,33e,162,1&3,160,31a,214,21s,21&,211,0961 00081200 
873 DATA NZERlrt/33 1203,76 134,77,!75,1431 133 1 199 1144,l34,200,145,l351 00087300 
874 12u1,140,1uo,202,1l,177,14,204,32,123,o3,o8,12a,oa,69,126,65,7o,12sooo87400 
875 2,1a7,J31,9a,61,06,a9,50,54,5t,t52,61,59,153,62,60,15S,111,146,t54,00087500 
87& 35S,52,67,Sb15J,86/ 00087600 
877 GATA NZERU2/33,203,76 134,77,t75,1431133,l991!441134,200,l45,l35, 00087700 
871< l2i1l,14b,t1111,2u2,B.t77,lll/ 00087800 
879 WPITE(8,12J45l 00087900 
880 123<15 Ful~MA l c • o •, • srrn1wUTINE GUVP ENTERED•> 00088000 
l.lbl lf(FREMl<T .NE.OJ G!J TU 207 00088100 
BBZ IFCTARGET.Ew.oJ Gu TO 470 00088200 
as3 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccr.cccccccccccccccccccccctccccccctccccccccccccccooo883oo 
R811 C 00088400 
8b5 c 00088500 
88b CC CALCULATE PROGRAM ALLUCATION FACTORS 00088b00 
887 c 00088700 
888 c 00088800 
889 cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccctccccctcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoooee900 
bQO EXDGCJ,123):CEXUGll,Ob3)•EXUGCI,068))/CCClr215)•CCir219)) 00089000 
691 EXUG(lr12a):(EXOG(I,O~a)•EXUGCr.Qb9))/(C(I1216)•C(I,220)) 00089100 
892 EXOG(l112o):(EXUG(I,Ob5)•EXOG(l,070)l/CCCI 1218l•CCI1222)) 00089200 
893 E.>.OGCI,125>=CEXttGll,147)•1:.XlJGCI,131)l/CCCI,21i>•C(I,221)) 00089300 
5q4 EXOG CI, 0911): CEX!lG (I, Oob) •EXOGCI, 049) )I CC CI, 002) trC CI, 006)) 00089400 
895 EXOG(lr095)c(EXUG(J 10b7)•fX0G(I,050))/(CCl1004)•CC11008))/480 0 0 00089500 
890 Ill.I 401) JI sti?3, 126 00089bOO 
897 IFCEXUG(I,Jll.LT.0 0 80) EXOGCI1Jl)•0 0 80 00089700 
89~ IFCEXUGCI,Jll 0 Gltlo001 EXUGCI1J1Jc1 0 00 00089800 
89CJ II li 0 CUN TI NUE 00089900 
900 IFCEXUGCI,094J.LT 0 0 0 80J EXOGCI,u94J:0 0 60 00090000 
"01 1F(f.X1JGCT,0911l.GT.l.OO) EXOG(l,0911):1.00 oooqo100 
902 IFCEXUG(I,Oq5).GT.t.OD) EXOG(l,095):1.-00 00090200 
903 4,20 CUNTIMllE 00090300 
904 cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccctcccccccccccccccccccccccooo9ouoo 
905 c 00090500 
90& CC CALCULATE DIFICIENCY PAYMENTS 00090600 
907 c 00090700 
908 ccccccccccccccccccr.cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccooo9o8oo 
909 C COHN DIFICJENCY PAY~ENTS 00090900 
910 IF CEXUGCir54J.GE.EX!IGClr51)) GO TO 451 00091000 
911 IF CC(J,102) 0 GE. EXOGCI151)J GO TO 451 00091100 
912 IF CC(l,102) .LT. EXOGCl,511)) CORNDF : EXOG(I,51) • EXOGCI 1 )4) 00091200 
913 IF (C(l,102) .GE. EXOGCI,54)) CURNDF: EXOGCI,51) • CCI1102) 00091300 
914 ccr,112>•CORNDF •EXOGCI1152)•EXOGCI,Ob3)•EXOGCI,b8)•EXOG(I,123> 0009l400 
915 451 CONTINUE 00091500 
916 C GRAIN SORGHUM OIFICIENCY PAYMENT 00091600 
917 IF CEXIJGClrbl) 0 GE.EXOGCI159)) GU TO 456 00091700 





91Q IF ccc1,103J .LT. EXOGCI,&1)) GSOGDF = EXUG(I,59) - EXOGCI,61) 00091900 
920 IF ccct,103) .G~. EXOGCI,&1)} GSOGDF. EXOG(I,59) - C(I,103) 00092000 
921 C(I,113lzGsUGDF*EXOGCI,153)*EXOG(l 1 Ub4)*EXOG(l 1b9)•EXOG(Ir12U) 00092100 
922 1151> CUNTIMlJE 00092200 
923 C BARLEY OIFICTENCY PAYMENT 00092300 
na IF CElilJG( l1b2) .GE.~xnGCI,oO)) G(t TO 4bl 000921.100 
92S I~ cccr,10•> .GE. EXOG(l,bO}) GU TO 4bl 00092500 
92& IF CC(l,101.1) .LT. £XOGCI,b2)J BARDIF a EXUGCI 1 60) • EXOGCI,&2) 00092600 
927 lF lCCl,101.1) .GE. ExnGCI,b2)) BAROIF = EXOGCI,60) - C(I,104) 00092700 
928 cc1,11a):8ANDIF•EXOGCI.15Sl•EXOGC1,065)•EXOG(l,070)•EXOGCI1126) 00092800 
929 /Jt>l CtiNTHllJE. 00092900 
93U C OAT DEFICIENCY PAYMENT 00093000 
'Hl IFCEXIJGCJ,1.17).GE.E.XflG(l,tllo)) GO TO llba 00093100 
93<! IF'ICCI,105l,GF.EXllGCI,tllb)) GU Tf1 4bb 00093200 
933 lF(C(l,1B5).LT.E•uGCI,117)) nATDIF=EXUG(I,ll.lb)•EXOGCI,117) 00093300 
934 JFCCCI,IOSJ 0 GE.EXUGCI 1 117)) OATDIF•EXOG(J,lllb)•CCI1105) 00093400 
935 CCI,278J•O•TDIF•EXOGCir1511)*EXOG(l,131)*EXOGClrlU7)•EXOG(I,12S~ 00093500 
930 llbti C11NT!11IJE 00093&00 
937 C ~HEAT DIFIIE.NCV PAYMENT 00093700 
938 IF CEXOGCI1SSJ.GE 0 EXnGCI,52)l GO TO 1.1&5 00093800 
q3q IF CCCI,2a) .GE. EXOGII,52)) Ga TO 41>5 00093900 
940 IF IC(l,2b) .LT. EaOG(l,SSJl wHDIF : EXUGCI 152) • EXOGCI,SS) 00094000 
9111 IF (C(l,26) .GE. EXtlG(l,SS)) WHDIF = EXOG(l,52) - cct.2o) 00094100 
942 C(l,10q):wHnJF * EXtJG(l,1171 * EXOGCI,bb) * EXQG(J,119)•EXOG(I,9Q)000911200 
043 lll;.5 CUNTI'""E 00094300 
94Q C CfiTTO~i lllFIC!E'NCY PAYMENTS 000941.100 
9115 IF lEXUG(J,Sb).~E.E.xaGCI.SJJ' Gu TO 1.170 000911500 
94b IF CCCl128l .GE. EXOG(l,53)) GU TU 470 00091.1600 
91.17 IF (C(I,28) .LT. ExnG(I,56)) COTDIF • EXUGCI,53) - EXOGCI,56) 000911700 
948 If lCCI,28) 0 GE. EXOG(l,So)) CUTDIF : EXUGCI,53) • CCI128) 00094800 
949 C(l,\10):COTD!F " EXllfi(J,118) * EXnG(Iro7) 1< EXOGCI1S01*E>COGCI,95)00094900 
950 470 CUNTJNUE 00095000 
951 cccccccccccLccccccrr.ccccccccr.cr.cccccccctccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccooo95100 
952 c 00095200 
953 c 00095300 
954 c 00095400 
955 CC CUHPUTE DIVERSIUN PAYMENTS 00095500 
950 c 00095000 
957 c 00095700 
958 c 00095800 
959 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccooo959oo 
YbO C w~EAT DIVERSION PAYMENTS 00096000 
9&1 IFCDIVAC.EQ.Ol GO TO 2Do 00096100 
9b2 IF(!)ll!1CI,2l.IJF,:.o.ol GD TO 200 00096200 
9b3 EXUG([,u33):C(I,010)•EXOGCJ,211J•EXOGCI,01o) 00090300 
9bG C CuTTON DIVERSION PAY~ENTS 00096400 
9b5 200 IF(UUM(J,3>.NE.o.o> GU TO 201 00096500 
9bti EaUGCI.u34):C(I,012)*48D.O•EXOG(I,212)•EXoGCT,77) 00096600 
. 9b7 C C11RIJ L>IVERSION PAYMENTS 00096700 
968 201 IFCDUM(J,l) 0 NE.O.O) GU TO 202 0009&800 
9b9 EXOGCI,1ll3):C(!,223)•EXUGCJ,210)•EXOGCJ,tl3l 00096900 
970 C GRAIN SORGHUM DIVERSION PAYMENTS 00097000 
971 202 If (DUMCI,lll 0 NE.O.OJ GO Tfl 203 00097100 





973 C UAT 0 l Vf RSI ilN PA Yr1ENT 5 00097300 
974 203 IFCOlHl(l,5).Nf.().0) GU Tl.l 2oa 00097400 
975 EXUGClrl~Sl:EiOG(l,t35l•EXOGCir201) 00097500 
970 C bARLEY nIVEPSIOH PAYMENTS 00097000 
977 2oa JF(bUM(l,bl.NE.o.OJ GO TO 205 00097700 
97B ExOGCirl4ol:C(T,?2b)•~XUGClr214J•EXOG(J,140) 00097800 
979 20s cu1~11 .• 1.1E 00097900 
98U IFCDu~rt,7).NE.o.oJ GU TO 20b 00098000 
981 C SUYbEAN bJVE~SJQN PAYMENTS 00098100 
982 Exoc;r1,013J=EX11G<I,177>•fxnGcI,01al 00098200 
983 20o CONTHM:. 00098300 
984 IFCPIVAC.NE 0 0J GO TU 207 00098400 
985 Du 208 J900:l,21 00098500 
98n 2iltl ExuGC1rNZERU2(,J900))sCl.O 00098600 
987 207 C1.1NTlrHJE 00098700 
988 C COMPUTE TOTAL OIVERSJON PAYMENTS ALL CROPS 00098800 
9H9 EXOG(l,204J=ExoGCI,u331tEXOG(l,Ol3l~EXOGllr034)tEXOG(l,143)+ 00098900 
990 1ExUGll,144l+E:xnGCI,145)+ExOGCl,14o) 00099000 
qq1 C Ct1MPUlE TUTAL O!VERSIUN PAY1>1ENTS FOR FEED GRAINS 0009CJ100 
992 Ext1&CJ,~32J:ExOGClr143l•EXOGCl1144)+EXCG(I 1 145J+EXOGCI 1 14bl 00099200 
9Cl3 c COMPUTE TOTAL FEEi> GRAIN otvERSION ACHEAGE 00099300 
994 tXl)G(l,l~]):ExoGCl,199)+tXaGCl,200J+fXOGCI.201)+EXOG(l,202> 00099400 
9<1S C C11MPUTE OlVERSlllN P,H,1ENTS PER ACRE DIVERTED 00099500 
99b lf(E)((IG(J,193).EfJ.o.o) GIJ TiJ 15040 00099000 
997 EXOGCl,075):ExoGC!,o321/ExoGCI,193) 00099700 
9911 1504\l CUNTJNlJI:. 00099800 
9'19 c 00099900 
1000 CC CUMPUTE GUVP PAYMENTS ON FARMER HELD GRAIN RESERVES.PAYMENTS ARE 00100000 
l 001 cc crikPllTEO AS THE PRODUCT OF THE AMOUNT OF RESERVES TIMES THE PAY• 00100100 
100?. CC "1[NT RATE. 00100200 
1003 c 00100300 
1004 C CuRN f-ARHER HELD C.RAIN RfSERVE STORAGE PAYMENTS 00100400 
1005 C(J,l3l):C(I,282J*EXOGCI1l94J 00100500 
lUOb C GkAIN SORGHUM FARMER HELD GRAIN RESERVE STORAGE PAYMENTS 00100b00 
1007 Ctl,332J=cc1,2ss>•EXOGCl,195) 00100700 
100b C OAT FARMER HELO GRAIN RESERVE STORAGE PAYMENTS 00100800 
Jooq C(l,333J=crt,2s&>*Ex0Gc1,190> 1 00100900 
1010 C BARLEY FARM£R HELD GRAIN RESERVE STORAGE PAYMENTS 00101000 
1011 C(I,334):C(J,?Q1)•EXOGCI1197l 00101100 
1012 C WHEAT FARMER HELD GRAIN R~SERVE STORAGE PAYMENTS f010l200 
101~ C(J,335):crr,294)•EXOG(lrl98) 00101300 
1014 C CuNPUTE TUTAL STORAGE PAYMENTS ALL CROPS 00101400 
1015 DU 100 J1:1,5 00101500 
101b IFCCClrI7CJl)J.GT.CEXUGCI,18CJl))•EXOGCirI9(,J1)))) 00101600 
1011 1 cc1,11ocJ1>>=0.o 00101100 
1011\ too CONTINUE 00101800 
1019 C(J,33o>=ccr,331)+C(l,332)+C(lr333)+C(I1334)+CCI,335) 00101900 
1020 C: COMPUTE TOTAL STORAGE PAYMENTS FOR FEED GRAINS 00102000 
1021 CCI ,337J•C CI, Hbl•C CI ,335) 00102100 
1022 C COMPUTE TOTAL DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS FOR ALL CROPS 00102200 
1023 C(I,111J=cr1,109l+Cc1,11o)+CCI,1l2)+C(I,113)+CCir114l+C(I,278) 00102300 
1024 C COMPUTE TOTAL FEED GRAIN DEFICIENCY PAYMENT 00102400 
1025 C(J,108):C(I,112l+C(J,113)+CCI1114)+C(I,278) 00102500 





1027 c 2.DIVERSIUN 3.STOfac;E PAYMENTS UN FARMER HELO PESERVES 00102700 
1028 C(l,338j•EXOG(J,204)+CCI,33bl+CCI,1lll 00102800 
1U29 C COMPUTE TiJTAl fi!JVT PAYMENTS TO FEEDGRAINS(MODEL) 0010ii!900 
1030 C!I,1&2>=CCI,337)+EXOGCI,032l+CCI,l08) 00103000 
1031 c cu~PUTE T0TAL GOVT PAYMENTS(MODEL) TO ~HEAT 00103100 
1032 CCI1lb3J=ccr,335)+EXOG(I,033)+CCI,109) 00103200 
1II33 C CfJMPllTE TOTAL GOVT PAYMENT 8 C "IUDEL) TCl COTTON 00103300 
1034 CLI11b4):CfI1llO)+EXQGCl1034> 00103400 
1035 c CuMPUTE TUTAL GUVT PAYMENlA(MODEL> rn SOYBEANS 00103500 
l03b crI,31R)zEXUG(I,014) 00103600 
1037 C tuMPIJTE TUTflL Gt,IVT PAYMENTS(MUDEL) TO CORN 00103700 
1038 C(J,274):Cct,1t2)tEXUG(l,143)+Ccl,33t) 00103800 
1il39 C CtiMPUTE Tl!TAL GUVT PAYMENTS (MODEL) TO GRAIN SORGHUM 00103900 
1040 C(I,275):CCI,113)+EXDGCI,1411)+CCI,33ii!) 00104000 
1041 C CUMPUTf TOTAL GOVT PAYMENTS(MUDELJ TO OATS 00104100 
1042 cc1,27b)•CCI1278)+ExnG(lr14Sl+C(J,333) 00104200 
lu43 C CUMPllTE TUTAL GOVT PAYMt.NTS("l!JDEL) TD BARLEY 00104300 
1044 cc1,277>=cc1,111.1>+E~OGCI11116)+C(l,334) 00104400 
lullS C CtiMPUTE TtlTAI. MtJDEL GllVT PAYMENTS (MODEL AND NON•MODEL) 00104500 
llil.lb CCI,09o)zCC!,B8HEXllGCI,035) 00104&00 
1047 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo1011100 
104~ c 001011800 
1Cillq CC 7ERU UUT ALL GIJVERMENl PAYME1'4T VARJARLES AND POLICY VARIABLES 00104900 
lDSU CC IF A FREF MAkKET IS REING SIMULATED. 00105000 
lust c 00105100 
1os2 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo105200 
1053 IF (FREMKT.EO.O) GU TU 1190 00105300 
1 OSll l;u 4 75 KZ: 1, 25 00105400 
1055 1175 C(l 1 N7ERDCKJ)~O.O 00105500 
1050 1)11 ll80 1<:1,c;li 00105600 
1057 lllj() E.xUG(l,NZE.RUl(K)):o.o 00105700 
1058 00 495 K:32,34 00105800 
1059 445 EXOG(l,K):o.o 00105900 
101:>0 490 CllNTit~UI:. 00106000 
10b1 550 CuNTHJUt: 00106100 
10&2 C R~DEFINE ACRfAGES TU BASELINE ~ALUES 00106200 
l0b3 B(I,215J=ACRE!Ir17J 0010&300 
1Ub4 ~CI,2lbl=ACRE(I,16) 00106400 
lObS B(l,217):ACkEC1 119) 00106500 
lOba H(I,218J:ACRE(I 120) 0010&600 
10&7 H(l,2) "' ACRf.(1,2) 0010&700 
lOt>tcl H(l,3) : ACRE(l. 13) 00106800 
10ti9 llcI,4) : ACRE(I,11) 00106900 
1070 ttcr,1) = R(l,215) • R(l,216) t B(l,217) + A(I,218) 00107000 
1V71 RETURN 00107100 
1072 fND 00107200 
1073 St18ROtJTINE UBJT 00107300 
1074 CO~MON /BLKl/ C(14,3b-Ol 1A(l4t350),C1Cl4 150J,RCt4,l50l,EXOGC14,240)00107400 
1075 1.0LDEXO(t4r24a),NGAUSSC14,3)1NF1(40),NBAR(7) 00107500 
1076 DOUBLE PRECISION c,e,c1,R,EXOG,QLDEXO 00107600 
1U77 Cl1~MUN /8LK2/ E(275J,AtiJC10011CONST(120),EE(275),0M(7,9),PM(7,9) 00107700 
1078 CUHHON /BLK3/ ACREC14 1 30l,rlELD(lb17l,DUMC14,7) 00107800 
1079 DOUBLE PRECISION ACRE 00107900 




























































J~TEGER USC3l,20),SJMNAMf20) 00108200 
CUM~ON l~LKS/ USrS7MNAM 00108300 
lilTEGE.1~ SUMFlL(lbO),SUt~TAec100,&),SUMF(loO) 00108400 
CUMM8N /BLKb/ SUMFIL1SUMTA8,SUMF1NAAA 00108500 
CUMMnN JbLK7/ Nb1(34),NB2(0b)rNB3(13J,NB4(07),NB5(07) 00108&00 
C11MM()Pl/8Ll'8/ LF·M,NpRh, lEN, JFSTVR, JSIMr.O, I MONTH, IDAY ,IBASYR,NPRE, 00108700 
lN~SIOR1Kl~G,N~RDMrlDRUP,IfLAG1NFSTST,NSANOY,N&UZY,IhULDl,NSAND? 00108800 
31NRPB,1Nnxx 00108900 
C1.11~~UN /~LKQ/ NC,N,fll7Z2,IVAL 00109000 
INTEGER DJVAC,TARGET,FREMKT 00109100 
C11MMOti IBLK i o / r1 Iv Ac, r ARGET, F~EM1<T, Lo AN, IAJSET, JA n, JLRPOL, NSUPFG, o o l 09200 
lJSUPCU,JSUPwH,JSUPSU,IAJLOT,JAPART 00109300 
CtiMHON /HLKll/ IrJrNllBS,NOB1NSHUOT,NOEX,NERD 00109400 
CuMMOri /AU<l?/ OUMP I ( 1~.7), DU.MP2(14, 7), DUMPS ( 14, 7), DUHPb ( 111, 7) 00 l 09500 
IJUllRLE PRECISION OUMPI ,OIJP~P2,tHJMP5,0llHPb 00109bOO 
CUMM(HJ _/11LK13/ KllUP(7,!4),J37,, 00109700. 
CuMMIJN -iHLK14/ JUATA{4,35o),C0"ATA(l4, 100),1NH.R,N"TER 00109800 
C11M~-intl /BLK2!1/ Af (7 ,A) ,BE(7,8) ,NG( lbO) 00109900 
CiJM1'1!JN IBLK 25/ I T"1AX 1 lr.l1 NO, GAMMA 1 I BASE, t<OOE, I PRINT, IC, 8EG, ENO, 00110000 
!KfG2,M,K,IEV1,JEV2,Kl,N2,M2,N~2(2~),M22(20) 00110100 
INTEGER GAMMA,HEG 1 ENDrBEG2 00110200 
C11M•ll1N /l:iL1<'2b/ filCbv,bOJ,X(b!l1150J,F(b0),GC150l 1 H(150)1XCCIOOJ, 00110300 
IGL(Q9),HLlq9J 1 HJC12,12),A(l2l,GHl(o0 14110) 1ALPHA,8ETA,DELTA 00110400 
UUUBLt PRECISION Mt,X,F,G1H1GLrHL1Hl,ArALPH•,BETA,DELTA 00110500 
~IME~SlUN NA00{7) OOllObOO 
llr1Ut!U PllECISHJN Y 00110700 
OATA N800/Q3,3S1,96,102,282,26,2Q4/ 00110800 
lb1:I 00110900 
I>! 1 /;> 0 0 0 J 1:: l , N 2 0011 l 0 0 0 
D1J 6000 J2=31 N(1f:lS 00111100 
JJ:J2•2 +(J1•1)*NUA 00111200 
f i((IG(J2, N22(JI ))r:X(Jfi,J3) 0011130() 
bOOO CL1NT1NlJ~- 00111400 
CllLL FUNC 00111500 
Dr.1 170 Jl:l,7 OOlllbOO 
OQ 170 J2:5,NURS 00111700 
GHl(lR•J2•2,Jl):C(J2 1 N800(J1)) 00111800 
llO CuNTI;~1JE 00111900 
v:o.orio 00112000 
DU 100 Jl:l,~2 00112100 
011 100 J2:3,~•0AS 00112200 
J3•J2•2+(Jl•l)*N00 00112300 
Y:Y+CC(J2,H22CJl))•ACJ3))*(C(J2,M22CJl))•ACJ3))•H1CJ3,J3) 00112400 
100 C11NTINUE 00112500 
F (ll:J):•V 00l12b00 
l:ltl 00112700 
DU 7000 Jl•3,NORS 00112800 
ill) 7000 J2=1.360 00112900 
70UO C(J1,J2J=o.oDn 00113000 
RETUI<!~ 00113100 
END 00113200 
SU0RQUTINE SETUP 00113300 





1135 l rllll!E.XU( l4r24U), NGA USS( 14, 3) ,NF! CliO) ,NBAR(7) 00113500 
113t> DqlJULE: PRE:CISIUN c,a,c1,R,EJ(()Ci,uLDEXO 00113600 
1137 CtlM"l(JN /ALK3/ ACRE(14 130),YlELD(lo,7),0IJ!ol(14,7) 00113700 
1131j 01JUl:ILE PRECISION ACRE 00113800 
1139 I~TEGFP DIVAC,TARGET,FREMKT 00113900 
ll4u C1lM~nN /BL~lO/ OIVAC,TARGET,FREMKT,LOAN,IAJSET,JA731JLRPDL1NSUPFG,00114000 
1141 lJSUPCU1JSUPwH,JSUPSll,IAJLUT,JAPART 00114100 
1142 CUM~fJlll /f!LKlt/ I1JrNUBS,NO~,NSHUOT,NOEX,NEFIO 001111200 
1143 DJ"'lNStUN MI(7) 1MJ(7) 00114300 
ll4li UJMENS!0N P(7) 00114400 
1145 D!MENSIUN l2(b)1NY1Co),NY2(b),NY3(o) 001111500 
114b DATA Ml/3,S,tJb,137,138,139,6/ 00114600 
1147 DATA ~J/2 1 3 1 2!5 1 21b 1 217 1 218 1 ll/ 00l1U700 
11a~ OATA z21.10,.1s,.10,o.o,.10,.151 oot1480o 
114Q OATA NY3/13b 131 t371138,l]q,b/ 00114900 
1150 OATA ~Y2/152,87,153,t54,1SS,88/ 00115000 
1151 DATA NYl/b8,qq,bq,147 1 7~,50/ 00115100 
1152 ~RlTE(B,12345) 00115200 
1153 12345 FuRMATC'O',' THE. SUAR1JUTlll1E SETUP ENTERED'> 00115300 
1154 ccccccccccccccccttccr.cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo11suoo 
1155 C Cl•NVfkT SLIPPAGE TO l•SLIPPAGE 00115500 
11so ccccccrcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoot1s600 
1157 011 34il LJK:fl2 18S 00115700 
11511 3£10 E>.flGCl1LJK):l 0 0• EX"!)G(I,LJK) 00115800 
11s9 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo11s900 
11ou c 00110000 
l lbl C Al>JUST SETASI<JE IF DfSlflED 00116100 
1102 c 0011&200 
1103 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo11&3oo 
lloll IFCIAJStT.EQ.0) GU TO tu OOllollOO 
111:>5 c CuMl'UTE [)f.SIRED LEVEi OF sruCKS 0011&500 
I loo C WHEAT OOllbbOO 
111:>7 P(l):k(l,U42)~CEXUG(J,003)•EXUG(I,oa3)•BCI1000)) 0011&700 
llb8 C SUYBEANS 00116800 
llo9 P(c):H({,043)-(EXIJG(l,OOS)*EXCJGtI,084)11116(11007)) 00116900 
l l 70 C C<JRf~ 00117000 
1171 P(3}:H(l,227).(EXljG(!,13o)•t::XUG(l,082Jit8(l,219)) 00117100 
1172 C G~A!N RURGHUM 00117200 
1173 P(4J:Hcl1228)·(EXUG(l 1 137)•EXUG(lr082)•BC11220)) 00117300 
1174 C LIATS 00117400 
1175 P(5)•H(l,22q)•(EXQG(J,138J1111EXUG(I 1 082)•~Cl122ll) 00117500 
11 fo C l:lARLEY 00117b00 
1177 P(o):H(l1230)•CEXGG(J,13q)*EXOG(J 1082)•8CI12221) 00117700 
1176 C C1.1TfOt; 00117800 
1179 P(7J=bCl104ti)•(E.XUG(J 100b)"'f.XUG(J,085)•(A(l,008)/480 0 0)) 00117900 
118u ~PlTEC8tl50J fPCJt10),J40•1 17l 00118000 
1181 150 FuRMAT( 1 1) 1 11lFt0.3) 00118100 
1162 C "'llfAT 00118200 
1183 EXOG(J,0031=ccect,oio)+EXUG(I100U)+CCJ1042)•B(I,03U)•8CI,o38)• 00118300 
1184 !P(l) )/R(I,OOb))/EXUG(T,083) 00118400 
1Hl5 C SUYBEANS 00118500 
1180 EXOGCI1UOS):((R(J,ot1)+E.XUG(I1122JtC(J,043)•B(I,035)•8CI,o39)• 00118000 
1187 1P(2J )/BCl,007))/EXOGCI,084) 00118700 







































































l~OGClrUOb):C(BClr012l+EXUGCI1007)+CCJ,044)•8CI 1 032)•BCI,U40)• 
lP!7))/(U(l,008)/480 0 0))/EXOGCI18S) 
oo Ill Jl9=1,7 
Ill IFCEXUG(J,MICJl9)) 0 LT.0 0 0) EXUG(J,MICJl9))•0.0 
Dt1 112 Jt9:1,7 
42 IFCEXOG(t,MICJ19)) 0 GE 0 C0 28*RClrMJCJ19)))) EXOGCirMl(Jl9))*•28• 
ltt(I,MJ(J19)) 
10 Cul~TlNUE 
lFCIAJLUl 0 EQ 0 uJ GU TO 20 































DO 35 J39S= 1 r b 



























































1243 20 CUIHlNllE. 00124300 
1244 JFClAPART 0 EU 0 0l GU TU 30 00124400 
1245 C COMPUTE NEW PARTICIPATION RATES 00124500 
1246 C CORN 00124600 
1247 oo 31 J394=1.o OOl24700 
1248 IF(Z2CJ394)*EXOGll1NYl(J394)loEQ.O.O) GO Tu 31 00124800 
1249 EXOGCl1NY2(J394)):EXOGC11NY3(J394))/(Z2CJ394)•EXIJGCl 1NYlCJ394))) 00124900 
1250 IFCEXOG(I,NY2CJ394)) 0 ~Q.O.O) EXOGCl,NY2CJ394))zOLOEXOCI 1 NY2CJ394~)00125000 
1251 IF CEXIJG( 1,Nv2cJ394)) .GT. t .O) EXUGCI, NY2CJ3Q4) )•l .o 0012'5100 
1252 WRITE(8 139> NY2(J394),fXUG(l,NY2(J394)) 10LDEXOCI1NY2CJ394)) 00125200 
1253 39 F(JRMATC'O' ,111,21c,F9 0 3,3)(,F9 0 3) 00125300 
12511 31 CuNTINIJE 00125400 
1255 30 CONTINUE 00125500 
1250 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo125000 
1257 c 00125700 
1258 C IF FREE MARKET IS ASSUMMED UR NO SETASIDE ANO DIVSERSION PRUG• 00125800 
12~9 c RAM rs ASSUHMEO SET SETASIOES AND DIVERSIUNS TO ZERU 00125900 
12oO C 00l2b000 
1261 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo126100 
12b2 rrCFREMKT.Eg.1.nR.OIVAC.EQ.O) EXOGCI,3):0.0 00126200 
l2bJ IF(FREMKT.Eo.1.oR.DIVAC.EW.O) EXOG(l,5>=0.o OOl2b300 
12bij IFCFREMKT.Ew.1.uR.OIVAC.EQ.O) EXO~(I,6)=0.o 00126400 
12&5 IFCFREM~T.Eo.1.uR.DIVAC.EQ.O) EXOG(I,13b):O.o 00126500 
12bb IFCFRE.MKT.EG.1.uR.DIVAC.EQ~O) EXOGCI.137)•0.o 00126&00 
12b7 lF(FRf.MKT 0 ff~. \ 0 1JR 0 DIVAC 0 EQ 0 0l EXOG(I, 138):0 0 0 0012b700 
12b8 lF(FREMKT.EQ.1.oR.DIVAC.EQ.O) EXOGCI,13~l=O.o 00126800 
1269 IF(FREMKT.EY.t.OR.DIVAC.EQ.0) EXnGcI.tQ9)•0.0 0012b900 
1270 IFCFREMKT.EQ.1.uR.DIVAC.EQ.O) EXOGCI,200>=0.o 00127000 
1271 JF(FREMKT.Eo.1.oR.DIVAC.EQ.OJ EXOGCl,201>=0.o 00127100 
1272 IFCFREMKT.EA.1.uR.DIVAC.EQ.O) EXOGCI.203l=o.o 00127200 
127] lF(FREMKT.EG.1.oR.DIVAC.E~.Ol EXOGCI,177~=0.o 00127300 
1274 IFCFRE.MKT.EQ.1.uR.DIVAC.EQ.O) EXOGCI.1751=0.o 00127400 
121s ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo121soo 
1270 C THE O~JECTIVF. OF THE fOLLOwlNG COMMANDS IS TO MODIFY BASELINE 00127600 
1277 C ~ARVESTEO ACREAGE FUR CHANGES IN USER SUPPLIED SETASIDES ANO 00127700 
1278 C DJVERSIDNS. 00127800 
127q C THE ULTIMATE EFFECT UPON BASE HARVESTED ACREAGE CAN BE 00127900 
1280 C EXPRESSED AS FIJLLUWS I 00128000 
1281 C NEW BASE : 1JLDHASE•(l•SL!PPAGE)*(CHANGE IN SETASIDE + CHANGE 00128100 
1282 C IN DIVERStnNS ) 00128200 
12~3 C GREGG PARVIN 00128300 
1284 ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccoo128400 
1265 CORtiAC: ACRECI,017l+ACRECl,009)*CACRECI 1 013)+ACRECI 1 021)) 00128500 
1280 GSAC : ACRE<l10l8)tACRECI1009)•(ACRE(l,014J+ACRECI1022)) 00128b00 
1287 nATAC = ACREc1.019)+ACRE(l,009)•(ACRE(lt015)+ACRE(I,023)) 00\28700 
1288 BARAC : ACRECI,020)+ACRECI,OQ9)*CACRECT,01b)+ACRECI 1024)) 00128800 
1289 WHAC : ACAECJ,002)+ACRECI,010)•(ACRECI100b)+ACRECI1025)J 00128900 
1290 SVAC : ACRECJ,oOJl+ACRECl,Ol1)•(ACRECI 1007)+ACRECJ,026l) 00129000 
1291 CTAC : ACRECJ,004l+ACRECI,ut2)*CACRE(I,008l+ACRf.CI1027)) 00129100 
1292 R(I1217J:OATAC •CEXOGCI,082l*CEXUG(I,138) + EXUG(I,201))) 00129200 
1293 B(I,003l=SYAC •CEXOGCl1084l*(EXOGCI,OUS) + tXOGCI,177))) 00129300 
1294 A(I,215l=ACRECI,017)*C1.0•EXtJGCI1210)) + ACRECI,Ot7)*EXOGCI 1 210J 00129400 
1295 1 * (1•O•EXOGCI,062)) 00129500 


















HCI 100l):AtWECJ 1004J•Cl.O•EXOG(I,212)) + ACRECI 1004)•EXUGCJ,212) 
l•(l 0 0•EXllGC!,08Sl) 
H(l,21o)=ACRECI 101R)•(1.0•EXOG(l,213)) + ACRE(l10l8)•EXUG(I1213) 
l•C1.0•EIJGCI,u82)) 
H(l 1 21AJ=AC~ECI 1 020l•Cl.O•EXOGCI,214l) + ACRE(I,020l•EXOG(I,214) 
1 •Cl.O•EXUG(f,082)) 
C Cut-1VE1H l•l:i T:J :>LlPPAGE 
1)1) 341 lJl{i:8?,85 
















DESCRIPTION OF GAUSS-SEIDEL 
ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE 
172 
The solution technique chosen to be used in POLYSIM 
was the Gauss-Seidel Iterative. This solution technique 
was chosen because 0£ its wide use and acceptance, its 
relative simplicity when compared to other techniques 
and the ease 0£ modification 0£ this technique to 
consider different specifications 0£ the crop demand 
sectors. The Gauss-Seidel iterative technique has been 
used as the solution techniques in conducting 
simulations of econometric models such as Holbrook 
(1976), Chow (1976) and Hein (1973) which involve 
simultaneous relationships. This solution technique is 
simply an iterative technique which is explained in the 
following paragraphs. 
Consider the situation of endogenous variables, 
denoted Y 1, . . . , Yg, which are related simultaneously and 
each of which is represented by a normalized equation. 
Each endogenous variable is assumed to be a function of 
the other g-1 endogenous variables and k exogenous 
variables, denoted X1, ... , Xk. This system might be 
expressed as: 
Y1 = f1CY2, ... ,Yg;X1, ... ,Xk) 
Y2 = f2CY1,Y3, ... ,Yg;X1, ... ,Xk) 
Yg = fg(Y1, ... ,Yg-1 ;X1, ... ,Xk) 
Let the initial "guess" of the solution set for the 
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endogenous variables be denoted as the set CY10, ... ,YgO). 
From these initial "guesses", the first iteration values 
can 
be computed as: 
Y11 = f1CY20, ... ,Yg0;X1, ... ,Xk) 
Y21 = f2CY11, ... ,Yg1;X1, ... , Xk) 
Yg1 = fgCY11, ... ,Yg-11;X1, ... ,Xk) 
17 lf 
The first iteration values can then be used to compute the 
second iteration values as: 
Y12 = f1CY21, ... ,Yg1;X1, ... ,Xk) 
Y22 = f2CY12. ... ,Yg1 ;XL •.. , Xk) 
Yg2 = fg(Y12, ... ,Yg-12;X1, ... ,Xk) 
This iterative scheme is continued until for some given 
convergence criterion a specified tolerance level, say, b 
is reached for all endogenous variables in the system. 
The convergence criterion and tolerance level are related 
in the following manner in POLY SIM: IC Yik - Yik-1) I 
/Yik-1 must be less than or equal to b for all i, where k 
denotes the iteration number. In POLYSIM the tolerance 
level Cb) is set equal to .0001. 
The majo~ problem associated with the use of the 
Gauss-Siedel iterative technique is that a solution is 
not guaranteed. This problem, in general, can be 
eliminated by careful choice of the variables to 
normalize upon, the ordering of equations, and the use 
of dampening factors. The choice of endogenous 
variables to normalize upon is somewhat fixed in 
POLYSIM. The simulator has to obtain a solution for a 
certain set or minimum set of endogenous variables which 
will adequately describe the crops included in the 
model. 
As can be seen from the above description of the 
Gauss-Siedel interative technique, this technique 
computes solutions in a somewhat recursive fashion. If 
the system being simulated can be ordered, from an 
equation standpoint, to make it as recursive as possible, 
convergence is much easier to achieve. The ordering of 
the equations in POLYSIM which involve simultaneity are 
shown in Figure 7-9. 
A dampening factor is a device used to reduce the 
magnitude of the oscillations from one iteration to the 
next. The jth iteration when dampening factors are 
considered may be defined as 
Yjg = W*Yjg+(1-W)*Yig 
for all endogenous variables and i is equal to j-1 and W 
lies in the closed bound 0 to 1.0. A dampening factor 
when used with a lowered tolerance level for convergence 
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Soybean Crushing Demand x x x 
Soybean Export Demand x x 
Soybean Total Demand x x x 
Soybean Price x x 
Soybean Meal Domestic Demanc x x 
Soybean Meal Export Demand x x 
Soybean Meal Total Demand x x x 
Soybean Meal Price x x 
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Corn Feed Demand x x 
Corn Export Demand x x 
Corn Total Demand x x x 
Corn Price x x 
Wheat Food Demand x x 
Wheat Export Demand x x 
Wheat Feed Demand x x x 
Wheat Total Demand x x x x x 
Wheat Price x x 
Grain Sorghum Feed Demand x x 
Grain Sorghum Export Demand x x 
Grain Sorghum Total Demand x x x 
Grain Sorghum Price x x 
Oat Feed Demand x x 
Oat Total Demand x x 
Oat Price x x 
Barley Feed Demand x x x 
Barley Total Demand x x 
Barley Price x x 
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Cotton Domestic Demand x x 
Cotton Export D elnand x 
Cotton Total Demand x x x 
Cotton Price x x 
Figure 9. Simultaneity Flow 0£ Cotton Sector 
with a higher or less stringent tolerance level for 
convergence and also substantially reduce the number of 
iterations necessary to obtain convergence. Dampening 
factors have been incor- porated in POLYSIM with W set 
equal to 0.5. 
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APPENDIX C 
OPTIMAL CONTROL VARIABLE VALUES AND 
SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES FOR 
0, 30, 50, 70, 100 APPLICATIONS 
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TABLE XXX 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES 
AND SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
FOR 0 APPLICATION, 1980-831 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
Loan Rates 
Coi::n $/bu. 2.68 2.78 2.78 
Wheat $/bu. 2.93 3. 15 3. 19 
Cotton $/lb. 0.52 0.52 0.52 
Set-Aside Rate 
Co:rn Yo 16. 4 0 22.90 27.80 
Wheat Yo 22.30 23.90 24.40 




Coi::n Y. 16. 40 22.90 27.80 
Wheat Yo 22.30 23.90 24.40 





in Agg:regate Yo 16.4 22.9 27.8 
Wheat Yo 22.8 28.7 29.2 
Cotton Yo 18.9 21. 9 14. 4 
Hai::vested 
Acreage 
Coi::n M. ac. 61. 4 55.6 4 9. 1 
Wheat M. ac. 51. 8 45. 1 42.3 
Cotton M. ac. 8.9 8.9 1 0. 0 
Feed G:rains 
in Aggregate M. ac. 92.5 83.3 75.0 
Yield 
Coi::n bu./ac. 102.2 104.1 106.8 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 33.9 34.6 
Cotton lb ./ac. 490.2 517.7 555.8 
Feed Gi::ains 








2 4. 10 
29.30 
25.90 










56 3. 1 
2. 4 
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TABLE XXX (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Ex:eor:ts 
Corn M. bu. 1941.5 1772.9 1646.6 1615.4 
Wheat M. bu. 1041.9 867.0 807.9 786.9 
Cotton M. bales 4.8 3.8 4.2 3.9 
Feed Grains 
in Agg:regate M. tons 218.8 197.9 181 . 1 173.9 
Iotal 
!,!tilization 
Co:rn M. bu. 6431.3 5811. 8 5327.9 5100.6 
Wheat M. bu. 1810.0 1612.2 1522.0 1470.6 
Cotton M. bales 11. 0 9.9 1 0. 2 1 0. 1 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate M. tons 218.8 197.9 181 . 1 173.9 
Ending Year: 
Carq!-out 
Corn M. bu. 1655.8 1524.7 1449.6 1453.8 
Wheat M. bu. 853.3 770.9 7 15. 1 715. 1 
Cotton M. bales 2.2 1. 4 1 . 4 1. 3 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:cegate M. tons 56.6 52.6 50.5 50.9 
Commoditl! 
Prices 
Corn $/bu. 2. 90 3.25 3.40 3.38 
Wheat $/bu. 5.03 5.82 5.88 6.22 
Cotton $/lb. 0. 7 1 0. 9 '+ 0. 9 1 0.96 
Feed G:rains 
in Aggregate $/ton 90.80 106.40 115.00 117.60 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 64.69 65.51 69.49 
Hogs $/cwt. 41. 00 61 . 40 56.78 61. 63 
Milk $/cwt. 11.69 13.96 14.70 15. 0 1 
Reta,il Meat 
PI;;i.ces 
Choice Bee£ $/lb. 2.36 2.78 2.79 2.89 
Pork $/lb. 1. 23 1. 70 1. 78 2.02 
Milk $/1/2 gal. 1 . 05 1. 27 1. 35 1 . 45 
1 See footnote 1 0£ Table XXI 
TABLE XXXI 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES 
AND SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
FOR 30 APPLICATION, 1980-83 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
Loan Rates 
Co:r::n $/bu. 2.08 2.09 2 . 11 
Wheat $/bu. 2.42 2.62 2.63 
Cotton $/lb. 0.38 0.38 0.42 
Ta:r::get P:r::ices 
Co:r::n $/bu. 3.53 2.28 3.56 
Wheat $/bu. 4.86 4.28 4.42 
Cotton $/lb. 0.78 0.72 0.73 
S~:t-Asige Rat~ 
Co:r::n 3 16. 4 35.0 55.0 
Wheat % 1 3. 0 22.0 27.0 




Co:r::n % 8.2 17.5 27.4 
Wheat % 7.8 13. 2 15. 9 
Cotton 3 11 . 5 35. 1 49.2 
Reduction in 
P:r::oduction 
:f :r::om Baseline 
Feed G:r::ains 
in Agg:r::egate % 4.? 9.9 1 6. 2 
Wheat ?. 4.7 3.5 4.5 
Cotton % 8. 1 25.5 3 1 . 4 
Ha:r::vested 
Acreage 
Co:r:n M. ac. 68.6 65.8 60.8 
Wheat M. ac. 64.2 62.9 60.9 
Cotton M. ac. 1 0. 9 8. 1 7.0 
Feed G:r::ains 























TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Yj,~lg 
Corn bu./ac. 100 . 1 100.8 101. 7 103.9 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 32.9 32.4 32.6 
Cotton lb ./ac. 490.2 504.6 551.7 588.7 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate ton/ac. 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
EXEOrts 
Corn M. bu. 2107.6 2070.1 1925.3 1898.4 
Wheat M. bu. 1249.8 1258.8 1264.8 1258.9 
Cotton M. bales 11. 6 1 0. 0 8.7 8.6 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate M. tons 61. 3 58.9 55.9 56.7 
Set-Aside Pal!-
ment Rate 
Co:rn $/bu. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.82 
Wheat $/bu. 0.0 1. 14 0.94 2.23 
Cotton $/lb. 0.2 0 . 2 1 0.54 0.74 
De:ficienc~ 
Pa~ments 
Co:rn B. $ 3.5 2 . 1 2.2 1. 1 
Wheat B. $ 1. 2 0.5 0. 4 0.0 
Cotton B. $ 0.7 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate B. $ 4.2 2.6 2.8 1. 5 
S~t-Aside 
Pa}!ments 
Corn B. $ 0.0 0. 0 0.0 1. 5 
Wheat B. $ 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.9 
Cotton B. $ 0. 1 0.3 1. 0 1. 5 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 5 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Commoditl! 
Pi;;;i.c§S 
Co:cn $/bu. 2.55 2.71 2.97 2.93 
Wheat $/bu. 3.88 3.93 4.09 4.35 
Cotton $/lb. 0. 6 1 0.93 1. 13 1. 11 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:cegate $/ton 86. 13 91. 50 98.50 102.80 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 6 1. 0 3 62.59 66.50 
Hogs $/cwt. 41. 0 0 52. 14 51.36 55.70 
Milk $/cwt. 11. 69 13.35 13.82 14.24 
Retail Meat 
Prices 
Choice Beef $/lb. 2.36 2.64 2.71 2.82 
Po:ck $/lb. 1. 23 1. 54 1. 68 1 . 9 0 
Milk $/1/2 gal.1.05 1. 21 1. 29 1. 39 
1See footnote 1 of Table XXI 
TABLE XXXII 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES 
AND SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
FOR 50 APPLICATION 1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
Loan Rates 
Corn $/bu. 2.31 2.51 2 . 6 1 
Wheat $/bu. 2.79 3.09 3.51 
Cotton $/lb. 0.43 0.51 0.51 
Ta:cget P:cices 
Corn $/bu. 3.69 3.59 3.88 
Wheat $/bu. 4.87 4.89 4.58 
Cotton $/lb. 0.78 0.83 0.80 
Sgt-As id§ Rg,te 
Co:cn Yo 18.2 36. 1 45.0 
Wheat Yo 20.8 21. 3 32.7 




Corn Yo 9 . 1 18.0 22.5 
Wheat % 12.5 12. 8 1 9 • 6 





in Aggregate % 5.2 10.5 13. 3 
Wheat % 7. 4 3.7 5.0 
Cotton % 16 . 5 23.7 21. 9 
Harvested 
Acreage 
Corn M. ac. 68.2 65.4 62.8 
Wheat M. ac. 62.3 62.5 60.4 
Cotton M. ac. 9 • 1 8 . 1 7. 9 
Feed Grains 












2 3. 1 
2 2. 1 
40.8 
13.5 
6 . 1 
29.9 
62.2 




TABLE XXXII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Yield 
Corn bu./ac. 100 . 1 100.9 101. 9 103.Z 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 33.0 32.5 32.7 
Cotton lb./ac. 490.2 514.5 556.4 574.4 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate T./ac. 2.3 2.3 2.3 2. 3 
~x12o;i:;ts 
Corn M. bu. 2097.3 2057.9 1989.1 1986.5 
Wheat M. bu. 1219.4 1241.1 1253.8 1259.6 
Cotton M. bales 4.9 3.8 3.7 3.6 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate M. ton 66.9 65.6 63.2 63.2 
Total 
Utiligation 
Co:rn M. bu. 6838.6 6653.2 6424.1 6366.3 
Wheat M. bu. 2008.2 2037.5 2048.7 2053.4 
Cotton M. bales 11 . 2 9.8 9.7 9.6 
Feed G:cains 
in Aggregate M. tons 232.9 226.5 218.2 216.3 
Endj,ng Year 
Carr2-out 
Corn M. bu. 1796.3 1743.4 1724.7 1774.8 
Wheat M. bu. 990.9 1018.6 935.4 885.9 
Cotton M. bales 2.3 2.4 2.6 1. 1 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate M. tons 60.9 58.9 58.2 60.3 
Set-Asige Pa2-
ment Rate 
Corn $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wheat $/bu. 0.00 0.00 1 . 0 3 0.83 
Cotton $/lb. 0.27 0.30 0.56 0.59 
Deficienc2 
Pa2ments 
Corn B. $ 4.0 3. 1 3.8 5.0 
Wheat B. $ 1 . 0 1. 2 0.6 0.7 
Cotton B. $ 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate B. $ 4.7 3.8 4.7 6. 1 
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TABLE XXXII, (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
~et-As id~ 
Pa~ments 
Corn B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat B . $ 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 
Cotton B. $ 0. 2 0. 4 1 . 0 1. 1 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate B . $ 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
Commodit~ 
P:rice~ 
Co:i:n $/bu. 2.57 2.73 2.83 2.78 
Wheat $/bu. 4.05 3.99 4. 14 4.33 
Cotton $/lb. 0.69 0.95 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 2 
Feed G:i:ains 
in Aggregate $/ton 86.43 92.65 97. 13 98.48 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 6 1 . 2 6 62.63 65.05 
Hogs $/cwt. 41. 0 0 52.72 51. 37 52.38 
Milk $/cwt. 11 . 6 9 13.39 13.85 1 4 . 0 1 
Retail Meat 
Prices 
Choice Bee£ $/lb. 2.36 2. 65 2. 7 1 2.78 
Po:rk $/lb. 1. 23 1. 55 1. 68 1. 82 
Milk $/ 1/ igal. 1. 05 1. 22 1. 29 1. 37 
1See footnote 1 0£ Table XXI 
TABLE XXXIII 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES 
AND SELECTED7ENDOGENOUSIVARIABLES 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
Loan Rates 
Corn $/bu. 2.26 2.48 2.52 
Wheat $/bu. 2.85 2.90 3.08 
Cotton $/lb. 0.45 0.50 0.51 
Target Prices 
Corn $/bu. 3.50 3.71 4. 1 3 
Wheat $/bu. 5.01 4.89 5. 17 
Cotton $/lb. 0.89 0.84 0.84 
Set-Aside Rate 
Corn % 8.6 11. 5 2 1 . 3 
Wheat % 8.2 1 0. 1 12. 0 




Corn % 4.3 5.8 10. 6 
Wheat Yo 4. 9 6. 1 7.2 





in Aggregate % 2. 4 3.0 5.5 
Wheat % 2.9 1 . 8 2. 1 
Cotton % 7.8 1 0 . 6 8.6 
Harvested 
Acreage 
Corn M. ac. 70.3 71. 4 69.8 
Wheat M. ac. 65.3 64.2 62.8 
Cotton M. ac. 9. 9 9.7 9.7 
Feed Grains 




3 . 1 1 
0. 51 
4 . 6 1 
5.39 
0.88 




9 . 6 
19.7 
6 . 2 
2.6 






TABLE XXXIII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Yiel,d 
Co:rn bu./ac. 100. 1 100.3 100.3 100.4 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 32.8 32.2 32.3 
Cotton lb ./ac. 490.2 50 4. q 528.2 2 41 . 6 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:r:egate ton/ac. 2.3 2.3 2. 3 2.3 
J;;.KEQrts 
Co:r:n M. bu. 2152.8 2194.2 2173.2 2149.5 
Wheat M. bu. 1268.6 1288.7 1309.1 1325.5 
Cotton M. bales 5.3 4.9 4.9 9.9 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:r:egate M.tons 68.7 69.9 6 9. 1 68.5 
Total 
Utilization 
Co:cn M. bu. 6985.3 7045.2 6998.4 6939.6 
Wheat M. bu. 2062.7 2088.6 2106.7 2123.9 
Cotton M. bales 11. 6 1 1 . 1 11 . 2 1 1 . 3 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:cegate M.tons 237.6 66.6 66.5 67.8 
Ending Year 
Ca:rr2-out 
Co:r:n M. bu. 1858.lt 1980.6 198lt.5 2018.6 
Wheat M. bu. 1035.6 1053.6 972.9 927.8 
Cotton M. bales 2.8 2.0 1 . 8 1. 9 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:r:egate M.tons 62.9 66.6 66.S 67.8 
Set-Aside Pa2-
ment Rate 
Co:r:n $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wheat $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cotton $/lb. 0. 18 0. 2 1 0.34 0.36 
Deficienc2 
Pa2ments 
Co:r:n B. $ 3.7 4.4 5.9 7.6 
Wheat B. $ 1. 4 1. 4 1 . 6 1 . 7 
Cotton B. $ 1. 1 0.4 0 . 2 0.4 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:r:egate B. $ 4.4 5.3 6.9 9.0 
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TABLE XXXIII (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Set-As;i.de 
PaJi!mente 
Cor:n B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat B. $ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cotton B. $ 0 . 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate B. $ o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Commodit;t 
Prices 
Co:rn $/bu. 2.45 2.48 2.52 Z.53 
Wheat $/bu. 3.77 3.79 3.89 4.03 
Cotton $/lb. 0 . 6 1 0.75 0.79 0.79 
Feed Grains 
in Aggregate $/ton 84.79 86.83 87.96 88.94 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 60.39 60.90 62.83 
Hogs $/cwt. 41. 0 0 49.63 47.72 47.91 
Milk $/cwt. 11.69 13. 18 13.43 13.47 
Retail Meat 
Prices 
Choice Beef $/lb. Z.36 2.62 2.67 2.73 
Pork $/lb. 1 . 2 3 1. 49 1. 61 1. 73 
Milk $/ 1/2gal. 1. 05 1. 20 1. 26 1. 32 
1see footnote 1 of Table XXI 
TABLE XXXIV 
OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES 
AND SELECTED ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 
FOR 100 APPLICATION1 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 
CONTROL VARIABLE 
to an Rat~s 
Co:cn $/bu. 2.20 2.32 2.32 
Wheat $/bu. 2.68 2. 7 3 2.76 
Cotton $/lb. 0.38 0.39 0.40 
Ta;r;get P:cice2 
Co:r:n $/bu. 3.62 3.99 4.50 
Wheat $/bu. 5.47 5. 17 5.30 
Cotton $/lb. 0.84 0 . 9 1 0.95 
Set-Aside R9te 
Co:cn % 2. 2 2.6 3.8 
Wheat % 2. 1 3.6 3.8 




Co:r:n % 1. 1 1. 3 1. 3 
Wheat % 1. 3 2 . 2 2. 3 





in Agg:regate % 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
Wheat % 0.7 0.6 0.5 
Cotton % 1 . 3 1. 4 2.0 
Harvested 
Acreage 
Corn M. ac. 71. 7 73.6 74.5 
Wheat M. ac. 66.8 65.3 64.2 
Cotton M. ac. 10.7 10. 8 10. 8 
Feed Grains 

















2 . 0 
74.7 
65.8 
1 1 . 3 
1 1 0 . 1 
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TABLE XXXIV (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Yj,eJ.d 
Co:rn bu./ac. 100. 1 99.7 98.9 98. 4 
Wheat bu./ac. 32.5 32.7 3 2. 1 32. 1 
Cotton lb./ac. 490.2 498. 1 508.9 521. 5 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:regate ton/ac. 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
J:;XJ:!O:r:ts 
Co:rn M. bu. 2188.1 2265. 1 2282.8 2276.0 
Wheat M. bu. 1291.9 1314.9 1339.8 1261.5 
Cotton M. bales 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.7 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:regate M.ton 69.8 72.2 72.6 72.5 
Total 
Utilization 
Co:rn M. bu. 7078.7 7252.6 7333.3 7355.8 
Wheat M. bu. 2088.2 2116.7 2138.5 2160.9 
Cotton M. bales 11. 9 12. 0 1 2 . 1 12. 3 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:regate M. tons 240.6 246.3 248.3 249.2 
Ending: Ye at 
Ca:r:r2-out 
Co:rn M. bu. 1903.0 1990.2 2018.7 2016.7 
Wheat M. bu. 1058.0 1074.5 994.8 951. 7 
Cotton M. bales 3.2 2.6 2.2 2.4 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:regate M. tons 64.4 67. 1 67.7 67.9 
Set-Asj,de Pa2-
m~nt Rate 
Co:rn $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wheat $/bu. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cotton $/lb. 0. 14 0. 16 0. 18 0.22 
Deficienc2 
Pa2ment§ 
Co:rn B . $ 4.4 5.8 7.9 10. 7 
Wheat B . $ 2 . 1 1. 9 2.0 2.3 
Cotton B. $ 1 . 1 1. 1 1 . 1 0.8 
Feed G:rains 
in Agg:regate B. $ 5.2 6.8 9.2 12.5 
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TABLE XXXIV (Continued) 
Item Unit 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Set-Aside 
Pa~ment2 
Corn B. $ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wheat B. $ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cotton B. $ 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:regate B. $ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Commodit:i 
P~ices 
Co:cn $/bu. 2.38 2.35 2.33 2.32 
Wheat $/bu. 3.65 3.67 3.75 3.86 
Cotton $/lb. 0.56 0. 6 1 0.67 0.66 
Feed G:cains 
in Agg:cegate $/ton 83.71 83.36 85.53 8 2. 19 
Cattle $/cwt. 57.00 59.26 60.07 6 1. 29 
Hogs ~ 41. 0 0 47.66 46.05 44.65 
Milk ?. 11 . 6 9 13.05 1 3 . 2 1 1 3. 14 
R!,il: ta;i.J,, f:Ie at 
P:c;i.ces 
Choice Beef $/lb. 2.36 2.60 2.65 2.69 
Po:ck $/lb. 1. 23 1 . 4 6 1. 58 1 . 6 6 
Milk $/1/2gal. 1 . 0 5 1 . 18 1. 24 1 . 2 9 
1 See footnote 1 of Table XXI 
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